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Abstract
Anisotropic mechanical properties are common in plastically deformed or thermo-
mechanically processed metallic materials, e.g. in rolled or extruded sheet. Among them, the
anisotropy of large strain plastic deformation and ductile fracture under multi-axial
loading is highly relevant to various industrial applications such as metal forming, impact
failure of structures, etc. In this thesis, a comprehensive study of the plasticity and ductile
fracture of anisotropic metal sheets is presented, covering experimental characterization,
constitutive modeling and numerical implementation. On the basis of an extensive multi-
axial experimental program, the anisotropic plasticity of the present aluminum alloy is
modeled using a macroscopic phenomenological model and a polycrystalline plasticity
model, respectively. The proposed phenomenological modeling makes use of a linear-
transformation-based orthotropic yield function with pressure dependence, as well as a
combined isotropic/kinematic hardening law, and is able to capture most features of the
anisotropic plastic behavior under various multi-axial stress states with good accuracy
and computational efficiency. At the same time, a physically-motivated self-consistent
polycrystalline plasticity model is utilized to describe the texture-induced anisotropy and
through-thickness heterogeneity of the present sheet material. A Reduced Texture
Methodology (RTM) is developed to provide the computational efficiency needed for
industrial applications. In additional to an accurate prediction of all macroscopic material
behaviors, the polycrystalline model reveals that the development of the crystallographic
texture is the underlying mechanism of plastic anisotropy and heterogeneity. The
anisotropic ductile fracture of the present aluminum alloy extrusion is investigated using
a hybrid experimental-numerical approach. The experimental results show a strong
dependency of the strain to fracture on the material orientation with respect to the loading
direction. A new non-associated anisotropic fracture model is proposed which makes use
of a stress state dependent fracture locus and an anisotropic plastic strain measure
obtained through the linear transformation of the plastic strain tensor. It is shown that the
use of the Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) stress state weighting function in this
anisotropic fracture modeling framework provides accurate predictions of the onset of
fracture for all fourteen distinct fracture experiments. The proposed plasticity and fracture
modeling framework is successfully validated on a industrial stretch-bending operation.
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Thesis Supervisor: Dirk Mohr
Title: CNRS Associate Professor, Ecole Polytechnique
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Prediction of strain localization and ductile fracture of metal sheets in engineering
structures is an important topic in automotive, aerospace and military industries.
Recently, the automotive industry has shown great interest in this topic due to the
increasing use of next-generation light-weight car body materials, such as aluminum
alloys, Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS), magnesium alloys, etc. Most of these
materials feature superior strength to weight ratio but relatively low ductility, and thus
make fracture a great challenge for efficient vehicle design. One particular challenging
issue is the fracture/ductility anisotropy of these metallic materials. The anisotropy/
directionality in crack initiation and propagation has been observed in many typical
manufacturing problems. For example, Figure 1-la demonstrates a series of Marciniak
sheet forming experiments, where fracture always run along the rolling direction,
regardless the major loading directions. As illustrated by Fig. 1-I b, cracks tend to open in
the transverse direction during a hole-expansion operation. Therefore, a validated model
which could capture such anisotropic properties will be of great value in optimizing
material performance during simulation-based design processes.
Anisotropic mechanical properties are common in plastically deformed or thermo-
mechanically processed metallic materials, e.g. in rolled or extruded sheet. The
anisotropic fracture properties may come from three aspects: anisotropic plastic
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properties; anisotropic damage accumulation/fracture strain envelope; stress/strain history
induced anisotropy. The final aim of this thesis is to develop material models
incorporating the three features listed above. For this purpose, in-depth understanding and
modeling of both anisotropic metal plasticity and ductile fracture is absolutely necessary.
(a) (Courty fo General Motors)
Crack tends to open In T.D.
(b) (Courtesy of US Steel)
Fig. 1-1: Anisotropic ductile fracture observed in industrial forming tests. (a) 3 Marciniak
forming tests specimens of TRIP780 steel, where crack always runs along rolling
direction; (b) hole-expansion experiments of a DP780 steel where cracks tend to open in
transverse direction.
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1.1 Anisotropic metal plasticity
Anisotropic metal plasticity has been a hot topic for many decades, and numerous models
have been proposed, including both phenomenological models at the macroscopic level
and crystal plasticity models at the microstructure level.
A large number of phenomenological yield functions (e.g. Barlat et al., 2003;
Hosford, 1972; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993; Logan and Hosford, 1980) have been
developed for plastic anisotropy of metals after the original development of Hill (1948).
Among them, the formulations based on linearly transformed stress tensors draw utmost
attentions, due to the convexity consideration and their high flexibility in describe the
anisotropic behavior of metal sheets. Barlat et al. (1991) adapted the isotropic Hershey
(1954) and Hosford (1972) yield function for anisotropic materials through the linear
transformation of the stress tensor. In close analogy, Karafillis and Boyce (1993)
obtained a more general anisotropic yield function by using the linear transformation of
the stress tensor in conjunction with a linear combination of two isotropic yield functions.
An extension of this yield function has been recently presented by Bron and Besson
(2004) which makes use of two distinct linear transformation functions. As an alternative
to linear transformations of the stress tensor, flexible anisotropic plasticity models can be
built with non-associated flow rules, in which the yield surface and the plastic flow
potential are defined by different functions (Stougthon, 2002). It has been reported that
quadratic anisotropic yield functions along with a non-associated quadratic flow rule can
accurately predict the thickness evolution and the earing in cup drawing operations of
aluminum alloys (Cvitanic et al., 2008; Taherizadeh et al., 2010), as well as the large
deformation behavior of TRIP and DP steels under multi-axial loadings (Mohr et al.,
2010). More recently, other approaches have been investigated to develop anisotropic
constitutive models. Desmorat and Marull (2011) made use of the stress tensor spectral
decomposition along Kelvin modes to develop a new class of anisotropic yield criteria.
Paquet et al. (2011) have proposed a homogenization-based anisotropic continuum
plasticity model for SDAS cast aluminum alloys which takes microstructural aspects into
account. In addition to describing the initial anisotropy with great accuracy, significant
efforts are made to characterize and model the evolving anisotropy of aluminum alloys
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during straining (Khan et al., 2009; Khan et al., 2010; Stoughton and Yoon, 2009;
Cardoso and Yoon, 2009; Rousselier et al., 2009; Barlat et al., 2011).
The framework of physically-based polycrystalline metal plasticity, on the other
hand, has intrinsic advantages in describing the anisotropy and distortion of the yield
surface, as well as the more realistic anisotropic hardening. Under large deformation, e.g.,
during the rolling or extrusion processes, metals develop a preferred orientation or
crystallographic texture in which certain crystallographic plane tend to orient themselves
in a preferred manner in response to the applied loads or displacement (Miller and
McDowell, 1996). The development of such crystallographic texture has long been
recognized as the physical reason for the deformation-induced anisotropy, which is the
case for most metal sheets and extrusions (Bunge and Roberts, 1969; Juul Jensen and
Hansen, 1990; Kallend and Davies, 1972). Moreover, the polycrystalline plasticity can
represent macroscopic yield surfaces with complex shapes given particular model in use.
The convexity of these shapes and the normality rule for polycrystalline aggregates have
been demonstrated by Bishop and Hill (1951), providing that the crystals individually
deform by slip according to the Schmid Law. In addition, polycrystalline plasticity is able
to capture the complex evolution of yield surfaces (e.g. Kuroda and Tvergaard, 1999;
Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2001; Kuwabara, 2007), which involves texture evolution at large
strains or intragranular substructure evolution (e.g. cross-hardening between different slip
systems) and reorganization of dislocation substructures. The framework of
polycrystalline plasticity models is well poised to model these physical phenomena and is
constantly improved (Hoc and Forest, 2001; Holmedal et al., 2008; Peeters et al., 2001).
Therefore, polycrystalline plasticity is a natural choice for the modeling of anisotropic
stress-strain behavior under multi-axial and multi-path loadings.
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1.2 Ductile fracture with anisotropy
The formation of macroscopic cracks in metals is often considered as the result of the
accumulation of damage within the material at the mesoscopic and/or microscopic level
(Lemaitre, 1985). In the context of ductile fracture, damage is generally described as a
sequence of events comprising void growth, nucleation and coalescence (McClintock,
1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969). Gurson (1977) proposed a simple porous plasticity model
to account for the effect of void growth at the mesoscopic level on the effective plastic
material response at the macroscopic level. Modifications introduced by Chu and
Needleman (1980) and Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) made the model more complete
by taking into consideration void nucleation and coalescence. Continuum Damage
Mechanics (CDM) models have been developed as an alternative to porous plasticity
models using a rigorous thermodynamics framework (Chaboche, 1988a, b; Dhar et al.,
2000; Lemaitre, 1985; Voyiadjis and Dorgan, 2007; Wang, 1992). In the CDM models,
the material deterioration is described by a phenomenological damage parameter, while a
thermodynamic dissipation potential is introduced to obtain the damage evolution law.
In addition to Gurson-like and CDM models, uncoupled phenomenological models
have been developed for a balance between complexity of the underlying physics and the
simplicity needed for practical industrial applications. Neglecting the effect of damage on
the elasto-plastic material behavior prior to fracture, one can utilize any standard metal
plasticity model together with a separate phenomenological fracture model. It is usually
postulated that fracture initiates when a weighted cumulative equivalent plastic strain
reaches a critical value (e.g. Fischer et al., 1995). The weighting function depends on the
Cauchy stress tensor and describes the effect of the stress state on the onset of fracture.
Bao and Wierzbicki (2004) performed a comparative study on eight models of this type
where different weighting functions have been formulated based on the respective work
of McClintock (1968), Rice and Tracey (1969), LeRoy et al. (1981), Clift et al. (1990)
and the modified Cockcroft and Latham criterion (1968) by Oh et al (1979). Another
comparative study done by Zadpoor et al. (2009) covers the porous plasticity models,
phenomenological models and the M-K model (Marciniak and Kuczynski, 1967) for
sheet metal forming. Recently, Li et al. (2011) compared and evaluated the Gurson-like
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models, CDM models and the uncoupled phenomenological models with a series of
tension and compression tests. Most early ductile fracture models use the stress triaxiality
(ratio of hydrostatic stress to von Mises stress) as the only stress state parameter
controlling fracture initiation. More recent studies (Coppola et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2001) suggest that the ductility of metals also depends on the third stress
invariant (Lode parameter). To formulate more general fracture models, Wilkins et al.
(1980) and Xue (2007a; 2007b) introduced the third stress invariant into the weighting
function to account for the effect of both pressure and Lode parameter on ductile fracture.
Gao et al. (2009; 2011) studied the effect of the hydrostatic stress and the third invariant
of deviatoric stress tensor on both plasticity and ductile fracture. Bai and Wierzbicki
(2010) formulated the so-called Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) model which makes
use of a stress triaxiality and Lode angle dependent weighting function that is obtained
from transforming the stress-based Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion into the space of
stress triaxiality, Lode parameter and equivalent plastic strain on the basis of an isotropic
but stress-state dependent plasticity model (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2008b). Other
approaches to predicting ductile fracture involve the modeling of the localization of
deformation using theoretical bifurcation analysis (e.g. Li and Karr, 2009), micro-
mechanics based analysis (e.g. Sun et al., 2009), and Forming Limit Curves (FLC).
One key challenge in modeling rolled/extruded aluminum sheets is that they exhibit
significant anisotropy not only in their plastic response but also during the initiation of
fracture. Gurson-type of models have been extended to account for the effect of
anisotropy on plasticity (Benzerga et al., 2004; Bron and Besson, 2006; Brunet et al.,
2005; Rivalin et al., 2000), to describe the effect of non-spherical voids (Benzerga et al.,
2004; Bron and Besson, 2006; Steglich et al., 2008), and their coalescence(Benzerga et
al., 2002; Gologanu et al., 2001; Pardoen and Hutchinson, 2000, 2003). Monchiet et al.
(2008) developed a homogenization-based macroscopic yield function which combines
both orthotropic matrix and void shape effects. This function has been improved further
by Keralavarma and Benzerga (2008) who considered richer deformation fields at the
microlevel. In Keralavarma and Benzerga (2010), a more general case is addressed where
the underlying micromechanical problem considers non-axisymmetric loading and
spheroidal voids that are not aligned with the principal axes of matrix orthotropy. The
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reader is referred to Benzerga and Leblond (2010) for a comprehensive review of
anisotropic void growth and coalescence models. Morgeneyer et al. (2009) proposed a
new model which accounts for anisotropy throughout all stages of material damage.
Based on the classical CDM models which employ a scalar measure of damage, more
complex CDM models featuring a tensorial (and hence direction sensitive) damage
variable have been proposed (e.g. Brilnig et al., 2008; Brinig and Gerke, 2011; Chow and
Wang, 1987; Chow et al., 2001; Hammi and Horstemeyer, 2011; Menzel and Steinmann,
2001; Voyiadjis and Dorgan, 2007).
1.3 Thesis outline
In the present thesis, a comprehensive study of the plasticity and ductile fracture of
anisotropic metal sheets is presented, covering experimental characterization, constitutive
modeling and numerical implementation. This thesis consists of eight chapters. Each
chapter, except Chapter 1 and Chapter 8, addresses one specific topic. In most cases, the
chapters are self-contained as they address one topic at a time and have already been
published or are submitted for publication. A list of publications related to the present
thesis is given in Section 1.4
Chapter 2 is devoted to the experimental characterization and phenomenological
modeling of the plasticity of a strongly anisotropic Aluminum Alloy (AA) 6260-T6
extruded profile. Using a newly-developed dual actuator system, combinations of normal
and tangential loads are applied to a flat specimen to investigate the material response
under more than 30 different monotonic multi-axial stress states. The Yld2000-2d yield
criterion with an associated flow rule and an isotropic hardening model have been
successfully used to describe the initial yield surface and its evolution. The comparison
between the experimental results and finite element simulations shows that this
constitutive model provides very accurate predictions for the material response under
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multi-axial loading. A special extension of the Yld2000-2d yield function for general
three-dimensional stress states is also presented. The yield function for three-dimensional
stress states is chosen such that it reduces to the Yld2000-2d yield function under plane
stress conditions and makes use of the same anisotropy coefficients. Furthermore, a series
of compression followed by tension tests are performed to characterize the material
behavior under non-monotonic loadings. It is observed that the present aluminum alloy
exhibits both considerable Bauschinger effect and tension/compression strength
differential effect. A combined hardening model feature a non-linear kinematic hardening
law is proposed and calibrated, as well as a pressure dependence function of flow
stresses.
Chapter 3 deals with the plasticity modeling of the same extruded AA6260-T6 based
on the framework of classical polycrystalline plasticity. A Reduced Texture Methodology
(RTM) is used to provide the computational efficiency needed for industrial applications.
The RTM approach involves a significant reduction of the number of representative
crystallographic orientations. Furthermore, a special inverse optimization procedure is
used to identify all model parameters (including texture) from mechanical experiments.
The experimental program includes uniaxial tensile experiments for different material
orientations. Due to the heterogeneity in texture and grain size along the thickness
direction of the 2mm thick extruded material, specimens of full- and reduced thickness
are prepared. Uniaxial compression-tension experiments are completed with the help of
an anti-buckling device. The mechanical response of full-thickness specimens is modeled
using twelve crystallographic orientations. Only eight distinct grain orientations are
required to obtain satisfactory predictions for the reduced-thickness specimens with the
same set of hardening parameters. The models describe well the stress-strain curves and
Lankford ratios for all directions. It is found that the computed reduced textures are in
good agreement with EBSD measurements. The 8-grain model is also validated for non-
proportional loading paths in the space of tension and shear. Simulations of punch
experiments are performed to further validate the model and to demonstrate the
computational efficiency of the RTM based polycrystalline plasticity model in structural
applications.
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Chapter 4 is a continuation and extension of the work presented in Chapter 3. An
extended RTM-based polycrystalline plasticity model is developed based on the
framework presented in Chapter 3. The new model features a new hardening law for large
strain deformation and a generalized initial back stress model at the slip-system level to
account for stress/strain history effect. All material model parameters are identified
through a special hybrid experimental-numerical based procedure from a comprehensive
experimental database. In addition to all the anisotropic and thru-thickness
heterogeneous mechanical responses that have been modeled in Chapter 3. The observed
Strength Differential effects of tension/compression, and shear/reverse shear, the
Lankford differential effect between +450 and -450 simple tension are accurately
captured. In addition, the predictive power of this model is validated through good
predictions of various combined tension/compression and shear loadings. Simulations of
punch indentation and 3-pt bending with spring-back further demonstrate the feasibility
of industrial use of this type of RTM-based polycrystalline plasticity models.
Chapter 5 is focuses on the plasticity and fracture characterization and modeling of a
transversely anisotropic aluminum 6061-T6 sheet. A Hill'48 plasticity model is found to
be sufficient to provide accurate predictions of the stress strain response for both the
uniaxial calibration tests and the multi-axial validation experiments. A phenomenological
ductile fracture modeling framework, comprising a Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC)
fracture envelope, a linear incremental damage law and a post-failure softening model
with mesh regularization, is proposed for the present material. Special efforts have been
made to develop experimental techniques for the direct calibration of the fracture model,
i.e. direct measurements of fracture strains and developing experiments featuring constant
stress states all the way to fracture. The calibrated fracture model with softening and
element deletion is able to capture accurately both the force-displacement curves and the
failure location in all the fracture experiments performed in this study. In addition, more
realistic failure modes/patterns are seen with the calibrated post-failure softening model.
Chapter 6 develops an anisotropic ductile fracture model within the
phenomenological framework, which allows the separate modeling of the anisotropic
effect in plastic deformation and ductile fracture. In particular, the anisotropic ductile
fracture of a 6260-T6 anisotropic aluminum alloy extrusion is investigated using a hybrid
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experimental-numerical approach. A basic fracture testing program covering a wide range
of stress states and different material orientations is carried out.The experimental results
show a strong dependency of the strain to fracture on the material orientation with respect
to the loading direction. An uncoupled non-associated anisotropic fracture model is then
proposed which makes use of a stress state dependent weighting function and an
anisotropic plastic strain measure. The latter is obtained from applying the von Mises
equivalent plastic strain definition after the linear transformation of the plastic strain
tensor. It is shown that the use of the isotropic Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) stress
state weighting function in this anisotropic fracture modeling framework provides
accurate predictions of the onset of fracture for all fourteen fracture experiments.
Chapter 7 demonstrates the applicability of the proposed phenomenological plasticity
and fracture modeling framework to a practical industrial forming operation, a stretch-
bending test, on a DP780 steel sheet. The plasticity and ductile fracture of the present
sheet are fully characterized by a Hill'48 orthotropic model and a MMC fracture model
respectively. Finite Element models with three different element types (solid, shell and
plane strain) are built for a Stretch Forming Simulator (SFS) test (Shih and Shi, 2008),
numerical simulations with four different R/t values (die radius normalized by sheet
thickness) are performed. It is shown that the 3D and shell element simulations can
predict failure location/mode, the upper die load-displacement responses as well as wall
stress and wrap angle at the onset of fracture for all R/t values with good accuracy.
Furthermore, a series of parametric studies are conducted on the 3D element model, and
the effect of tension level (clamping distance), tooling friction, mesh size and fracture
locus on failure modes and load-displacement responses were investigated.
Chapter 8 summarizes main contributions of this thesis and suggests some future
directions.
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Chapter 2
Experimental characterization and
phenomenological modeling of anisotropic
plasticity under multi-axial loading
2.1 Introduction
The plasticity of aluminum alloys has been the focus of numerous studies in the past. It is
well-known that conventional quadratic metal plasticity models such as the isotropic von
Mises (1913) or the anisotropic Hill (1948) model provide only a poor approximation of
the mechanical response of aluminum alloys. Woodthorpe and Pearce (1970) performed
uniaxial tension and hydraulic bulge tests on cold-rolled purity aluminum sheets. Their
results demonstrate that Hill's theory underestimates the ratio of biaxial to uniaxial yield
stress by more than 20%. Stout et al. (1983) subjected aluminum 2024T6 and T8 tubes to
combinations of tension and internal pressure as well as tension and torsion. Their
experiments confirmed that Hill's quadratic model underestimates the equi-biaxial yield,
while Hill's (1979) non-quadratic criterion as well as Bassani's (1977) criterion provided
more accurate predictions of the anisotropic yield behavior of aluminum. Green et al.
(2004) used a custom-made biaxial testing apparatus (Ferron and Makinde, 1988) to test
aluminum 1145 cruciform specimens under different in-plane biaxial stretching
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conditions. Their numerical analysis suggests that the non-quadratic yield functions by
Barlat and Lian (1989) and Hill (1990) can accurately describe the behavior of this alloy.
Lodicola et al. (2008) made use of in-situ X-ray diffraction to measure the stresses during
modified Marciniak flat bottom ram tests (Marciniak and Kuczynski (1967), Raghavan
(1995)) on AA5754-0 sheets. Their results for different biaxial loading paths revealed
deficiencies of both quadratic yield functions (Mises (1913) and Hill (1948)) and non-
quadratic yield functions (Hosford (1972), Barlat et al. (2003)). Bai and Wierzbicki
(2008) proposed a pressure and Lode angle dependent yield function to describe the
plasticity of aluminum 2024-T3 51.
A comprehensive review of yield functions for metals is presented in the textbook of
Banabic et al. (2000). One promising avenue towards the formulation of anisotropic yield
functions is the use of linearly transformed stress tensors in isotropic yield functions (e.g.
Cazacu and Barlat, 2001), which are briefly reviewed in Section 1.1 . Based on the results
from uniaxial tensile tests, Lademo et al. (1999) concluded that none of the anisotropic
models by Hill (1990), Barlat and Lian (1989) or Karafillis and Boyce (1993) is able to
describe the anisotropy of both the yield stress and r-ratio of extruded AA6063-TI or
AA7108-TI accurately. Lademo et al. (2002) reported satisfactory predictions of the
anisotropic plastic response of different AA7108 tempers when using the Yld96 criterion
of Barlat et al. (1997). The latter model has been enhanced further by Barlat et al. (2003).
The result, the convex anisotropic Yld2000-2d function, is obtained from the isotropic
Hosford criterion using two distinct linear transformations of the stress deviator.
The Yld2000-2d model has been successfully employed by various authors. Naka et
al. (2003) used this model to represent the yield surface of AA5083 that has been
determined from cruciform tests. Kuwabara et al. (2005) characterized the deformation
behavior of extruded AA5154-Hi 12 tubes under combined tension/internal pressure.
Their comparison of the experimental results with the Yld2000-2d model predictions
indicates good agreement for the plastic work contours as well as for the direction of
plastic flow. The uniaxial tests and hydrobulge tests by Jansson et al. (2005) confirmed
the applicability of the Yld2000 material model to AA6063-T4 tubes. Lee et al. (2005)
simulated the forming of AA5754-0 and AA61 1 1-T4 sheets. They found good agreement
with the experiments using the Yld2000-2d model together with a Chaboche (1986)
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combined isotropic-kinematic hardening rule. Stoughton and Yoon (2005) used the
Yld2000-2d model to simulate the deep drawing of AA6016-T4 sheets. Korkolis and
Kyriakides (2008, 2009) performed a series of inflation and burst experiments on Al-
6260-T4 tubes along proportional and non-proportional loading paths. They reported
improved strain path predictions by the Yld2000-2d model in comparison with the
Karafillis and Boyce (1993) model.
In view of applications with three-dimensional stress states, yield functions
describing the anisotropic behavior in the full stress space are required. With the
exception of the anisotropic yield functions proposed by Bron and Besson (2004) and
Barlat et al. (2005), most yield functions presented in the open literature are either
developed for plane stress only or are non-convex. Barlat et al. (2005) also proposed an
18-parameter yield function for general stress states (Yld2004-l8p) which has advantages
in cup-earing predictions (e.g. Yoon et al, 2006) and wall-thinning predictions during
hydroforming (Korkolis and Kyriakides, 2011). However, the complete calibration of the
Yld2004-18p model cannot be performed based on experimental results only and requires
crystal plasticity simulations (Grytten et al., 2008). Furthermore, the computations
associated with the solution of the constitutive equations (in particular the calculations of
the derivatives) are far more complicated than with the Yld2000-2d model. Yoon and
Hong (2006) pointed out that computations with the 8-parameter Yld2000-2d model are
about four times faster than the Yld2004-18p model.
The material parameters of the Yld2000-2d model are typically determined from the
uniaxial tensile test measurements of the yield stresses Y, Y4 5, Y90 and r-ratios ro, r 4 5 , r9 0
as well as the equi-biaxial yield stress Yb and equi-biaxial r-ratio rb. In this Chapter, we
make use of a newly-developed combined tension/compression and shear testing
technique (Mohr and Oswald, 2008) to investigate the plasticity of 2mm thick extruded
aluminum AA6260-T6 sheets. In close analogy with the tension-torsion testing of thin-
walled tubes (e.g. Taylor and Quinney, 1932), flat sheet specimens are subject to various
combinations of tangential and normal loads. The experimental results are used to
calibrate and validate the Yld2000-2d yield function. A series of uniaxial tensile tests is
performed to confirm the prediction accuracy of the yield stress and r-ratio variations. In
addition, an extension of the Yld2000-2d plane stress model to general three-dimensional
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stress states is presented. Furthermore, the Bauschinger effect and the Strength
Differential (SD) effect (tension/compression asymmetry) are characterized using in-
plane compression and compression followed by tension tests. These effects are modeled
using a non-linear kinematic hardening law and a pressure dependent yield function.
2.2 Material
One of the main materials of interest for this thesis is a thin-walled extruded aluminum
AA6260-T6 profile. The extruded profile is used as a primary load carrying member of
car body structures, and its wall thickness is 2mm. The main alloying elements of the
present material are magnesium (0.45-0.7%) and silicon (0.4-0.6%), while the Al-Mg-Si
alloy system is in the precipitation hardened T6 condition. All specimens are extracted
from the same batch of the extrusions at the same location (see Fig. 2-1) on the flat
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Fig. 2-1: Specimen preparation from the extruded profile in different material orientations.
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flanges, so as to avoid the uncertainties caused by the variations of material properties
between different batches and locations of the extrusions. As shown in Fig. 2-1, the
Extrusion Direction (ED) and the in-plane Transverse Direction (TD) are considered as
material orthotropy axes, whereas the third material orthotropy axis is the Normal
(thickness) Direction (ND) pointing out of the outer surface of the extrusion. To quantify
the in-plane material orientation of the specimen, an angle a is defined between the sheet
material coordinate system (ED, TD) and the in-plane machine coordinate system (el, ey)
, where ey and e, denotes the vertical (tensile) and horizontal (shear) loading axis of the
testing machine, respectively.
2.3 Uniaxial tensile experiments
Dogbone-shaped specimens are cut from the 2mm thick extruded aluminum AA6260-T6
sheet material using a water-jet. The specimen design (Fig. 2-2) differs slightly from that
in ASTM standard E8 (2004), because of the limited width of the extruded sheets. The
specimens are tested on a hydraulic testing machine (Instron Model 8080) using custom-
made high pressure clamps. All experiments are carried out under displacement control at
10 50
32
Fig. 2-2: Schematic of the dogbone specimen geometry.
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a constant piston velocity of 0.5mm/min. Both the axial and width strain are measured
using a digital image correlation system (VIC2D, Correlated Solutions, SC). For this, a
random speckle pattern of an average speckle size of about 10Opm is applied to the
specimen gage section.
The material is tested under uniaxial loading along different directions within the
sheet plane. Recall that a is introduced to denote the angle between the specimen axis and
the extrusion directions, specimens were cut every 150 between the extrusion direction
(a = 00) and the transverse direction (a = 90'). The corresponding engineering stress-
strain curves are plotted in Fig. 2-3(a) up to the appearance of diffuse necking. The
results show that all stress-strain curves are very similar. There is an estimated error of
about 5% in the engineering stress due to thickness variations within the specimen gage
section. The yield stresses and hardening behavior seem to be independent of the tensile
direction. The maximum engineering stress is about 240MPa. To verify the repeatability
of the results, three specimens are loaded along the extrusion direction. The
corresponding stress-strain curves (dashed lines in Fig. 2-3a) show that the difference of
stresses is smaller than the experimental error associated with specimen thickness
variations.
Logarithmic plastic axial and width strains are calculated using a measured Young
modulus of E=63GPa and an elastic Poisson ratio of v=0.33. Based on the assumption of
plastic incompressibility, the r-values are then determined from the slopes of the
logarithmic plastic width strain versus logarithmic plastic thickness strain curves. The
results are summarized in Table 2-1. The solid dots in Fig. 2-3b show the identified r-
values as a function of the specimen orientation angle a. The initial yield stress is defined
by the true stress as the plastic work per unit volume attains 10- 3J/mm3 (corresponds to
a plastic proof strain of about 0.5%). The measurements (blue solid square dots in Fig.
2-3b) indicate that the uniaxial yield stress is almost independent of the specimen
orientation; its average value is about 21 OMPa.
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Fig. 2-3: Results from uniaxial tensile testing. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves along
the rolling direction (red curves, three tests), the cross-rolling direction (blue curve) and
an intermediate direction, a = 450 (black curve); (b) Calculated and measured r-ratio
variations (black curves and solid dots, respectively); Calculated and measured yield
stress (blue curves and solid squares, respectively).
Table 2-1: Uniaxial yield stress and Lankford
tensile testing
coefficients determined from uniaxial
a! = 0 a = 151 a = 30 a = 450  a = 60' a = 75' a = 900
Y [MPa] 211 206 205 213 209 208 209
r = ] 0.489 0.372 0.192 0.210 0.326 0.716 1.083
th
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2.4 Biaxial experiments
2.4.1 Experimental procedure
A series of biaxial experiments is performed using a custom-made dual actuator system.
The reader is refereed to Mohr and Oswald (2008) for details on the present multi-axial
testing procedure. The dual actuator system applies tangential and normal loads to the
boundaries of a flat specimen. The horizontal actuator applies the tangential force to the
lower specimen boundary. As shown in Fig. 2-4a, the lower specimen clamp is mounted
onto a low friction sliding table. A load cell positioned between the horizontal actuator
and the lower specimen clamp measures the tangential force. The normal force is applied
through the vertical actuator in the upper cross-head. Two additional load cells have been
integrated into the lower sliding table to measure the total vertical force. For all tests, the
hydraulic dual actuator system is run in the force-controlled mode.
clamp
vertical
actuator
I
horizontal
actuator t
-4to
(a) (b)
Fig. 2-4: (a) Schematic of the dual actuator system; (b) Specimen geometry and the
definition of the biaxial loading angle /.
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Figure 2-4b shows the exact shape and dimensions of the specimen. It features a
h = 4.5mm high and w = 50mm wide gage section. The thickness of the gage section
has been symmetrically reduced to about t = 0.7mm using conventional milling. The
displacements are measured directly on the specimen surface using a digital image
correlation system (VIC2D, Correlated Solutions, SC). More than 300 photographs are
taken throughout each monotonic experiment. The data is acquired using the software
packages FastTrack DAX (Instron, MA) and VicSnap (Correlated Solutions, SC).
The experimental technique allows for the testing of the sheet material for different
combinations of normal and shear loading. As illustrated in Fig. 2-4b, the biaxial loading
angle 3 quantifies the ratio of normal to shear loading,
Fv
tan := FH (2.1)
FH
# varies from 0* to 900 for combinations of tension and shear, and from -900 to 00 for
compression and shear. The limiting cases of 3 = 00 and 3 = 900 ( = -900) correspond
to pure shear in the machine coordinate system (zero normal stress along the y-direction)
and transverse plane strain tension (compression), respectively. The horizontal and
vertical axes are referred to as x- and y-direction, respectively. For the biaxial
experiments, the specimen orientation angle a defines the orientation of the sheet
extrusion direction with respect to the vertical axis of the dual actuator system.
As demonstrated by Mohr and Oswald (2008), the specimen is designed such that the
engineering stress along the y-direction, EY, may be approximated by
71 Fv
E' A~ (2.2)
with the initial cross-sectional area of A0 = wt. Equation (2.2) implies that the variations
of the stress EY are negligible along the x-direction. Similarly, due to the large width-to-
height ratio, it may be assumed that the shear stress variations along the x-direction are
small. Hence, the engineering shear stress EX,, associated with the horizontal force
measurement FH reads
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FHEX FH A(2.3)
Yl A0
The corresponding engineering normal strain Ey and engineering shear strain E,, are
determined from DIC. The state of stress in the specimen gage section is plane stress,
while the state of deformation in this specimen is transverse plane strain. In other words,
the strain along the x-direction is approximately zero, Ex ~ 0. In order to study distinct
features of the material's constitutive response, it may be useful to map the measured
stresses and strains into a coordinate system that is attached to the material's orthotropy
axes (see Mohr and Jacquemin, 2008). However, the present work focuses on the
calibration and validation of an existing constitutive model which may be readily
performed in the machine coordinate system.
2.4.2 Experimental program
Biaxial tests are performed over a wide range of loading conditions by varying the biaxial
loading angle 3 as well as the initial specimen orientation a. Specimens have been
extracted at four different sheet directions (a = 0', a = 450, a = -450 and a = 900) and
subsequently tested at the following biaxial loading angles: #3 = -900, 3 = -600,
3= -300, 3 = 00, = 22.50, 3= 450, #3=67.50 and l= 900. Figure 2-5 shows a
graph which illustrates the different loading states on a generic quadratic yield surface in
the plane stress subspace (ao, ago, T) where o-o is the normal stress in the extrusion
direction, o-go is the normal stress in the transverse direction, and T is the corresponding
shear stress component. In the same figure, loading states corresponding to the
aforementioned uniaxial tensile tests are also plotted (green dots).
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Note that the difference between the specimen orientations a =+450 and a = -45'
becomes only apparent for non-zero shear loading: A positive horizontal force FH > 0
introduces tension along the extrusion direction in the a = +450 specimen, as opposed to
compression in the case of a a = -45" specimen. Similarly, a positive horizontal force
FH > 0 introduces compression along the transverse direction for a =+450, as opposed
to tension for a = -45'. In the present Chapter, it is assumed that the material is
orthotropic and symmetric, i.e. f(ao, 010, T) - f(o0, 9o0 , -T), and thus only the half of
the yield surface with T > 0 was shown in Fig. 2-5. A more general visualization
considering material non-orthotropy and non-symmetry will be shown in Chapter 4,
together with corresponding experimental quantification and constitutive modeling.
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Fig. 2-5: Visualization of the loading states in the 3-dimensional stress-space. The solid
dots represent the intersection of the linear stress paths with a quadratic yield surface.
The labels next to the data points denote the biaxial loading angle # while the point color
corresponds to the specimen orientation a (see legend). The green dots correspond to
uniaxial tension (UT).
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2.4.3 Experimental results
From each biaxial experiment, a normal stress versus normal strain curve as well as a
shear stress versus shear strain curve are obtained. All measured normal and shear
engineering stress strain curves are summarized in Fig. 2-6. All curves are in hierarchical
order with respect to the specimen orientation a.
In tension-dominated experiments, the curves are shown all the way up to localized
necking (i.e. vertical force maximum). In shear-dominated tests, two distinct phenomena
lead to the loss of the stress field uniformity: (1) small cracks that initiate and grow from
the corners of the gage section, and/or (2) shear buckling at large strains. The appearance
of small cracks can be easily detected during the test as they cause a decrease of the
specimen strength. Shear buckling causes a loss of homogeneity in the strain field which
becomes apparent after processing all image data. In compression-dominated tests
(0 < 04), buckling occurs soon after the yield point is reached. Therefore, these tests are
only used to measure the corresponding initial yield point, but not the hardening
behavior.
The measured normal stress-strain curves are almost identical for all specimen
orientations (the maximal difference in stress level is less than 5%), except for transverse
plane strain tension and compression (3 = ±900). The corresponding yield stress is about
15% higher in the transverse direction (a = 900) than in the other directions (a = 00 and
a = 450). In compression, the yield stress in the transverse direction is also about 12%
higher.
The dependence on the specimen orientation is more pronounced for the shear stress
strain curves. The direct comparison of Fig. 2-6c and Fig. 2-6d reveals a remarkable
difference of behavior between specimens oriented along the orthotropic axes of the
material (a = 00 and a = 900, Fig. 2-6c) and the intermediate directions (a = ±45', Fig.
2-6d). In the first case (a = 00 and a = 900), the shear yield stress increases as the
loading angle # becomes closer to 0'; the upper bound is given by the result for pure
shear loading (/= 00). For a = 450, the pure shear experiment presents also the upper
bound, but the shear stress-strain curves are almost the same for -300 < / < 22.50 (Fig.
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2-6d). At the same time, the corresponding ultimate normal strains (Fig. 2-6c) are
negligibly small as compared to the corresponding shear strains (e.g. 0.3% compared to
11.6% for a = 450; 0.4% versus 13% for a = -450).
Figure 2-7 shows the evolution of the yield locus in the true normal stress versus
shear stress plane for different amounts of plastic work per unit volume, J = f ode:P.
Note that the only components of the stress tensor contributing to the plastic work are the
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Fig. 2-6: Results from biaxial testing. Normal stress-strain curves (upper row) and shear
stress-strain curves (lower row). (a) and (c) rolling direction (black curves) and cross
rolling direction (blue curves); (b) and (d) a = +450 (black curves) and a = -45" (blue
curves).
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normal and shear stresses (which are measured experimentally). Data points depicted in
Fig. 2-7 are thus independent from a particular choice of yield function or flow rule. All
experimental points are depicted in the first quadrant; the absolute value of the normal
stress is used for compression experiments (0 < 00). It is worth noting that the material
exhibits a yield stress asymmetry between tension and compression. This asymmetry may
be interpreted as a transient Bauschinger effect (Yoshida et al., 2002) associated with
residual back stresses introduced during the extrusion process. It is apparent at small
strains, but already after 10 x 10- 3 J -mm-3 of plastic work, nearly the same yield stress
is measured for tension and compression (Fig. 2-7).
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Fig. 2-7: Yield locus for different amounts of plastic work 6. Results from tension
experiments (13 > 0') are depicted by square solid dots, while triangular dots are used
for compression experiments (13 < 0"). The solid lines depict the prediction of the
Yld2000-2D yield criterion. Absolute stress values are used for compressions.
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2.5 Plasticity model for plane stress condition
2.5.1 Model choice
As briefly discussed in the introduction, a variety of constitutive models has been
proposed in the past to describe the plastic behavior of anisotropic aluminum alloys. Most
common models are cast into the mathematical framework where the shape of the yield
surface is defined through a particular anisotropic function that defines the equivalent
stress. Strain hardening is then typically related to the work-conjugate equivalent plastic
strain, while the assumption of associated plastic flow is made to define the evolution of
the plastic strain tensor.
In the present study, the Yld2000-2d equivalent stress definition of Barlat et al.
(2003) is chosen to describe the plasticity of the present extruded aluminum alloy. An
attempt was made to model the present experimental data using the yield functions by
Hill (1948), Barlat and Lian (1989) and Karafillis and Boyce (1993). Both the Hill (1948)
and Barlat and Lian (1989) yield functions have only three independent shape parameters
which are usually calibrated based on the r-values ro, r 45 and r9o. As a result, these
models provide also significant variations of the uniaxial yield stresses when the planar r-
value anisotropy is large (defined as Ar - (ro + r9o - 2r45)/2). The Karafillis and
Boyce (1993) yield function offers more flexibility, as it includes five independent
parameters in the case of plane stress orthotropy. The direction-dependence is introduced
through three "anisotropic" parameters that define the linear transformation of the stress
tensor; two additional "isotropic" parameters are used to define the general shape of the
underlying isotropic yield surface. Following the recommendation of Karafillis and
Boyce (1993), the three anisotropic parameters have been chosen to fit the experimental
r-values in the 00, 450 and 900 directions, while the isotropic coefficients are calibrated
such as to provide the best prediction for the uniaxial yield stresses. The corresponding
model predictions of the yield stresses and r-values are depicted in Fig. 2-3b (dashed
lines). The predicted uniaxial yield stresses are approximately direction independent, but
the flow rule associated with the Karafillis and Boyce (1993) yield function cannot
describe the experimentally-measured r-value variations.
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The backbone of the Yld2000-2d model by Barlat et al. (2003) is the function
S(e) = S' - S' a + 2S"1+±S a + 2S'' + S''I (2.4)
where a is the stress tensor for plane stress condition. a has three independent elements
o, o-y and T, representing the stress components in ED, TD, and the corresponding shear
stress component, respectively. (S', S 1I) and (S", S") denote the principal values of the
stress tensors that are described by the stress vectors s' and s", respectively. Equation
(2.4) corresponds to Hosford's original isotropic yield function if s' = s" =s with s
denoting the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor. Barlat et al. (2003) introduced
two special linear transformations of the stress tensor. In vector notation, we have
12ai -ai 0 ~ ao-
s'= a2 2a2 0 o-Y (2.5)
3-0 0 3a7_ r
and
-23 + 2a4 + 8a5 - 2a6 a- 4a 4 - 4 a 5+ 4a 6  0 ~ -
s" = 9 4a3 - 4a4 - 4a5 + a6 -2a3 + 8a4 + 2a5 - 2a6  0 o-y (2.6)
0 0 9a8_ r
Thus, the anisotropic yield function is determined by the eight transformation coefficients
ai, a 2, ... , as and the exponent a. This special expression for the linear transformation has
been written such that all ak =1 in the isotropic case.
The yield surface is then defined through
f (a, k) = 5 (a) - k = 0 (2.7)
where k denotes the yield stress. The isotropic hardening law reads
dk = H (Ep) dz, (2.8)
where the equivalent plastic strain increment df, is defined from plastic work conjugacy,
- - de - 9d&p (2.9)
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The hardening function H(dp) is calibrated based on the stress-strain curves for uniaxial
tension. In the present work, the uniaxial stress versus plastic strain curve o-(E) is
approximated using Swift's law
u = A(Eo + e )" (2.10)
with the parameters given in Table 2-2. Here, our attention is limited to isotropic
hardening since all experiments presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are performed under
monotonic loading conditions. The validation and calibration of the yield surface and
flow rule remains unaffected by this assumption. A combined isotropic-kinematic
hardening model will be presented and calibrated separately in Section 2.7 for non-
monotonic loadings.
Table 2-2: Swift hardening law parameters of AA6260-T6
A [MPa] s0[-] n [-]
332 1.86 x 10- 0.122
2.5.2 Model calibration
EBSD measurements have shown that the material texture of the extruded material is
homogeneous within a 1.2mm thick central layer, while this statistical homogeneity is
perturbed within a 0.3mm thick surface layer (see Chapter 3 or Rousselier et al., 2012).
Here, the plasticity model is calibrated based on the assumption of homogeneous material
properties along the thickness direction. Eight model parameters need to be identified
from experiments to determine the yield function. In addition, the hardening function
needs to be identified. The integer exponent a may be calibrated from experiments as
well, but it is typically chosen based on the crystal plasticity calculations of Logan and
Hosford (1980). Following their recommendation, a value of a = 8 is chosen to account
for the FCC crystal structure of the aluminum alloy. A minimum number of eight
experimental measurements is needed to calibrate the linear transformation functions.
Among the large number of tests performed, we select the experimental data that
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represent the following distinct features of the plastic response of the present aluminum
alloy:
i) The uniaxial yield stress is more or less the same for all specimen
orientations.
ii) The r-ratio varies substantially under uniaxial tensile testing;
iii) There is a pronounced difference between the yield stress for pure shear
loading along the extrusion direction and the 450 direction.
Consequently, the following experimental data is chosen for calibration: the uniaxial
yield stresses Y, Y90 and Y4 and the corresponding r-values ro, r 9o and r 45, (from the
tensile tests along a = 0", a = 900 and a = 450 respectively), as well as the yield
stresses To and T4 5 from the pure shear testing (# = 0") of the a = 00 and a = 45"
specimens. The corresponding values are summarized in Table 2-3. Recall that we have
YO Y90 ~ Y45 for the present aluminum alloy.
Table 2-3: Experimental data used for the model calibration
Yo [MPa] Y45 [MPa] Y90 [MPa] ro[-] r 4 5[-] r90[-] To[MPa] T45[MPa]
210 210 210 0.489 0.210 1.083 146 115
As detailed in Barlat et al. (2003), there are then eight equations to solve to identify
the material model parameters. Here, we have two equations per uniaxial test (yield stress
and r-ratio) and two for the pure shear tests. A Newton-Raphson numerical procedure has
been successfully used by others to solve this set of equations, but for the present data,
this type of algorithm did not converge. It is speculated that the set of eight non-linear
equations does not have an exact solution in the present case. Another method consists in
finding the coefficients by minimizing the error function
/2 2
E )= 1 -1 +- 1) (2.11)E~ay)exp xep
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where i = {0, 45, 90} and j = {0, 45} . o- represents the uniaxial yield stress in the
direction a, ri is the r-value in the same direction and Tj is the pure shear yield stress in
the specimen direction c.
For the numerical minimization, the downhill simplex method proposed by Nelder
and Mead (1965) is chosen (among numerous other algorithms) as it requires the
evaluation of the error function only, but not its derivatives. After minimization, the error
does not converge to zero, meaning that the true solution of the eight calibration
equations has not been found. As the algorithm may converge towards a local minimum,
several initial guesses for the ao have been tried, but all lead to the same final result given
in Table 2-4. This set of parameters yields to an average error of 0.78% on each term of
the sum in Eq. (2.11). The corresponding yield surface for T = 0 is shown in Fig. 2-8.
For comparison, the isotropic Hosford yield envelope with the exponent a = 8 and the
von Mises criterion are also shown. The comparison shows that the shape of the
identified Yld2000-2d function is considerably different in the tension-tension and
compression-compression quadrants. Furthermore, the Yld2000-2d deviates from the
isotropic criteria in the three-dimensional space of (o, eao, T).
It is worth noting that the direction of plastic flow for equi-biaxial tension (or
compression) is considerably different for these models. The addition of reliable
experimental data for equi-biaxial tension would certainly be valuable for further
validation.
YId2000-2d
Hosford VOn MISeS
F . 8 k [-s
Fig. 2-8: Plane stress yield envelope for T = 0.
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Table 2-4: Model parameters for a = 8
a1  0 2  a 3  a 4  a 5  a 6  a 7  a 8
0.901 1.042 0.658 0.933 1.044 1.021 0.754 1.230
2.5.3 Model validation
The constitutive model has been implemented into a commercial finite element program
(user subroutine for ABAQUS/explicit) using a standard return mapping algorithm.
Subsequently, numerical simulations of all uniaxial and biaxial experiments were
performed.
Figure 2-3b depicts the variations of the yield strength and r-ratios under uniaxial
loading as predicted by the constitutive model (solid lines) along with the experimental
data points. The comparison of the experimental data and model predictions reveals only
small differences. Recall that the experimental data for a = 00, 450 and 900 has been
used for the model calibration, while the agreement for a = 15", 300, 600 and 750 may be
considered as model validation. Observe that the strong r-ratio variations (min. 0.19, max
1.08) are described with great accuracy. The predicted yield strength varies about ± 0.5%
around its mean value which is smaller than the measurement error in the experimental
data. For completeness, we also show the full stress-strain curves (Fig. 2-9a) and the
evolution of the width strain as a function of the axial strain under uniaxial tension (Fig.
2-9b). Clearly, the identified Swift law provides a good approximation of the strain
hardening behavior. Furthermore, the model assumption of self-similar yield surface
evolution (i.e. constant r-ratios) is confirmed by the curves shown Fig. 2-9b.
The comparison of the Yld2000-2d yield locus with the experimental data presented
in Fig. 2-7 shows good agreement. The different amounts of plastic work (1, 2, 5 and 10
mJ - mm-3) correspond to predicted equivalent plastic strain of 9 = 4.8 x 10-3,
9.5 x 10-, 2.3 x 10-2 and 4.5 x 10-2, respectively. The initial yield stress (at a plastic
work of 1 mJ -mm- 3) in shear-dominated experiments (-600 < 3 < 450) is predicted
with less than 3% relative error in the rolling (a = 0") and transverse (a = 900)
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directions, and less than 4.5% relative error for a = ±450. Regardless of the material
orientation, the model predictions are the least accurate for tension-dominated
experiments 3 = 67.5" and 3 = 900. The predicted true normal stress at yield is higher
than the experimental true normal stress by 1 OMPa for 3 = 67.50 in the rolling direction
(a = 0"), and by 15 MPa for 3 = 67.5' in the transverse direction (a = 90"). The higher
model accuracy for shear-dominated loadings may be partially attributed to the model
calibration based on the shear yield stresses ro and .4 5. Moreover, the accuracy of the
model predictions does not deteriorate at large strains. For example, the shear stress at
yield in the pure shear experiment (# = 00) and the normal stress at yield in the tension
experiment (3 = 900) are both predicted with less than 4% relative error at plastic works
of 1 and 1OmJ -mm 3 , in the rolling direction (a = 04). The assumption of "associated
hardening", i.e. the definition of the hardening modulus as a function of the energy-
conjugate equivalent plastic strain (Eq. (2.8)), as well as isotropic hardening thus prove as
good assumptions for the present aluminum alloy under monotonic loadings.
The stress-strain curves for biaxial loading are summarized in Figs. 2-10 and 2-11. In
all graphs, the dashed curves represent experimental results while the solid curves are
obtained from simulations. The overall agreement of all experimental and simulation data
is very good. The main difference in the shape of the curves becomes apparent at small
strains for the shear stress-strain curves of shear-dominated experiments (Fig. 2-10cd and
Fig. 2-11 cd). The experimental curves show a smooth transition from the elastic to the
plastic range, while this transition is much sharper for the simulated curves. Considering
the shear stress state as a combination of tension and compression along the principal
stress axes, it may be speculated that this difference is due to the transient Bauschinger
effect which is not captured by the model. The assumption of associated plastic flow
(normality flow rule) plays an important role in predicting the stress level for transverse
plane strain tensile loading (3 = 900). Clearly, the good predictions of the upper normal
stress-strain curves for a = 00 (Fig. 2-1Oa), a = 900 (Fig. 2-1Ob), a = 450 (Fig. 2-1la)
and a = -450 (Fig. 2-1l b) support the choice of the current associated plasticity model.
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Fig. 2-9: Model predictions for uniaxial tensile loading along 7 different specimen
orientations. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves; (b) Engineering strain along the width
as a function of engineering axial strain. The experimental results are shown by dots,
while the solid lines correspond to the model predictions. Stress-strain curves are
translated with respect to each other for clarity; the origin of each curve is indicated by
thin vertical and horizontal lines.
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Fig. 2-10: Model predictions for the biaxial testing. Normal stress-strain curves (upper
row) and shear stress-strain curves (lower row) for o = 0' and a = 900. The solid lines
depict the prediction of the Yld2000-2D yield criterion, while the experimental results are
shown by dashed curves.
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Fig. 2-11: Model predictions for the biaxial testing. Normal stress-strain curves (upper
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lines depict the prediction of the Yld2000-2D yield criterion, while the experimental
results are shown by dashed curves.
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2.6 Extended model for general stress states
The above results have demonstrated the accuracy of the Yld2000-2d model for plane
stress. In view of applications with three-dimensional stress states, an extension of the
Yld2000-2d model is required. With the exception of the anisotropic *yield functions
proposed by Bron and Besson (2004) and Barlat et al. (2005), most yield functions that
are published in the open literature are either developed for plane stress only or are non-
convex. Barlat et al. (2005) propose two yield functions for general stress states, but the
computations associated with the solution of the constitutive equations (in particular the
calculations of the derivatives) and the model parameter identification are far more
complicated than with the Yld2000-2d model. Here, we propose a simple extension of the
Yld2000-2d yield function from plane stress to general stress states. An attempt is made
to chose the new 3D yield function such that it (1) reduces to the Yld2000-2d function in
the case of plane stress, and (2) it is convex with respect to the Cauchy stress tensor.
In close analogy with the original presentation of Barlat et al. (2003), we rewrite the
plane stress formulation Eq. (2.4) as the sum of two functions,
1 111 +(2.12)))
U 21/a (S + (S(2.12)
where
a
m'( ' )= S' - ,,((2.13)
"(s") = 2S''+S'' + 2S'+ S1 (2.14)
In the 3D case, the linear transformations Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6) read
s' = L'o and s" = L"o- (2.15)
with the Cauchy stress vector a- { o-X2 cYY 0 2 oa 2 22 } and the
transformed stress deviator vectors
s s' s s } and s" ={ s" s" s s"2 s2 } (2.16)
while
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-(s + and =-(s" +s" (2.17)
The linear transformations L' and L" are specified through the eight parameters ai, ... , a 8
of the Yld2000-2D model plus four new parameters, as, ..., a12, that are associated with
out-of-plane shear stresses,
2ai -ai -ai 0 0 0 1
I -a 2 2a 2 -a 2  0 0 0L' - 0 0 0 3a 7  0 0 (2.18)3  0 0 0 0 3ag 0
_ 0 0 0 0 0 3 aio
-2a3 + 2a 4 + 8a 5 - 2a 6  -4a4 + 4aE6 + a 3 - 4a 5  a 3 + 2a 4 - 4a 5 - 2a6  0 0 0
4a 3 - 4a 4 - 4a 5 + a 6  -2a3 + 8a 4 + 2a 5 - 2a 6  -2a3 - 4a 4 + 2as5 -a+ 0 0 0
L"= 0 0 0 9a 8  0 0
0 0 0 0 9a 1 1  0
L 0 0 0 0 0 9a12.
(2.19)
The particular form has been chosen such that we have L' = L" = T if all ai = 1, with
T transforming the Cauchy stress vector into the corresponding deviatoric Cauchy stress
vector.
A first idea that comes naturally is to extend the above two functions Eq. (2.13) and
Eq. (2.14) from plane stress to general stress states by symmetry with respect to the
principal values of the transformed stress deviators, i.e.
p'(s') =S I-S$1 + 1 -S111 + (2.20)
"s 2S 1 + + 2S" + Sj1  + 2 S"
+ 2S + S ±11 + 2S s+;S;11  + 2SI1+ SI a
However, the above expression does not reduce to the Yld2000-2d function in case of
plane stress. To come up with an alternative to the above extension, we rewrite Eq. (2.13)
and Eq. (2.14) in terms of the components of the transformed deviatoric stresses s' and s"
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p'(s') - + 4(s' (2.22)
p"(s") [ (s - s" ) + -2 (s" -- s")2+ 4s2l
2 x (s2 11-± - (2.23)
+ ( s - " ) - ( " -S " y) + 4 s"2]
These two expressions for plane stress are then extended into the range of general stress
states assuming symmetry with respect to x, y and z. No diagonal terms are added as the
deviatoric tensors include only two independent diagonal terms (e.g. sxx and syy) which
are already included in the 2D model. Thus, only terms with the components sy2 and sX2
are added, which results in the following 3D extension of the Yld2000-2d function:
'(s') = [(s - s)2 + 4(s + + s)] 2 (2.24)
FQ 1x S )I]ap(s ) (S - s",) + ( - ±s + 4s + + s"2)
+L (s", - s"Y) - ( - s)2 ± 4(s2 + sX + s" )
This general yield function reduces to the Yld2d-2000 function for plane stress.
Furthermore, it is convex and pressure independent. Its key disadvantage from a
conceptual point of view is that it does not reduce to an isotropic function for ak 1
except for the special case of plane stress with o2 = 0. However, its strong advantage is
that it makes use of the same coefficients ci1, ..., a8 as the Yld2000-2d function and is
rather efficient from a computational point of view (e.g. as compared to the Yld2004-18p
eighteen parameter model given in Barlat et al. (2005)). Note that, as for the Yld2004-18p
model, calibration of the out-of-plane shear parameters a9, ... , a 12 cannot be performed
based on experimental results only and requires crystal plasticity calculations. However,
as shown in Chapter 6 and Luo et al., 2012, imposing a9 = aio = a1 - a 12 = 1
provides satisfactory results in applications where the sheet material accommodates most
deformation under plane stress conditions, while three-dimensional stress states develop
only due to through-the-thickness necking prior to the onset of ductile fracture.
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2.7 Bauschinger and Strength-Differential (SD) effects
So far, all presented experiments and plasticity modeling are under monotonic loadings.
Although the determined shape of anisotropic yield surface and the associated flow rule
will remain valid for non-monotonic loadings, possible shift of yield surface may occur
during these loading conditions, e.g. reverse loadings. This shift of yield surface often
results in the famous Bauschinger effect, which features a decrease of yield strength at
the reversal of strain directions. The physical mechanism of the Bauschinger effect is
related to the dislocation structure of polycrystalline metals, and macroscopically it can
be modeled by introducing a back stress tensor and a corresponding kinematic hardening
law. In this section, reverse loading tests are performed to further characterize the
plasticity of present material, and a non-linear kinematic hardening model and a pressure
sensitive yield function are introduced and calibrated to capture the phenomena observed
in these non-monotonic experiments.
2.7.1 Compression-tension experiments
To characterize the Bauschinger effect and kinematic hardening, four compression
followed by tension tests are performed on the present AA6260-T6. The geometry and
dimensions of the compression-tension specimen are shown in Fig. 2-12a. Its special
shape is designed for use in conjunction with an anti-buckling device shown in Fig. 2-12b
(Beese, 2011). A first loading in compression is applied up to maximum engineering
strains of -0.8%, -2.6%, -4.2% and -8.5% along the TD, before loading rate reversal.
The measured true stress strain curves of these compress-tension tests are shown in
Fig. 2-13a together with the curves for simple tension and compression test in the same
material orientation (TD). On Fig. 2-13a, we denote the yield stress in compression test at
the point of unloading by qA, and the yield stress under reverse loading by UB. The
Bauschinger effect presents when the magnitude of qA is greater than that of UB. For the
present material, the difference between these two stress magnitudes (lUAI -JB I)
increases as the first compressive strain becomes greater, and it reaches 28MPa in the test
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Fig. 2-12: Specimen and apparatus for compression-tension experiments. (a) schematic
and dimensions of the compression-tension specimen; (b) photo of the anti-bucking
device (Beese, 2011).
with -8.5% compressive strain before reverse tensile loading. This observation reveals
that the present AA6260-T6 extrusion exhibit considerable Bauschinger effect and a
combined isotropic/kinematic hardening law is needed to describe its behavior during
non-monotonic loadings.
Furthermore, it is observed that the initial yield stress for compression is about 4%
(8 MPa) larger than that for tension (Fig. 2-13b). This phenomenon is known as the
Strength-Differential Effect (SDE) (Rauch and Leslie, 1972). Various physical
mechanisms could lead to SDE, and a widely recognized one of them is the pressure
dependence of the flow stress. This pressure sensitivity of yield stress has been observed
for both iron-based metals (Spitzig et al., 1975, 1976) and aluminum (Spitzig and
Richmond, 1984). More physical reasons and modeling techniques of SDE will be
discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Fig. 2-13: Measured true stress strain curves. (a) compression followed by tension tests in
TD; (b) comparison of uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression in TD.
2.7.2 Combined isotropic/kinematic hardening
Due to the presence of Bauschinger effect, the isotropic hardening in Eq. (2.8) itself is
insufficient to model the material behavior under non-monotonic loadings. A combined
isotropic/kinematic hardening has to be defined and calibrated for the present material.
For this purpose, a deviatoric back stress tensor X is introduced to describe the shifting
of yield surface. Following the work of Armstrong and Frederic (1966), a non-linear
evolution of back stress is given by
dX = Bde? - - X dp (2.26)
where B and y are material constants to be determined. For the present material, the
shape of the yield surface is still governed by the Yld-2000 yield function (Eq. (2.4)) or
its 3D extension (Eq.(2.12)). The dilatation of the yield surface is controlled by the
isotropic hardening function Eq. (2.8), while its shifting is modeled by kinematic
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hardening shown in Eq. (2.26). Consequently, the governing equation Eq. (2.7) of the
yield surface can be rewritten as
f (o, X, k) = a (o - X) - k = 0 (2.27)
Here, the stress tensor a- is replaced by the effective stress tensor a- - X. Moreover, the
isotropic hardening Eq.(2.8) is still valid in the framework of combined hardening.
However, instead of the Swift law defined by Eq.(2.10), an exponential hardening law
used by Chaboche (1977), Lee and Zavenl(1 978) is more frequently used to approximate
the isotropic hardening part within the combined isotropic/kinematic hardening. This
Chaboche-type hardening law reads
k( cT) = 0o + ort(1 - e-bP) (2.28)
where co is the initial yield stress and the isotropic hardening saturates at the stress value
of uo + ust. b is a free parameter to be calibrated from experiments. For the present
aluminum alloy, the Swift law (Eq. (2.10)) is used under monotonic loading when the
material is assumed to present isotropic hardening only; while the exponential hardening
as Eq. (2.28) is employed for the isotropic hardening part when a combined hardening
becomes necessary, e.g., under reverse or other non-monotonic loadings.
The above mentioned combined isotropic/kinematic hardening is implemented in
ABAQUS/explicit, together with the 3D extension of Yld-2000 yield function and the
associated flow rule as a VUMAT user material subroutine.
In order to calibrate the combined hardening model, one has to identify the distinct
contributions of the isotropic and kinematic parts to the total hardening first. Here, we
follow a method proposed by Khan and Jackson (1999). Recall that we have identified in
the compression-tension tests the yield stress in compression test at the point of unloading
aA, and the yield stress under reverse loading 9B. According to the work by Khan and
Jackson (1999), the isotropic hardening OrIH and kinematic hardening orKH can be
identified as
UjH (OB - 9A)/2 (2.29)
UKH (--xA - 9B)12 (2.30)
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Following the above procedure, the isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening
during the four compression-tension tests are identified and depicted in Fig. 2-14 as red
circles and red triangles, respectively. Then, the isotropic hardening is fitted to a curve
(the black dashed curve in Fig. 2-14) described by the exponential law of Eq. (2.28). The
identified parameters of this curve fitting is given in Table 2-5. Finally, the parameters B
and -y in the kinematic hardening Eq. (2.26) are calibrated by matching the predicted
stress strain curves in the compression-tension tests with the experimentally measured
curves shown in Fig. 2-13a. The optimized parameters are listed in Table 2-5. It is
noteworthy that the total hardening in a simple tension test is also depicted on Fig. 2-14
with black dots and the Swift law fitting using the parameters given in Table 2-1 is
plotted as well using red dashed curve.
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Fig. 2-14: Measured and curve fitting of the isotropic, kinematic and total hardening in
the compression-tension tests along TD.
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Table 2-5: Model parameters for combined isotropic/kinematic hardening
Isotropic hardening Kinematic hardening
oo[MPa] o-t[MPa] b B[MPa] -y[1/MPa]
201.2 22.8 21.2 500 30
The performance of the combined hardening is demonstrated in Fig. 2-15. As shown
in Fig. 1-15a, the prediction of the stress strain curves of the compression-tension tests
(cyan curves in Fig. 2-15a) by the isotropic-hardening-only model (using parameters in
Table 2-1) is not satisfactory. Large discrepancy is observed in the region of reverse
loading, the Bauschinger effect and the transient hardening behavior during reloading has
not been captured. As illustrated by Fig. 1-15b, the predictions with the combined
isotropic/kinematic hardening model (cyan curves in Fig. 2-15b) are very encouraging.
Both the Bauschinger effect and the transient behavior are accurately captured.
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d -100 - -100
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Fig. 2-15: Predictions of the stress strain curves for compression-tension tests in TD. (a)
model with only isotropic hardening; (b) model with combined isotropic/kinematic
hardening.
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2.7.3 Pressure dependence of the flow stress
As shown in Fig. 2-13b, the present material show considerable SDE in the TD, i.e., the
flow stress in uniaxial compression is about 4% (8MPa) higher than that in uniaxial
tension. Furthermore, a scrutiny on Fig. 2-15b reveals that the abovementioned plasticity
model underestimated the flow stress in the compression tests by about 4%. In the
plasticity modeling framework that we have presented so far, the yield surface is still
assumed to be symmetric, and thus the yield strengths in tension and compression are
identical. Here, a pressure-dependent function will be introduced to the yield function to
capture the tension/compression asymmetry observed in the experiments.
The idea of pressure sensitive yield function goes back to Coulomb-Mohr and
Drucker and Prager (1952), and was originally developed for granular and geo materials.
More recently, its applicability to metal plasticity has been demonstrated by a number of
workers, e.g. Spitzig and Richmond (1984), Brownrigg et al. (1983). According to the
classic theory by Drucker and Prager (1952), a linear pressure dependence can be added
to the present yield function Eq. (2.27) as
f(or, X, k) = 5(o - X) + aI1 - k = 0 (2.31)
where I1 is the first invariant of the Cauchy stress tensor o, defined as
I1 = tro (2.32)
and it can be related to the hydrostatic pressure p and mean stress on with
I1
p = -oM = 1(2.33)3
In Eq. (2.31), the proportionality parameter a can be calibrated from experiments, and it
quantifies the pressure dependence of the flow stress.
For easier numerical implementation and experimental calibration, we rewrite the
pressure dependent yield function Eq. (2.31) following the work by Bai and Wierzbicki
(2008) as
- X) = ko(e,)(1 - c,(7 - 7o)) (2.34)
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Here, q is the stress triaxiality defined by normalizing the hydrostatic pressure by the
second invariant J2 of the stress deviator s. They are defined as
-p tro1
s=o- - 1 J2 = -S : s (2.35)
3J2 , 3 ,
ko is the isotropic strain hardening from the reference test, e.g., a uniaxial tensile test, and
m is the stress triaxiality of the reference test condition, e.g. Io = 1/3 for the uniaxial
tension condition. c, is a material parameter characterizing the pressure dependence of
the flow stress, and it should be calibrated from experiments featuring different r values.
Therefore, the pressure dependence is modeled by scaling the isotropic hardening k by a
linear function of q as elucidated by Eq. (2.34). It should be noted that although the flow
stress is pressure dependent, experiments showed that the plastic dilatancy of metals is
negligible (Spizig and Richmond, 1984). Therefore, we make use of a non-associated
flow rule, which calculate the flow direction using only the deviatoric part of the yield
function, i.e. the first term of Eq. (2.31).
The pressure dependence function of flow stress and non-associated flow rule
outlined above is also integrated into the present phenomenological plasticity model
framework and implemented into ABAQUS/explicit as a VUMAT. Subsequently, by
enforcing an accurate prediction of both tensile and compressive stress strain curves
shown in Fig. 2-13b, the parameter c =0.075 is calibrated for the present aluminum
alloy. Note that the uniaxial tensile test in TD is used as the reference condition, and thus
o =- 1/3 and ko is the isotropic hardening curve obtained from uniaxial tensile test in TD
(black dashed curve in Fig. 2-14).
For the purpose of validation, the calibrated pressure dependent plasticity model is
used to predict the stress strain responses of the four compression-tension tests presented
in Section 2.7.1. As shown in Fig. 2-16, the pressure dependent model provides a more
accurate prediction of the stress strain curves, as opposed to the pressure independent
model (cyan curves in Fig. 2-15b). In particular, the higher flow stress on the
compressive side is accurately captured. It is also noteworthy that the pressure dependent
model is coupled with the present plasticity model with anisotropic yield function,
associated flow rule and combined isotropic/kinematic hardening. Therefore, most of the
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characteristics of the present material under plastic deformation can be modeled
simultaneously by this model, e.g. plastic anisotropy, Bauschinger effect, SDE, etc.
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Fig. 2-16: Predictions of the stress strain curves for compression-tension tests along TD
using a pressure dependent plasticity model.
2.8 Concluding remarks
The anisotropic plasticity of 2mm thick aluminum extrusions has been investigated on the
basis of monotonic uniaxial and biaxial experiments, covering 36 distinct loading states.
The biaxial experiments involved the combined normal and shear loading of a flat
specimen with a uniform rectangular cross-section. Five experiments have been used to
calibrate the anisotropic yield function and its associated flow rule, while its accuracy has
been evaluated by simulating all experiments.
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The present experiments demonstrated that the multi-axial testing technique by Mohr
and Oswald (2008) can also be used to characterize the plane stress response of materials
under combined compression and shear loading. Note that this technique has been
originally developed for combined tensile and shear loading.
The r-values of this Al alloy varied from 0.19 to 1.08. At the same time, the uniaxial
yield stress is more or less direction independent. However, the yield stress for pure shear
loading features a strong direction dependence. The experiments have shown that the
yield stress for shear loading along the material orthotropy axes is more than 25% higher
than for shear loading at an angle of 45' with respect to the material axes.
In addition, an extension of the Yld2000-2d yield function from plane stress to
general three-dimensional stress states is also presented. The 3D yield function reduces to
the Yld2000-2d yield function under plane stress conditions. It is worth noting that both
models make use of the same anisotropy coefficients which simplifies the material model
identification procedure.
Furthermore, a series of compression followed by tension tests are performed to
characterize the material behavior under non-monotonic loadings. It is observed that the
present aluminum alloy exhibits both considerable Bauschinger effect and
tension/compression strength differential effect. A combined hardening model feature a
non-linear kinematic hardening law is proposed and calibrated, as well as a pressure
dependence function of flow stresses.
The final phenomenological plasticity model is comprised of
a the Yld2000-2d function by Barlat et al (2003) and its extension for 3d
" an associated flow rule
e a combined isotropic/nonlinear kinematic hardening law, and
" a linear pressure dependence of flow stress,
and provides accurate predictions of the stress-strain response for both uniaxial and
multi-axial loading, and both monotonic and non-monotonic loadings.
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Chapter 3
Polycrystalline plasticity modeling of
anisotropic FCC metal sheets using a
Reduced Texture Methodology (RTM)
3.1 Introduction
It is well-known that conventional quadratic metal plasticity models such as the isotropic
von Mises (1913) or the anisotropic Hill (1948) model provide only a poor approximation
of the mechanical response of anisotropic aluminum alloys. Many successful efforts have
been made in the past to improve macroscopic models, in particular with the use of
linearly-transformed stress tensors in isotropic yield functions (e.g. Barlat et al., 1991;
Karafillis and Boyce, 1993; Barlat et al., 2003b; Bron and Besson, 2004; Van Houtte and
Van Bael, 2004; Barlat et al., 2005). Readers are referred to Sections 1.1 and 2.1 for
detailed literature reviews of the family of phenomenological plasticity models. These
macroscopic yield functions provide an accurate description of the initial anisotropic
yield behavior. Usually, they are coupled with an associated flow rule and an isotropic
and/or kinematic hardening law. However, many phenomenological models are unable to
describe the complex evolution of anisotropy (Lopes et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2005;
Korkolis and Kyriakides, 2008). The rotational-isotropic-kinematic hardening model of
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Choi et al. (2006) involves the rotation of the yield surface for orthotropic anisotropic
materials in plane stress. The rotation of the symmetry axes is related to the plastic spin.
Some coupling of the kinematic and rotational hardening laws is necessary to predict the
effect of cross-hardening during non-proportional loadings. In these models, the shape of
the yield surface does not change with hardening. Mohr and Jacquemin (2008) noticed
that rotational hardening cannot explain the different hardening curves for loadings which
are symmetric with respect to the initial orthotropy axes. More advanced models are
needed to capture the distortion of the yield surface. Note that both the stress-strain and
failure behavior (e.g. onset of necking) are very sensitive to small changes in the yield
function (Portier et al., 2000; Vincent et al., 2002; Holmedal et al., 2008; Aretz, 2008).
Several authors have shown experimentally large yield surface distortions (e.g. Khan et
al., 2009, 2010a,b). Pietryga et al. (2011) have modified the evolving cross-hardening
fourth-order tensor of Noman et al. (2010) to represent distortional hardening. With this
model, the evolving anisotropy measured by Khan et al. (2009, 2010a) can be predicted.
In non-proportional loading, for example large strain uniaxial tension followed by
simple shear in the rolling direction (orthogonal loading), the reloading curve can exceed
that for monotonic loading (Barlat et al., 2003b). The cross-hardening is due to
intragranular substructure evolution. The so-called microstructural model developed
initially by Teodosiu and Hu (Teodosiu and Hu, 1995; Haddadi et al, 2006; Wang et al.,
2008) gives a better description of two-stage proportional and non-proportional loadings
at large strain in comparison with basic phenomenological models. In the microstructural
model, the development of dislocation substructures during monotonic loading and the
partial or complete annihilation of these substructures are accounted for by the second-
and fourth-order tensorial macroscopic internal variables.
As an alternative to phenomenological macroscopic models, the framework of
polycrystalline metal plasticity allows for the prediction of the stress-strain behavior in
multi-axial and multi-path loadings. The yield surface at the macroscopic level can have
complex shapes depending on the particular model used. Bishop and Hill (1951)
demonstrated the convexity of these shapes and the normality rule for polycrystalline
aggregates in which the crystals individually deform by slip according to Schmid's law.
The yield surface shape can evolve in complex ways, including vertex-like geometries
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(Kuroda and Tvergaard, 1999, 2001; Kuwabara, 2007). The underlying mechanisms
involve crystallographic texture evolution at large strains, intragranular substructure
evolution during the cross-hardening between different slip systems and reorganization of
the dislocation substructures. The framework of crystal plasticity has the ingredients to
model these physical phenomena and is constantly improved (for example, see Hoc and
Forest, 2001; Peeters et al., 2001; Holmedal et al., 2008). Anand and co-workers have
developed thermodynamically-consistent polycrystalline models using either Taylor-type
of homogenization (Bronkhorst et al., 1992; Kalidindi et al., 1992; Kothari and Anand,
1998) or a "micro-scale" method, which uses one reduced-integration first-order solid
element per crystal (Anand, 2004; Anand and Kalidindi, 1994; Balasubramanian and
Anand, 2002). Their results show that polycrystalline plasticity models can describe
initial material anisotropy (e.g. Bronkhorst et al., 1992), texture evolution (e.g. Anand,
2004) and shear-band formation (Anand and Kalidindi, 1994).
Despite the remarkable predictive capabilities of polycrystalline plasticity models,
their use in industrial applications is still rare. The main disadvantage of polycrystalline
plasticity models (as compared to phenomenological models) is the large computational
effort needed to solve the constitutive equations. This poses a problem not only during
the finite element (FE) analysis of large scale structures, but also during the material
model parameter identification which relies on an iterative inverse analysis procedure
(which can take several days of computing). Reasonable CPU times can be obtained
through a drastic reduction of the number of crystallographic orientations (Zhao et al.,
2001; Raabe and Roters, 2004; Bbhlke et al., 2005, 2006). Rousselier et al. (2009)
proposed a Reduced Texture Methodology (RTM) to increase the computational
efficiency of conventional polycrystalline plasticity models. The RTM does not aim at a
complete representation of real material texture, nor at an accurate modeling of its
evolution. The underlying idea of the RTM is to borrow the mathematical structure of
polycrystalline plasticity models and increase their computational efficiency significantly
by reducing the number of crystallographic orientations. RTM based models may thus be
considered as polycrystalline plasticity inspired phenomenological macroscopic plasticity
models which are suitable for large scale structural analysis.
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Different from the work of B6hlke et al. (2005), the parameters describing the crystal
orientations of RTM based models are calibrated using mechanical tests only. In other
words, texture measurements are not required for model calibration, although they can be
very useful for initial estimates of the crystal orientations or for the final validation of the
calibrated reduced texture. Meanwhile, the calibrated texture only is a very crude
representation of the real texture, contrary to the more precise texture descriptions in
Raabe and Roters (2004) and B6hlke et al. (2005). On the other hand, the accuracy of
mechanical tests simulations can be improved with the additional texture parameters
calibration. However, as discussed by Rousselier et al. (2009), the experimental database
for identifying the model parameters needs to be as comprehensive and dense as possible
to prevent local irregularities of the strain and displacement fields in structural
calculations. In Rousselier et al. (2009), the RTM is applied to strongly anisotropic 2090-
T3 aluminum sheets using only eight crystallographic orientations. The CPU time for
deep drawing simulation with the polycrystalline model was only twice that of an
advanced anisotropic macroscopic model. The calculated cup heights with six ears are in
good agreement with the experimental measurements. Note that the RTM based models
also account for anisotropic hardening, in particular during non-proportional loadings
(Rousselier et al., 2010).
This chapter investigates the plastic behavior of an extruded aluminum 6260-T6
alloy. In addition to a strongly anisotropic stress-strain response, this 2mm thick extruded
material features a pronounced texture gradient along the thickness direction. An
experimental program is designed which makes use of both full-thickness and reduced-
thickness specimens. It includes a series of uniaxial tension tests for model parameter
identification and selected combined tension/shear experiments with non-proportional
loading paths for validation. A 12-grain model is used to describe the mechanical
response of full-thickness specimens, while an 8-grain model is employed for the
specimens of reduced-thickness. The results show that the model can describe all
experimental observations with great accuracy. In particular, it is demonstrated that the
model predicts well the observed material behavior for non-proportional loading.
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3.2 Experimental details
3.2.1 Material
This chapter still focuses on the thin-walled extruded aluminum AA6260-T6 profile
which has been described in Section 2.2 . All specimens are extracted from the flat
flanges of these profiles with a wall thickness of about 2mm. Figure 3-1 shows the grain
structure of a through-thickness cross-sectional cut. The color coding indicates the crystal
orientations with respect to the cross-sectional plane as measured by Electron Back
Scatter Diffraction (EBSD). The grain size near the sheet surfaces is substantially larger
(about 200pm) than that within the central layer around the sheet mid-plane (about
80pm). Furthermore, the texture is not homogeneous along the thickness direction.
Observe that the "green" orientations prevail within the surface layers and almost
disappear within a central layer of about 1.2mm thickness. Macroscopic texture
heterogeneity is frequently observed in thin sheets, see for example Barlat et al. (1992),
Rousselier et al. (2009) for a 2 mm thick 2090-T3 aluminum alloy sheet. This difference
also becomes apparent when comparing the pole figures for the overall cross-section (Fig.
ND
E"D
001 101
Fig. 3-1: Grain orientations measured by EBSD. The dimensions are given in millimeter.
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3-2ace) with that of the central layer (Fig. 3-2bdf). A small rotation of 0.1 rad around the
Z-axis (thickness-direction) followed by 0.1 rad around the Y-axis (transverse direction)
is sufficient to obtain symmetric pole figures. Within the scope of the present work, these
rotations will be neglected and the Extrusion Direction (ED) and Thickness Direction
(ND) will be considered as orthotropy axes. The third orthotropy axis will be referred to
as Transverse Direction (TD).
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Fig. 3-2: Pole figures for (a,c,e) full-thickness specimens, (b,d,f) reduced-thickness
specimens. The black dots represent experimental data (442 and 521 orientations,
respectively). The colored dots represent the reduced texture models after calibration #3:
12-grain model of full-thickness specimen (left), 8-grain model of reduced-thickness
specimen (right). First row (a-b): { 111 } pole figures; second row (c-d): { 1 1} pole
figures; third row (e-f): {100} pole figues.
3.2.2 Uniaxial tension (full thickness)
The same set of uniaxial tensile experiments as described in Section 2.3 is also employed
here for the study in this chapter. The specimen shape and dimensions is shown in Fig.
2-2. The full thickness material is subject to uniaxial loading along different directions
within the sheet plane. We cut the specimens every 15* between the extrusion direction
(a = 00) and the transverse direction (a = 900) (see Fig. 2-1 for the definition of material
orientation a of a specimen). The open dots in Fig. 3-3a and Fig. 3-3b depict the
measured stress-strain curves. All curves are very similar with differences in stress level
of less than 5%. To verify the repeatability of the results, up to three specimens are tested
for the same orientation. Using the average measured Young modulus of E = 63 GPa and
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a Poisson ratio of v = 0.33 (assuming an isotropic elastic behavior), we calculate the
logarithmic plastic axial and width strains. Based on the assumption of plastic
incompressibility, the Lankford ratios r = dEdth/dEiCkfls, are then determined from
the slopes of the logarithmic plastic width strain versus logarithmic plastic thickness
strain curves (see open dotted curves labeled "FT" in Fig. 3-4a and Fig. 3-4b). The solid
dots in Fig. 3-6a show the identified r-values as a function of the specimen orientation
angle a. The maximum value of 1.08 is observed for a = 90", the minimum of 0.19 for
a = 30" (see Table 2-1 the full set of r-values).
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Log. axial strain [-]
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0
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0.02 0.04
Log. axial strain [-]
(a) (b)
Fig. 3-3: True stress versus logarithmic strain curves for uniaxial tension. The dots show
experimental data points for different specimen orientations while the lines show the
corresponding 12-grain model results (after calibration #3).
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Fig. 3-4: Width versus thickness strain during monotonic uniaxial tension for different
specimen orientations: (a)-(b) results after calibration #1, (c)-(d) results after calibration
#2. The experimental results are shown as open dots for the full thickness (FT)
specimens and solid dots for the reduced thickness (RT) specimens.
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3.2.3 Uniaxial tension (reduced-thickness)
Due to the through-thickness heterogeneity in the grain size and crystallographic texture,
another series of uniaxial tensile experiments is performed on the central layer only. For
this, the gage section thickness of the uniaxial tensile specimens (Fig. 2-2) is
symmetrically reduced from 2mm to 0.7mm through conventional milling. The schematic
of this reduced-thickness specimen is shown in Fig. 3-5. The specimen thickness is
measured at at least five different locations within the machined gage section. Thickness
variations of ±50pum are observed; all axial stresses are calculated based on the average
thickness of each specimen. At 3% strain, the stress level in the reduced thickness
specimens is by up to 16 MPa smaller than that in the full-thickness specimens. This
difference is small but systematic and significant (compare solid and open dot data points
in Fig. 3-6b). Moreover, the slopes of the experimental curves for reduced-thickness
specimens (solid dots labeled "RT" in Fig. 3-4a and Fig. 3-4b) demonstrate notable
differences between the Lankford ratios for the full- and reduced-thickness specimens.
For example, compare the curves labeled "FT15" and "RT15" in Fig. 3-4a.
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Fig. 3-5: Schematic of the reduced-thickness uniaxial tension specimen (the shape of the
outer profile is identical to the full thickness specimen shown in Fig. 2-2.
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Fig. 3-6: (a) Measured Lankford ratios (solid dots) with non-linear interpolation (stars),
(b) yield stress at 3% for specimens of full-thickness (red) and reduced-thickness (blue).
The two upper open dots at a = 90O correspond to compression tests.
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3.2.4 Uniaxial compression-tension experiments (full
thickness)
To characterize the kinematic hardening, four compression followed by tension tests are
performed on full-thickness specimens. The detailed procedure of these compression-
tension tests, as well as specimen geometry and the use of an anti-buckling device, is
described in Section 2.7.1. A first loading in compression is applied up to maximum
engineering strains of -0.8%, -2.6%, -4.2% and -8.5% along the TD, before loading rate
reversal. The dots in Fig. 3-7 show the corresponding measured stress-strain curves. Note
that the initial yield stress for compression is about 4% (8 MPa) larger than that for
tension (i.e. SDE, see Fig. 2-13b).
200
100
0
0 -100
-200
-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05
Axial strain
Fig. 3-7: True stress versus logarithmic strain curves for compression followed by
tension. The dots show experimental data points while the lines show the model results
(after calibration #3).
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3.2.5 Shear and non-proportional loading (reduced-thickness)
Experiments with non-proportional loading paths provide valuable insight into the latent
hardening of polycrystalline materials (Rousselier et al, 2010). Here, the combined
tension and shear testing technique by Mohr and Oswald (2008) is used to perform
simple shear and non-proportional experiments. The specimen features a h = 4.5 mm
high and w = 50 mm wide gage section of reduced thickness (Fig. 2-4b). Plane stress
conditions prevail within the specimen gage section, Ezz = Ey2 = Ezz =0, while the
state of deformation is transverse plane strain: E, = 0 (see Fig. 2-4b for machine
coordinate system definition). A custom-made dual-actuator system (Fig. 2-4a) is used to
apply tangential and normal loads to the boundaries of the specimen (Mohr and Oswald,
2008), while the normal and shear strains are measured using a DIC-based optical
extensometer (see Section 2.4.1).
Recall that the strain does not exceed 7 % before the onset of diffuse necking in
uniaxial tension experiments (Fig. 3-3). The validity of compression tests is also limited
to moderate strains due to buckling. Here, two simple shear experiments are performed to
investigate the hardening response for large strains. The open dots in Fig. 3-8 show the
measured engineering shear stress-strain curves for two specimen orientations. For the
specimen with a = 00, the shear stresses are parallel and perpendicular to the extrusion
direction (i.e. ED and TD parallel to the y-axis and x-axis of Fig. 2-4b, respectively). In
the shear experiment with a = 450, the specimens have been cut such that the material
frame is rotated by 45' with respect to the machine coordinate system. SxY and E"Y are
the shear stress and strain in the machine frame. The experimental points show a very
large anisotropy in shear: the stress is drastically larger for a = 00 than for a = 45". The
shear/tension yield stress ratio is close to 0.6 for a = 00, while a ratio of 0.75 is observed
for a = 450 (for reference: it is 0.58 for a Levy-von Mises material).
In the first non-linear loading path experiment (NP1), the specimen is subject to
combined compression (along the ED) and shear followed by tension and shear. The
experiment is performed under displacement control with piecewise constant actuator
velocities. The resulting non-linear loading paths in strain and stress space are
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Fig. 3-8: Shear stress versus shear strain (in machine coordinates) for a 00 (ED parallel
to the y-axis of Fig. 2-4b) and a = 450 (ED rotated clockwise by 45' with respect to the
y-axis of Fig. 2-4b). The experimental results are shown by open dots while the
corresponding simulation predictions (after calibration #3) are represented by solid lines.
represented by open dots in Fig. 3-9a and Fig. 3-9b. The corresponding measured normal
stress versus normal strain and shear stress versus shear strain curves are shown in Fig.
3-9c. A normal strain of -0.02 is reached under compression before the specimen is
loaded under tension up to a total strain of 0.005. The maximum engineering shear strain
applied throughout this loading history is 0.015. Note that this particular non-proportional
loading path is close to orthogonal loading after elastic unloading.
In the second non-linear loading path experiment (NP2), the direction of shear
loading is reversed while the specimen is subject to monotonic tension along the
extrusion direction (see solid dots in Fig. 3-9a and Fig. 3-9b). The corresponding
measured normal and shear stress-strain curves are depicted in Fig. 3-9d. The shear strain
at the point of load reversal is 0.002 (Fig. 3-9a). The experiment is stopped at a shear
strain of 0 and a normal strain of 0.017. The loading right after shear reversal is close to
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the tangential direction of the yield locus, i.e. close to orthogonal loading without
significant elastic unloading.
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Fig. 3-9: Loading paths of the non-proportional experiments on reduced-thickness
specimens (a) in strain space and (b) in stress space; normal stress-strain curve and shear
stress-strain curve for (c) experiment #1, and (d) experiment #2. The dots show the
experimental results while the solid lines correspond to predictions with the 8-grain
model (after calibration #3).
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3.2.6 Pseudo-experimental data for uniaxial tension (full- and
reduced-thickness)
Due to the very small number of crystallographic orientations in the RTM based model,
the database has to be "dense" in the space of loading directions to ensure the regularity
of the calibrated model. Therefore, the experimental data for uniaxial tension is
artificially extended such that it provides data for every 5' specimen orientation between
the 00 (tension along ED) and 900 (tension along TD). The pseudo-experimental r-values
are determined from a non-linear interpolation of the (real) experimental data (Fig. 3-6a).
Due to the small differences in stress level, the corresponding pseudo-experimental axial
stress-strain curves are assumed to coincide with the closest real experiment (e.g. we
chose the real experimental curve for 0' as pseudo-experimental data for 50).
3.2.7 Punch experiment (full- and reduced-thickness)
Disk-shaped specimens with a diameter of 70mm are clamped on a circular die (Fig.
3-10a) and then loaded monotonically under static conditions using a hemispherical
punch. The punch and die have a radius of 22.2mm and 24.5mm, respectively. In order to
eliminate the effect of friction between the sheet and the punch, a stack of six thin grease-
lubricated Teflon layers is put between the specimen and the punch during each test. A
random speckle pattern is applied to the bottom specimen surface and two cameras are
used to take photographs of the specimen during punch loading. Stereo digital image
correlation (VIC3D, Correlated Solutions, SC) is subsequently used to determine the
surface displacement field during the experiment.
Both full- and reduced-thickness disk specimens are used with two repeated
experiments for each type of specimen. Analogously to the specimens for uniaxial and
shear loading, the thickness is reduced symmetrically from 2mm to 0.7mm through
conventional milling. The measured force-displacement curves of the full- and reduced-
thickness punch tests are depicted as dashed lines in Fig. 3-10c and Fig. 3-10d. The
sudden force drop at the end of the experiment corresponds to the onset of fracture. Note
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the excellent repeatability of the experiments for both types of specimens. Figure 3-10e
shows the thickness profile of a full-thickness specimen. At the onset of fracture, the
sheet thickness is reduced by almost 35%, from 1.98mm (initial) to 1.32mm (final). The
measured surface strain field for the full-thickness specimen shown in Fig. 3-10b
confirms the localization of deformation at the top of the dome where the stress state is
close to equi-biaxial tension.
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Fig. 3-10: Punch loading of disc specimens. (a) mechanical system, (b) contours of the
maximum principal logarithmic strain as measured with stereo digital image correlation
and predicted by FEA (full-thickness), (c) force-displacement curve for full-thickness
specimen, and (d) reduced thickness specimen, (e) superposition of the numerically
predicted cross-sectional shape (blue lines) with the full-thickness specimen at the onset
of fracture.
3.3 Constitutive model
3.3.1 Notations
In the following of this chapter, Z, Z, Z and Z denote a scalar, a vector, a second order
tensor and a fourth order tensor, respectively. The superscript T indicates the
transposition of a second order tensor. A dot denotes differentiation with respect to time.
Upper-case symbols (L, D, W, E, Ep, B, ...) and lower-case symbols (1, eP, 0, T, y,
...) represent mechanical variables at the macroscopic and microscopic levels,
respectively.
3.3.2 Kinematics of finite strain
Let X and X be the positions of material points in the initial and actual configurations. F
is the deformation gradient, L is the velocity gradient, D is the Eulerian strain rate and
W is the rotation rate
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_F ,L = .F-1  D = (L +LT), W (L-LT) (3.1)
OX 2 2
To guarantee objectivity, the constitutive relations are expressed in a co-rotational frame
associated with the anti-symmetrical part W of the velocity gradient L. The integrated
rotation tensor Q is calculated from
Q.QT =W with Q=Q(0)att= 0 (3.2)
The transformation from the strain rate and Cauchy stress tensors (D, S) in the current
space frame to the corresponding tensor (_ ', E) in the material embedded (or co-
rotational) frame is made using the integrated rotation tensor Q(Yoon et al., 1999a,b;
Hoc and Forest, 2001)
=Q T.D.Q, E = det (F) QT .S.Q (3.3)
Equation (3.3) implies that E is a logarithmic strain measure which follows the minimum
plastic work path (Yoon et al., 1999a, b). The advantage of this specific definition is that
classical stress-strain constitutive equations can be used in the material co-rotational
frame. In particular, the decomposition into elastic and plastic or viscoplastic strain rates
is additive
t = e + _E (3.4)
In the following, all constitutive equations will be written in the material embedded co-
rotational frame.
3.3.3 Elastic constitutive equation
We assume an isotropic elastic behavior of the material and determine the macroscopic
Cauchy stress tensor from the linear relationship
_E = E is 1@ 1+ E (3.5)1 +v 1 -2v-
where E is Young modulus and v is Poisson coefficient.
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3.3.4 The self-consistent polycrystalline model
A polycrystalline plasticity model with a very small number of grains is adopted in which
each grain represents a set of physical grains of close orientations (also called "phase" in
the literature). The key components of the polycrystalline plasticity model are the
evolution equations for individual slip systems and the homogenization scheme relating
the stresses and strains at the crystal level to their macroscopic counterparts. A brief
description of the self-consistent homogenization scheme is given below and the
viscoplastic constitutive equations for a single slip system will be discussed in next
subsection.
The model considers a polycrystalline material of N grains, where each "grain" g has
a volume fraction f9, with
N
S=fg 1 (3.6)
g=1
The stress g and strain 6 = E' + EP are assumed to be homogeneous within each grain.
Defining the macroscopic stresses and strains as the spatial average within the N grains,
we have
N
_ = Yfgg (3.7)
g=1
and
N
EP = fgg (3.8)
g=1
In addition to the above homogenization formulas, the so-called localization equations
are required to establish a unique relationship between the stresses at the macroscopic and
microscopic (i.e. crystal) level. The limitations of the simple full-constraints Taylor
model have been reported in the literature (e.g. Grytten et al., 2008). Second order
polycrystalline models consider stress and strain gradients inside the grains, but the
numerical costs of these models are very high. Here, we chose a first order self-consistent
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model as a compromise between computational efficiency and accuracy. It assumes a
uniform constraint of the surrounding matrix on each grain, with the matrix having the
properties of the homogeneous equivalent medium (HEM) of the polycrystal.
Based on Eshelby's solution (Eshelby, 1957) for an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite
medium, Kriner (1961) assumed elastic accommodation of the plastic strains.
Consequently, the plastic strain heterogeneity is necessarily limited to the order of elastic
strains and for large strains, Krner's theory is practically equivalent to Taylor's model. A
more realistic accommodation was obtained by Berveiller and Zaoui (1978), considering
secant moduli for the HEM. This model correctly captures the transition from elastic to
plastic accommodation of the intergranular deformations, but it is limited to monotonous
proportional loadings. A more general way of modeling the transition from elastic to
plastic accommodation is to introduce intermediate strain tensors g with a non-linear
equation between f and EP, the so-called "beta model" (Cailletaud, 1992; Sai et al.,
2006). Assuming an isotropic elastic response, the stress localization is defined through
N
2g = _ + C(B - lg) with _B = fg, (3.9)
g=1
_g = fg -_D :where ||-g|| 2 (3.10)
In Eq. (3.10), the second invariant I represents the von Mises equivalent strain rate
for each grain. The modulus C accounts for the initial elastic accommodation; its value is
close to the elastic shear modulus y = E/(1 + v)/2, in accordance with Kr5ner's theory.
With Voigt notations, the form of the tensor D for orthotropic (plastic) materials reads
D1 D12 D13 0 0 0
D21 D22 D23 0 0 0
D31 D32 D33 0 0 0 (3.11)
= 0 0 0 D44 0 0
0 0 0 0 D55 0
0 0 0 0 0 D66
The fourth-order tensor D has the symmetries Dik1 =Djikl =Djilk= Dij1k, but it has
not the strong symmetry Dijkl- Dkjlj: the matrix (11) is not symmetric. Since D
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describes a linear relation between two deviatoric tensors, the coefficients obey the two
conditions
Dr1 +D21 +D31 = D12 +D22+D32 =D13+ D23+ D33 (3.12)
reducing the number of independent coefficients from twelve to ten.
We emphasize that that the present self-consistent approach does not account for (i) the
location of each grain in the aggregate, (ii) the effect of grain size, and (iii) the stress and
strain gradients in the grains (in particular, grain boundary effects are neglected).
3.3.5 Crystal plasticity
In each grain of the FCC material, we consider M = 12 octahedral slip systems
{ 11 }(1 10). Let n's be the unit normal vector of a slip plane and i, the unit slip direction
vector of a slip system s. The orientation tensor is then defined as
M = (9 n-, + n @9 1,) / 2 (3.13)
while the resolved shear stress reads
Ts = Eq : ?2s (3.14)
Denoting the slip rate on a slip system s as 7., the grain plastic strain rate may be written
as
M
fp = 2(3.15)
s=1
The constitutive equations at the crystal level relate the slip rate ', to the resolved shear
stress T8 of each slip system s (s = 1 to M). Here, a phenomenological viscoplastic
model is used with two scalar internal variables: r, for isotropic hardening and a, for
kinematic hardening (Cailletaud, 1992)
l' = issign (-rs - X,) (3.16)
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Max [0 ( s (3.17)
K S- , , 
_ s
M
r9 = Rs + Q Ht, [1 - exp (-bt)] + Q2 [1 - exp (-b 2v8 )] (3.18)
t=1
&s ='Ys - das s , Xs = ca, (3.19)
In Eq. (3.18), R, is the initial critical resolved shear stress. In the case of FCC
crystallographic structures, R, = ro is the same for all octahedral slip systems. The same
hypothesis is made for the viscosity parameters K. = K and n, = n in Eq. (3.17). The
isotropic hardening equation (3.18) has two exponential terms characterized by the
parameters (Q, b) and (Q2, b2), respectively. The additional diagonal term Q2 in Eq.
(3.18) is an attempt to improve the model performance at large strains. The hardening
matrix H plays a crucial role in modeling the strain hardening. The diagonal terms H.,
represent the self-hardening of each system, and the non-diagonal terms Ht (with s $ t)
represent the latent hardening. According to Franciosi et al. (1980), in the case of FCC
crystallographic structures with four distinct octahedral slip planes { 111 }, the 12x 12
symmetric hardening matrix depends on six parameters hi to h6 only, see Rousselier et
al. (2009) for details. Equation (3.19) defines a non-linear kinematic hardening model
(Armstrong and Frederick, 1966; Chaboche, 1977). The kinematic hardening parameters
are (c, d). Texture evolution can be modeled by actualizing the lattice orientation (n',, 1i),
see for example Rousselier et al. (2009). However, for the sake of computational
efficiency, it is not considered in the present work.
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3.4 Model parameter identification
The model parameters are identified for two distinct configurations. The first
configuration will be referred to as "full-thickness model"; it describes the entire
extruded sheet as a statistically homogeneous polycrystalline material composed of
twelve grains. The second configuration will be referred to as "reduced-thickness model";
it comprises the central layer only and makes use of eight grains. The parameter
identification is concerned with the inelastic behavior only; the same average measured
Young's modulus E=63 GPa and Poisson's ratio v=0.33 are assumed for both the full-
thickness and reduced-thickness model.
3.4.1 Model parameters
The aluminum alloy is taken as rate-independent at room temperature. The viscosity
parameters of Eq. (3.17) are therefore set to n=25 and K=20 MPa.s 1/n, so that variations
of the viscous shear stresses Ki 1/n of the slip systems are very small and may be
neglected (close to rate independent limit). The mechanical behavior of an individual slip
system is described through twelve hardening parameters:
- five isotropic hardening parameters (ro, Q, b, Q2, b2),
- two kinematic hardening parameters (c, d), and
- five latent hardening parameters (h2 to h6 ), assuming hi = 1.
In addition,
- eleven localization parameters (C, D11 , D 12, D13 , D 21, D 23 , D 3 1, D 32 , D44, D5 5 ,
D66)
associated with the self-consistent homogenization scheme need to be identified. Note
that D22 and D33 are calculated using Eq. (3.12). The model assumes the same behavior
of all slip systems and hence only one set of 12+11=23 parameters needs to be identified.
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A second set of parameters is associated with the material texture. The grain orientations
are obtained from the material frame through three successive rotations. According to the
Bunge formalism, the three Euler angles quantify: (i) the rotation #1 around the axis 3 of
the material reference frame, (ii) rotation 4 around the updated axis 1, (iii) rotation 42
around the updated axis 3. Due to the orthotropic symmetry of the material, the texture is
composed of components with four symmetric grain orientations (#1, 1, #2), (-O 1, ID,
-42), (-# 1, -P, #2) and (#1, -4, #2) and the same volume fraction f. Thus, for a model
with k texture components, the total number of grains is N = 4k. In the reduced texture
model, the grain orientations and volume fractions are considered as model parameters.
Thus, for an N-grain model, we need to identify:
- N x 3 Euler angles,4
N 1 volume fractions.
For example, for a 12-grain model with isotropic and kinematic slip system hardening,
the number of model parameters to be identified totals 12+11+12/4x3+12/4-1=34.
3.4.2 Calibration procedure
All experimental data is prepared in the form of signal-time curves. For each experiment,
we define six signals as a function of a time-like parameter t: sii(t), s22 (t), s33 (t), s12 (t),
s2 3 (t) and s31(t), where sig is either a component Ei of the logarithmic strain tensor or
the true stress component Ej in the material frame. For example, for uniaxial tension
along the extrusion direction, the experimental loading sul(t) = El(t) is imposed, while
all other components are set to zero (since E22 (t) = E 3 3 (t) = E 1 2 (t) = E 2 3 (t)
= E 3 1 (t) = 0). Based on this experimental data, the constitutive equations are solved
numerically using the material module Z-mat of the commercial FE code Z-set (Z-set
Manual, 2007). As a result, we obtain the conjugate tensor components as a function of
time, e.g. if sij equals the strain component Eip the corresponding stress component Eij
is computed. In the case of uniaxial tension, the material rotations are assumed to be
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small and they will be neglected. However, single element FE simulations are performed
(instead of material point simulations) in the case of the simple shear experiments which
account for the rotation of the material reference frame.
The optimization module of Z-set calculates a residual from the comparison of the
simulation results and the experimental data. The comparisons are made with the whole
experimental curves, not only with selected values such as the yield stress or the
Lankford ratio:
- For simple tension, the experiment-simulation comparisons are made for both
stress and transverse strain curves: Eni(t) and E2 2 (t) . Due to plastic
incompressibility, the third strain-time curve E 3 3 (t) is automatically optimized.
- For the pseudo-experimental tensile tests, the comparisons are only made for
E 22 (t).
- For the compression-tension experiments, the comparisons are only made for
the tensile part (i.e. the positive part of the En (t) curve); this allows for the
calibration of the kinematic hardening parameters. The first loading in
compression cannot be modeled accurately since the small initial compression-
tension differential effect is not included in the model formulation (see also
Section 3.2.4).
A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to determine the model parameters
through unconstrained non-linear optimization. This algorithm is a robust first-order
method (i.e. it uses the gradient of the objective function in the parameter space) specially
meant for least-square minimization (Levenberg, 1944; Z-set manual, 2007). The
Jacobian matrix is calculated numerically using a finite difference scheme. The algorithm
does not explicitly handle constraints. Minimum and maximal bounds of the optimization
parameters are taken into account by projection onto the feasible domain. The objective
function corresponds to the least-square norm of the distance between simulation and
experience; formally, it is written as:
nb2
n b = w X 
-i 1 2 (3.20)
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where nb is the total number of data points, x is the set of parameters, f(x, ti) are the
simulation results, y(ti) the experiments, wi the weights. We have used uniform weights
for all data (w2 = 1), while approximately 150 data points have been taken into account
per experiment.
A three-step calibration procedure is used. The first calibration (calibration #1) uses a
set of tensile tests in different directions. The optimizer is quasi automatic. It gives a first
set of hardening and homogenization parameters, see Table 3-3 and Table 3-4. It also
gives the Euler angles and volume fractions of the texture components, which were
unknown at the time of the first calibration. Later, the results of EBSD measurements
showed the large heterogeneity of the texture. It was then decided to perform additional
tensile tests with reduced thickness tensile specimens and to calibrate again the model
with two distinct textures, corresponding to the full-thickness and reduced-thickness
materials, respectively (calibration #2). Finally, the kinematic hardening parameters are
calibrated with the additional compression-tension tests (calibration #3). The whole set of
parameters, including the texture parameters, is calibrated again at each additional step.
The three steps of the calibration procedure are not absolutely necessary. A one-step
procedure could have been attempted instead if the EBSD measurements had been
available at the beginning of this research study.
3.4.3 Calibration #1: Full-thickness model with isotropic slip
system hardening
The first calibration is concerned with the full-thickness model only. Neglecting the
effect of kinematic hardening (c = d = 0), the number of parameters of this twelve-grain
model totals 32. Here, twelve grains are selected in an attempt to find a compromise
between model accuracy and computational cost. Cold rolling texture components S (#1
= 60', <D = 32', #2= 65', fi = 0.1), brass (#1 = 350, <D = 400, 02= 00, f2= 0.075) and
copper (#1= 901, <b= 350, 42= 450, f3= 0.075) are chosen as the initial values of the
texture parameters. Note that the texture obtained after optimization is completely
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different (which demonstrates the robustness of the optimization algorithm). The model
parameters are calibrated based on
- nine uniaxial tension tests (full-thickness): six tensile directions between 150
and 900, and three tests at a = 00 (to account for experimental scatter);
- twelve pseudo-experimental data for uniaxial tension (full-thickness), a = 50,
100, 200, 250, ... ,850.
The computed reduced texture components are given in Table 3-1. The
corresponding hardening and homogenization parameters are given in Table 3-3 and
Table 3-4. Figures 3-4a and 3-4b compare the calibrated model predictions of the width
versus thickness strain curves with the experimental data (curves labeled "FT"). The
agreement is excellent. The model-experiment comparisons for the stress-strain curves
are excellent, too. They are shown later for another set of parameters. It is worth
mentioning that the model has also been calibrated with eight and sixteen orientations (or
"grains"). With eight grains (two texture components), the agreement with the
experiments was less satisfactory. The use of sixteen orientations (four texture
components) did not improve the model predictions for the calibration experiments as
compared to the twelve-grain model. Thus, the twelve-grain model is considered as the
best compromise between computational efficiency and model accuracy. The reduced
pole figure is shown later for another set of parameters. It is in reasonable agreement with
EBSD crystallographic measurements. We emphasize that the model predictions are very
sensitive to small changes in the texture parameters. With a reduced texture deduced from
crystallographic measurements only, it seems difficult to obtain an excellent agreement
with mechanical tests. Texture parameters calibration is thus a strong point of the
proposed methodology.
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3.4.4 Calibration #2: full- and reduced-thickness models with
isotropic slip system hardening
It is assumed that differences in texture are the only cause for the different mechanical
behavior of full-thickness and reduced-thickness specimens. In other words, we assume
the same hardening parameters for the slip systems in the full-thickness and reduced-
thickness model. It is also assumed that the same homogenization parameters apply. We
thus perform a second calibration run where ten hardening and eleven localization
parameters are calibrated along with the six Euler angles of the 8-grain model (reduced-
thickness) and the nine Euler angles of the 12-grain model (full-thickness). Furthermore,
we need to determine one unknown volume fraction for the 8-grain model and two
unknown volume fractions for the 12-grain model. Thus, in sum, 10+11+6+9+1+2=39
model parameters are identified.
In addition to the calibration experiments used for the 12-grain model, we make use
of the seven tensile experiments on the specimens of reduced-thickness along with the
corresponding pseudo experimental data. The optimization algorithm converged rather
quickly since the parameters from the previous calibration provided a good starting point.
The calibrated reduced texture components are given in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. As
expected, the 12-grain texture is very close to that obtained from calibration #1. The 8-
grain textures differ mainly by their volume fractions: the proportions of the two texture
components are swapped. Figures 3-4c and 3-4d compare the model predictions of the
width versus thickness strain curves with the experimental data (curves labeled "FT" and
"RT"). The agreement is remarkably good.
3.4.5 Calibration #3: full and reduced thickness models with
combined isotropic-kinematic slip system hardening
The third calibration run is very similar to calibration #2 with the exception that the
kinematic hardening parameters are included. Thus, the total number of parameters to be
identified increases from 39 to 41. The uniaxial compression-tension experiments on full-
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thickness specimens are added to the experimental database used for calibration. The
calibration yields c = 91.8MPa and d = 2.35. The asymptotic value of the kinematic
variables X, is c/d = 39.15MPa, to be compared with R = 68.55MPa, Q = 12.38MPa
and Q2 =6.42MPa for isotropic hardening. Observe that kinematic hardening takes an
important part in the total hardening. For example, the stress-strain curve in Fig. 3-7
shows that reloading in tension causes very early plastic deformation (at about En ~
150MPa). It was not necessary to increase the calibration weight of the "elbow area" of
the curves, contrary to the recommendation of Haddadi et al. (2006). The agreement of
the calibrated model predictions with the experimental data is good, except for the first
loading in compression (because the initial differential tension-compression effect is not
included in the model formulation). The stress levels in uniaxial tension are shown in Fig.
3-3 and Fig. 3-6b. They are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Table 3-1: 12-grain model: Euler angles and volume fractions. The data is given for only
one grain per component (because of orthotropic symmetry). Note that each component
comprises four grains.
12-grain model 'red" component "purple" component "green" component
CPllHron(11 4[] f81-. 91 *[ 0. 0 192[] f1-0 74 1[3] 0* 1 . 12[*] f[ -1
Cahbration#1 174.9 81.6 -85.8 0.109 196.6 107.4 173.5 0.090 125.7 134.2 -81.4 0.051
Cahbration#2 174.7 81.5 -85.7 0.110 196.5 107.3 173.2 0.087 123.7 133.2 -84.7 0.053
Cahbration#43 176.6 79.7 -82.1 0.093 197.0 107.5 176.1 0.104 129.2 128.5 -78.0 0.053
Table 3-2: 8-grain model: Euler angles and volume fractions. The data is given for only
one grain per component (because of orthotropic symmetry). Note that each component
comprises four grains. The components for calibration #1 are the same as the first two
components of the 12-grain model.
8-grain model "red" component "purple" 
component
(il 4IH [] (P2 [ H f-I I H + ( 2 [1 f [-I
Cahbration#1 174.9 81.6 -85.8 0.137 196.6 107.4 173.5 0.113
Cahbration #2 174.9 84.8 -89.5 0.120 194.7 112.6 171.4 0.130
Calibration#3 174.7 86.8 -89.6 0.100 194.9 110.9 171.5 0.150
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Table 3-3: Isotropic and kinematic slip system hardening parameters.
Ro [MPa] Q [MPa] b [-] Q2 [MPa] b2 [-] h2 [-] h3 [-] 4 [-] h5 [-] he [-] d [-] c/d [MPa]
Cahbration#1 68.7 26.1 2.33 11.8 42.1 0.0104 0.1905 0.0629 0.3915 0.0484 - -
Cahbration#2 68.8 26.1 2.35 10.6 39.3 0.0115 0.1574 0.0742 0.4736 0.0458 - -
Cahbration #3 68.6 12.4 2.91 6.4 25.0 0.0109 0.0886 0.0697 0.9106 0.0421 2.35 39.2
Table 3-4: Parameters of the self-consistent homogenization scheme.
C [MPa] D11 [-] D12 [-] D13 [-] D 2 1 [-] D 23 [-] D 3 1 [-] D 32 [-] D4 4 [-] D55 [-] D66 [-]
Cahbration#1 25,188 484.5 62.8 4.7 23.6 2.7 8.1 94.1 1.1 125.3 270.5
Cahbration#2 25,980 454.1 57.9 4.2 22.7 2.8 7.7 103.6 1.2 112.9 352.9
Cahbration#3 22,766 319.4 65.2 4.1 22.8 2.7 7.5 119.0 1.2 86.5 199.2
3.5 Results and discussion
3.5.1 Identified reduced textures
All model parameters (including the Euler angles and grain volume fractions) have been
calibrated based on mechanical experiments only. It is thus of interest to compare the
identified reduced texture with that determined from crystallographic measurements. We
have added the identified texture of the 12-grain model (calibration #3) to the
experimental pole figures for the full-thickness specimens in Fig. 3-2. The three groups of
grains are depicted through red, purple and green dots, respectively. Observe that the
reduced texture is in reasonable qualitative agreement with the real material texture. In
particular, the red and purple poles are close to the orientations of the grains of red and
purple color in the EBSD map shown in Fig. 3-1. Furthermore, the green poles
correspond approximately to the more scattered green orientations of Fig. 3-1. The
texture of the 8-grain model (calibration #3) has been added to the pole figures for the
reduced-thickness sample, Fig. 3-2bdf. Again, reasonable agreement is observed.
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For a more quantitative analysis, the disorientation angles between the EBSD
measurements and the calibrated texture components are calculated. The rotation from a
given EBSD orientation to a reduced texture orientation g can be defined by the rotation
matrix R or by the unique couple axis / rotation angle 0
0 arecos [(Ru + R2 2 + R 3 3 - 1)/2] , 00 < 0 < 1800 (3.21)
The 24 symmetries of the FCC crystallographic structure are taken into account. They are
defined by the corresponding rotation matrices Ti, i = 1, ... , 24. In Eq. (3.21), R is
substituted by __T -R. The given EBSD orientation is compared with the N grains of the
reduced texture and the smallest rotation angle is selected: 0 min = min 0, g = 1, .., N,
g'i
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Fig. 3-11: Crystal disorientation angles after calibration #3. (a) for 442 EBSD points for
the full-thickness specimen, (b) for 521 EBSD data points for the reduced-thickness
specimen; the EBSD measurements are compared with the three components of the
reduced texture of the 12-grain model (three colored curves in (a)) and the two
components of the 8-grain model (two colored curves in (b)). The black curve shows the
smallest disorientation for each data point.
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i = 1, .. , 24. The 0 min angles are sorted in ascending order which corresponds to the black
disorientation curves shown in Fig. 3-11 for the N 12- and N = 8-grain models. The
given EBSD orientation is also compared separately with each texture component
(colored curves in Fig. 3-11). For example, with two texture components, we obtain 0 minl
and 0min2. If 0 min I <O min2, the data point is affected to the first texture component, and
vice-versa. The maximum number of data points for each texture component is
proportional to the component's volume fraction. The disorientation angles are small for
the "red" components, but much larger for the "purple" and "green" components, which
represent more scattered orientations with four grains (per component) only.
3.5.2 Uniaxial tension
The models have been calibrated based on the experimental data for uniaxial tension and
provide therefore excellent predictions for this type of loading as far as the Lankford
ratios and stress-strain curves are concerned. Figure 3-6 shows the stress at 3% axial
strain as a function of the specimen orientation. The comparison of the model predictions
(lines) with the full-thickness experimental data (open dots) confirms the good calibration
of the 12-grain model (both calibration #2 and #3). Similarly, the small stress anisotropy
for the reduced-thickness experiments is well described by the 8-grain model (both
calibrations #2 and #3).
Based on our discussion of the predicted reduced textures, an attempt is made to
predict the response of the reduced-thickness specimens by suppressing the "green"
component from the 12-grain model and increasing the volume fractions of the two
remaining components proportionally (compare first lines of Table 3-1 and Table 3-2,
after calibration #1). Note that the "red" texture component is more concentrated and
close to the {100} orientation in the calibrated 8-grain model (Fig. 3-2b) than in the 12-
grain model. The predictions of the width versus thickness strain curves for the reduced-
thickness specimens using only 8 grains of the calibrated 12-grain model (curves labeled
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"RT" in Fig. 3-4a and Fig. 3-4b) show reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
Furthermore, the small stress level decrease of about 8 MPa is well predicted (Fig. 3-6b).
3.5.3 Evaluation for non-proportional loading
Cross-hardening is expected to become significant in the non-proportional loading
experiments. It is modeled through latent hardening terms at the slip system level. Recall
that the non-proportional experiments are performed on reduced-thickness specimens and
are hence modeled with the 8-grain model (after calibration #3). The simulation-
experiment comparisons are shown in Fig. 3-9c and Fig. 3-9d for the non-proportional
loading paths NPI and NP2. The model parameters h2 thru h6 have been identified based
on the latent hardening present in uniaxial tensile experiments. Even though the non-
proportional experiments have not been taken into account during the model calibration,
the predictions of the stress levels are good. The difference between simulation and
experiment is somewhat larger for compression since the compression-tension differential
effect is not included in the model formulation. As a result, the tensile parts of the normal
stress-strain curves in Fig. 3-9c and Fig. 3-9d show that the cross-hardening is partially
captured by the latent hardening parameters (h2 thru h6) given in Table 3-3.
3.5.4 Evaluation for simple shear
The same 8-grain model of the reduced-thickness specimens is used to predict the
material response for simple shear (after calibration #3). The comparison of the
simulations and experiments for the simple shear tests are shown in Fig. 3-8. Recall that
the experimental points show a very large anisotropy in shear: the stress is substantially
larger for a = 0" than for a = 450. This pronounced stress anisotropy in simple shear
contrasts with the almost isotropic stress levels in simple tension (Fig. 3-6b). The solid
curves in Fig. 3-8 are predictions by a FE simulation for simple shear using a single
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reduced integration solid element in conjunction with the 8-grain model. Thanks to the
texture included in the RTM based model, the large anisotropy in shear is predicted with
reasonable accuracy. The simulation and experimental results are very close at small
strains for a = 450, while the shear stress level is slightly overestimated (by about 10
MPa) for a = 00. Figure 3-8 also reveals that the 8-grain model overestimates the shear
stress for a = 450 at large strains (greater than 7%); this model deficiency is attributed to
the fact that the model has only been calibrated on experiments with strains of less than
10%.
For uniaxial tension, the stress levels are by 2% to 7% smaller in reduced-thickness
specimens than in full-thickness specimens (Fig. 3-6b). The texture heterogeneity along
the thickness direction could have an even larger effect on the stress level for other stress
states. We thus perform the simulations for simple shear using the 12-grain model in
addition to the 8-grain model. The corresponding shear stress-strain curves (interrupted
curves in Fig. 3-8) are very close for a = -450. However, for a = 00, the predicted stress
level is about 6% larger in the reduced-thickness specimens than in the full-thickness
specimens. The difference is of the same order as for the tensile tests, but the sign is
opposite. This model prediction without experimental validation must be interpreted with
care, but it indicates that models which are calibrated based on experimental data for
reduced-thickness specimens may not be applicable to full-thickness specimens (and
vice-versa)
3.5.5 Punching of a sheet
The 12-grain and 8-grain models (after calibration #3) are used to simulate the circular
punch experiments of both full- and reduced-thickness specimens, respectively. These
simulations are performed using the finite element software Abaqus/standard (version
6.9), while a special Z-mat/Abaqus interface translates the Z-mat material subroutines
into UMAT Abaqus material models. The specimen is discretized with reduced-
integration eight-node solid elements (type C3D8R of the Abaqus element library);
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frictionless surface-to-surface contact is defined between the punch surface and the disc
specimen. Five elements are employed along the thickness direction for the full-thickness
specimen, while only three are utilized for the reduced-thickness specimen.
The comparison of the dotted curves in Fig. 3-10c and Fig. 3-10d with the
corresponding experimental results (dashed lines) demonstrates that the RTM based
models provide good predictions of the force-displacement curves. Furthermore, we
observe good agreement between the experiments and simulations as far as the surface
strain field (Fig. 3-10b) and the final thickness profile (Fig. 3-10e) are concerned. The 12-
grain model overestimates the force level (by as much as 9%) for large punch
displacements. As for shear loading, this discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the
underlying hardening model has only been identified for strains of less than 10%.
To evaluate the computational effort, we compare the computational time of the
simulations with the RTM based polycrystalline plasticity model with that of an advanced
phenomenological plasticity model (3D extension of the Yld2000 model, see Chapter 2
for details). In the simulation of an automotive panel forming, Yoon and Hong (2006)
found that the three-dimensional Yld2004-18p model is about four times longer than the
8-parameter Yld2000-2d model. In the simulation of the punch test with the same mesh,
the CPU times for the 8-grain and 12-grain models are respectively about six and nine
times longer than for the extended Yld2000 model. As compared to conventional full-
texture polycrystalline plasticity models, this result is extremely encouraging. It
demonstrates that the numerical analysis of large-scale structural problems with physics-
based polycrystalline plasticity models becomes feasible when using the RTM approach.
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3.6 Concluding remarks
A Reduced Texture Methodology (RTM) is used to come up with a computationally-
efficient polycrystalline plasticity based constitutive model to describe the anisotropic
mechanical response of 2mm thick extruded aluminum 6260-T6 in structural
applications. EBSD analysis revealed that the texture of the extruded aluminum alloy
varies along the thickness direction. In particular, the texture within the 0.4mm thick
surface layers is noticeably different from the approximately homogeneous texture within
a 1.2mm thick central layer. Experiments are therefore performed on both full-thickness
and reduced-thickness specimens. The experimental program includes uniaxial tensile
experiments for seven different specimen orientations within the plane of the flat
extrusion. Furthermore, uniaxial compression-tension experiments are carried out with
the help of a special anti-buckling device. In addition, combined tension-shear
experiments with highly non-linear loading paths are performed using a dual actuator
system.
The hardening parameters at the grain level and the homogenization parameters as
well as the Euler angles and volume fractions of the RTM based model are identified
through inverse analysis. A 12-grain model is calibrated to describe the mechanical
response of full-thickness specimens, while an 8-grain model is used for the reduced-
thickness specimens. The calibrated models describe well the stress-strain curves and
Lankford ratios for all specimen directions, while the optimized grain orientations are in
good agreement with EBSD crystallographic measurements. Furthermore, the computed
material response to reverse loading agrees well with the experimental data. The
underlying polycrystalline plasticity model accounts for cross-hardening at the
macroscopic level through latent hardening among its slip systems. Here, the latent
hardening moduli are calibrated based on uniaxial tensile tests and successfully validated
for non-proportional loading. The direction-dependent material response to in-plane shear
loading is also predicted with satisfactory accuracy by the 8-grain model. The numerical
simulations for simple shear indicate that further research is needed to draw conclusions
on the behavior of the full-thickness specimens based on experiments on specimens of
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reduced thickness. Finite element analyses of punch experiments give computation times
less than ten times longer than with the Yld2000-2d phenomenological plasticity model.
The present results clearly demonstrate that RTM based polycrystalline plasticity
models are sufficiently "rich" to describe the mechanical response of an anisotropic
material with great accuracy. At the same time, thanks to their increased computational
efficiency as compared to conventional polycrystalline plasticity models, all material
model parameters of an RTM based model can be identified through an inverse
calibration procedure. The heuristic estimation of model parameters of the underlying
polycrystalline plasticity model is therefore no longer necessary which is expected to
yield more reliable model predictions.
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Chapter 4
Modeling of multi-axial plastic
deformation with Strength-Differential
effect using a RTM-based polycrystalline
model
4.1 Introduction
Predicting the large strain behaviors of metallic materials under multi-axial loading is
crucial to various industrial applications, such as sheet metal forming, impact/crash
failure analysis, etc. In the past decades, the increasing demand of physically sound and
experimentally verified metal plasticity models draws huge attention to various
phenomena that have been observed during the plastic deformation of metals. Among
these phenomena, the anisotropy, distortion and asymmetry/ Strength-Differential Effect
(SDE) of the initial and subsequent yield surfaces are extensively studied and extremely
important, especially for metal sheets.
Numerous phenomenological yield functions (e.g. Barlat et al., 2003; Hosford, 1972;
Karafillis and Boyce, 1993; Logan and Hosford, 1980) have been developed for plastic
anisotropy of metals after the original development of Hill (1948). Readers are referred to
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Section 1.1 and Section 2.1 for reviews of these models. Besides, the distortion or so-
called stress state dependency of the yield surface is also the focus of many studies. The
classical J2 plasticity assumes no influence of either hydrostatic stress state I1 or the
deviatoric stress state J3 on the quadratic yield function, which provides only poor
approximation of the yield surfaces of FCC and BCC polycrystalline materials (Bishop
and Hill, 1951; Hutchinson, 1964; Stout et al., 1983; Woodthorpe and Pearce, 1970). One
way to describe the distortion of the yield surface is to use non-quadratic yield functions
(e.g. Hosford, 1972), which provide better approximations of the yield surfaces of FCC
materials. Another approach is to model the influence of J3 or Lode angle on plasticity,
which has long been recognized and studied by the geo-mechanics community (Bardet,
1990; Menetrey and Willam, 1995) but overlooked by the metal plasticity until recently.
Miller and McDowell (1996) showed the deficiency of the J 2 plasticity model in
describing the torsional softening of stainless steel 304L and proposed a J 3-dependent
yielding and hardening model for metals. Bai and Wierzbicki (2008) characterized the
Lode angle (J3) effect on the plasticity of aluminum 2024-T351 through a series of
tensile and compression experiments and modeled this effect using a Lode angle (j 3 )
dependent hardening model. Gao (2009) observed a differential effect in stress-strain
curves of tension and torsion and proposed a J 2 - J3 yield function to capture this
phenomenon.
The tension/compression asymmetry, usually termed as SDE, has also been the focus
of numerous studies in metal plasticity. One physical reason to explain this effect is the
pressure sensitivity of flow stress, which has been observed for both iron-based metals
(Spitzig et al., 1975, 1976) and aluminum (Spitzig and Richmond, 1984). Based on the
classical theory developed by Drucker and Prager (1952) for granular materials, a number
of recent publications (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2008; Brtnig, 1999; Stoughton and Yoon,
2004) showed the applicability of the 11-J2 type yield to metal plasticity in predicting the
pressure dependent plastic flow and the SDE of metals, i.e. higher flow stress in
compression than in tension. On the other hand, the increasing applications of Hexagonal
Closed Packed (HCP) metals and alloys draw enormous attention to their pronounced
SDE, which is caused by the directionality of twinning instead of pressure sensitivity.
The SDE of these pressure insensitive materials has been successfully modeled by, e.g.
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Cazacu and Barlat (2004) and Cazacu et al. (2006), using modifications of Druker's yield
criterion (1952) in the J2-J3 space. Last but not least, strain/stress history could also give
rise to the SDE of sheet metal, which are usually plastically deformed or thermo-
mechanically processed, e.g. rolling or extrusion processes. In this regard, Yoon et al.
(2000) modeled the significant SDE of a 2090-T3 aluminum alloy sheet by introducing a
constant non-zero back stress tensor, which gives certain translation of initial yield
surface. In Beese (2011), the large SDE of a 301LN stainless steel sheet is captured by
specifying initial values to the back stress tensor that are governed by a nonlinear
kinematic hardening law (Frederick and Armstrong, 2007).
As described in Section 1.1, the framework of physically-based polycrystalline metal
plasticity, on the other hand, is well poised to describe the anisotropy and distortion of the
yield surface, providing a preferred crystallographic texture and its evolution. Within the
framework of crystal plasticity, the SDE can be modeled by generalized 'non-Schmid'
rules, which were first studied by Asaro and Rice (1977). Following this approach, Dao
and Asaro (1993) developed a rate-dependent constitutive model featuring a non-Schmid
rule that incorporates pressure sensitivity. Nemat-Nasser (1983) proposed a more general
constitutive framework incorporating dilatant, frictional and hydrostatic effects for geo-
materials. Based on this generalized framework, Brunig (1998) successfully simulated
numerically the experimentally observed SDE (Spitzig et al., 1975) using a crystal
plasticity model with a non-Schmid law.
Although polycrystalline plasticity models have strong predictive power, their
application in the industry is still rare, mainly due to the enormous CPU time involved to
solve the constitutive equations. This computational cost brings difficulties not only in
the Finite Element (FE) analysis of large scale structures, but also during the model
parameter identification which usually relies on an iterative inverse procedure. Many
efforts have been made to obtain reasonable computational times through a drastic
reduction of the number of crystallographic orientations (e.g. Bahlke et al., 2005, 2006;
Raabe and Roters, 2004; Zhao et al., 2001). Among them, a Reduce Texture
Methodology (RTM) proposed by Rousselier et al. (2009, 2010) is a promising approach
for large scale industrial applications. The essential idea of the RTM is to borrow the
mathematical structure of polycrystalline plasticity models and increase their
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computational efficiency significantly by reducing the number of crystallographic
orientations. Unlike other models with reduced texture (or so-called 'texture
component'), for example, Bbhlke et al. (2005, 2006), which make use of certain
probabilistic averaging method to obtain the simplified texture, the RTM based models
identify all the texture parameters from mechanical tests. In other words, texture
measurements are not required for model calibration, although they can be very helpful
for initial estimates of grain orientations and for the final validation of the calibrated
reduced texture. On one hand, the calibrated texture only is a crude representation of the
real texture, contrary to the more precise and rigorous texture descriptions in Raabe and
Roters (2004) and Bohlke et al. (B6hlke et al., 2005). On the other hand, the accuracy of
the predictions of mechanical responses can be improved with the additional texture
parameters calibration. Nonetheless, as discussed by Rousselier et al. (2009), the
experimental database for identifying the model parameters needs to be as comprehensive
and dense as possible to avoid local irregularities of the strain and displacement fields. In
Rousselier et al. (2009), the RTM is applied to strongly anisotropic 2090-T3 aluminum
sheets using only eight crystallographic orientations. The CPU time for deep drawing
simulation with the polycrystalline model was only twice that of an advanced
macroscopic model. The calculated cup earing is in good agreement with the
experimental observations. In addition, the RTM based model is able to capture
anisotropic hardening, i.e. an evolving distortion of the yield surface, in particular during
non-proportional loadings (Rousselier et al., 2010). Most recently, RTM is utilized to
model both the plastic anisotropy and through-thickness heterogeneity of a 6260-T6
extruded aluminum profile (Rousselier et al., 2012). With superior computational
efficiency and a strong tie with mechanical experiments, the RTM greatly pushes forward
the boundary of physically based polycrystalline plasticity models to practical
applications.
The present chapter is a continuation of the work in Chapter 3, where an extruded
aluminum 6260-T6 alloy, exhibiting both a significant plastic anisotropy and a
pronounced through-thickness texture gradient, was modeled successfully with a RTM
based self-consistent polycrystalline plasticity model. However, the aforementioned
model provides a good description of the experimentally measured stress-strain responses
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only up to small or moderate strains (about 7%). In addition, the SDE observed in the
compression followed by tension tests were not modeled.
In this work, a new RTM based polycrystalline plasticity model is proposed. This
model features i) a novel hardening model with two hardening matrix, which simulates
the reorganization of dislocation substructures at large strains, and ii) a generalized
scheme to assign initial back stresses, which could account for the history effect during
extrusion processes and in turn the tension-compression SDE and other differential
effects observed in experiments. A comprehensive multi-axial experimental database (see
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), which makes use of both full-thickness and reduced-thickness
specimens, is utilized for model parameters identification and validation. Following the
approaches developed in Chapter 3, the full-thickness material is described with a 12-
grain model, while the reduced-thickness material (central layer) is represented by the 8-
grain model. It is shown that the new model is able to capture all the experimental
observations with good accuracy, including anisotropic plastic behavior up to large
strains, the SDE, as well as stress-strain responses under non-linear loading. In additional,
two structural simulations, including a punch indentation test and a 3-pt bending
operation with spring-back, are performed to further validate the model demonstrate the
excellent applicability of the present framework to industrial practices.
4.2 Experimental database
This chapter still works with the extruded aluminum AA6260-T6 profile which has a wall
thickness of 2mm. Readers are referred to Section 2.2 and Section 3.2.1 for the details of
this material and specimen preparation. Various experiments from the multi-axial
experimental program described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are also employed in the
present chapter to build a database for the calibrating and validation of the proposed
constitutive model. At the same time, a couple of new experiments are carried out for this
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chapter to calibrate particular features of the new plasticity model, e.g. SDE, non-
orthotropy, etc. Below, the full experimental database for this study is listed, and the
focus will be put on the new experiments designed for this Chapter.
4.2.1 Uniaxial tension (full- and recudeced-thickness)
As presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, a quasi-static uniaxial tensile testing program
has been performed under room temperature to characterize both the anisotropic stress-
strain responses and the effect of through-thickness texture gradient. For this purpose,
dog-bone shaped specimens (see Fig. 2-2) were cut every 150 between ED (a = 01) and
TD (a = 900), and both full- (Fig. 2-2) and reduced-thickness specimens (Fig. 3-5) have
been tested.
Readers are referred to Section 2.3 and Section 3.2.3 for details of the experimental
procedures, and here we briefly summarize the main observations in the following. For
both full- and reduced-thickness specimens, the measured stress-strain curves across
different material orientations (00 < a < 900) are very similar. As shown in Fig. 4-1a, the
difference in stress level is less than 6% within full-thickness specimens and 5% within
reduced-thickness specimens, at a plastic strain of 3%. More pronounced anisotropy is
observed in the Lankford ratios. As depicted in Fig. 4-lb, the slopes of the logarithmic
plastic width strain versus thickness strain curves varies with material orientation a
substantially for both full- (solid curves) and reduced-thickness (dashed curves)
specimens. In addition, systematic and significant differences are observed between the
mechanical properties of full- and reduced-thickness specimens. The flow stresses of the
reduced-thickness specimens are by 16MPa lower than those of the full-thickness
specimens (see Fig. 4-la). Moreover, the slopes of the width-versus-thickness strain
curves shown in Fig. 4-lb demonstrate considerable differences between the Lankford
ratios of full- and reduced-thickness material.
In addition to the above-mentioned experiments presented in Chapter 3, one extra
uniaxial tension test is carried out in the present study using full-thickness specimens
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with a = -450. The purpose of this additional experiment is to check the orthotropy of
the present extruded aluminum sheet. For a perfectly orthotropic metal sheet, the tensile
behavior in a = 450 and a = -450 should be identical. It is observed that the stress-
strain curves of the specimens with a = 450 are almost identical with only a very small
difference of less than 1% in stress level (the stress level of a = -45" is 2.1MPa higher
than that of a = +45' at 3% axial strain). However, a notable difference is observed in
the Lankford ratios for those two symmetric material orientations (compare the blue solid
curves with and without circles in Fig. 4-lb. Although the present study makes use of a
reduced orthotropic crystallographic texture, this non-orthotropy effect will be accounted
for in the constitutive model presented in Section 4.3 .
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Fig. 4-1: Results of the uniaxial testing program. (a) yield stress at 3% axial logarithmic
plastic strain of full- (red) and reduced-thickness (black) material, the two blue triangles
represent full-thickness compression tests at a = 00 and 90; (b) measured width versus
thickness strain curves during uniaxial tension for various material orientations.
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4.2.2 Uniaxial compression & compression-tension
experiments (full-thickness)
To characterize the tension-compression SDE, compression tests are performed with full-
thickness specimens in ED (a = 0") and TD (a = 900), respectively. The experimental
technique for in-plane compression outlined in Section 2.7.1 is utilized here. A specially
designed uniaxial compression specimen (Fig. 2-12a) is used in conjunction with an anti-
buckling device (Fig. 2-12b) to obtain in-plane uniaxial compression conditions up to
moderate strains (10%-15%).
The measured stress-strain curves of the compression tests are depicted and
compared with the corresponding tensile test results of ED and TD in Fig. 4-2a and Fig.
4-2b, respectively. A significant SDE is observed in the TD (a = 900) where the
compressive flow stress level (the red triangles in Fig. 4-2b) is about 4% (8MPa) higher
than the tensile one (the blue 'diamonds' in Fig. 4-2b). On the contrary, the measured
compressive and tensile stress-strain curves are quite similar for the specimens along the
ED (a = 00), as illustrated by Fig. 4-2b. The flow stresses at 3% axial logarithmic plastic
250 - vvy 250- 4M
200 - 2,00 - -
=0* (ED) a=90* (TD)
(0 (ED150 150 -
o Tension, EXP 5 0 Tension, EXP
50 -Tension, Model (12-grainBS5H2) -Tension, Model (12-grain,BS5H2)
V Compression, EXP L Compression, EXP
-- Compression, Model(12-grain,BS5H2) ----Compression, Model(12-grain,BS5H2)
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
Axial strain (-) Axial strain (-)
(a) (b)
Fig. 4-2: Comparison of the stress-strain curves from full-thickness experiments and 12-
grain numerical simulations with the new model with initial back stresses. (a) uniaxial
compression and tension along ED; (b) uniaxial compression and tension along TD.
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strain for compression tests in both the ED and TD are also depicted on Fig. 4-la as blue
triangles, which also elucidates the asymmetry of SDE when compared with the tensile
flow stresses (red circles in Fig. 4-1a) along the ED and TD.
At the same time, in order to calibrate the kinematic hardening parameters of the
present constitutive model, the four compression-tension tests described in Section 2.7.1
are also employed in this chapter (see Fig. 2-13a).
4.2.3 Biaxial experiments under proportional loadings
(Reduced-thickness)
In addition to the uniaxial experiments, we also make use of the monotonic and
proportional biaxial experimental program presented in Section 2.4.2 to characterize the
large strain multi-axial behavior of the present material (recall that strains did not exceed
7% in all uniaxial tensile tests before necking, see Fig. 2-3a).
As described in Section 2.4.2, this biaxial testing program covers four different
material orientations (ca = 00, a = 90", a =+45" and a = -45") and eight different
biaxial loading angles: 3 = -900, = -600, 0 = -300,/3= 0, ,3= 22.5", /= 450,
3 = 67.50 and / = 90" (see Fig. 2-1 and 2-4 for the definition of a and 3). Therefore, a
total 30 distinct biaxial experiments provide a wide coverage on the plane stress yield
surface. In Chapter 2, a generic quadratic yield surface in the plane stress subspace
( 00, 0 90 , T) is generated to visualize the stress states attained by the present biaxial
experimental program, as shown in Fig. 2-5. It was assumed that the yield surface is
orthotropic and symmetric, i.e. f(oo, 0 90 , T) = f(Uo, 0o9 , -r), and thus only the half of
the yield surface with T > 0 was shown and the loading states with T < 0 were mirrored
on the positive half of the yield surface using symmetry. In the present study, as special
attention is given to the SDE (asymmetry) and the non-orthotropy effect, the difference
between positive and negative shear stress T regions needs to be distinguished. For
example, recall that the Lankford ratios measured in +450 tension (T > 0) and -450
tension (T < 0) are substantially different. Therefore, both halves of the generic 3D yield
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surface are shown in Fig. 4-3 with colored dots representing different bi-axial loading
states. It is noteworthy that the loading states corresponding to the aforementioned
uniaxial tension and compression tests are also plotted in the same figure (with green and
light blue dots, respectively).
The measured shear and normal engineering stress-strain curves of all these
proportional biaxial experiments are shown in Fig. 4-4, as markers in Fig. 4-4a-b and
solid curves in Fig. 4-4c-f, respectively. All curves are plotted up to the loss of strain field
uniformity (see Chapter 2). It is shown that the ultimate shear strains are much higher
* Uniaxial tension
0190 0 Uniaxial compression
90* (a=00
* T* a=900
0* *-90* a=+450
454 90 -60** '" e C=-45*
-30* 22*. 70 30 0* 6 0 *
045 -300
-60 45* 0* s
0*0
000
-300
900 900
-60 Initial back stresses
909-60
0 30o6 O Component 1
22 0 Component 2
45T <O 0 Component 390 0 Component 4
90  V Component 5
Fig. 4-3: Visualization of the loading states in the 3-dimensional stress-space. The solid
dots represent the intersection of the linear stress paths with a quadratic yield surface. The
labels next to the data points denote the biaxial loading angle #3 while the point color
corresponds to the specimen orientation a and the type of experiment (see legend). The
open dots with different shapes represent the effecting zones of the five initial back stress
components. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this thesis.)
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than their tensile counterparts. For example, the maximum shear strain under uniform
deformation is about 90% for the specimen with a = -450 (Fig. 4-4a), while the
maximum tensile strain is only 5% before localized necking (Fig. 4-4b). Recall that the
uniform strain field in uniaxial tensile tests is limited to 7% strain by the occurrence of
diffuse necking (Fig. 2-3a). Hence, the shear-dominated experiments are crucial to
investigate the hardening behavior at large strains.
Meanwhile, the biaxial data reveal various characteristics of the plastic behavior of
the present material. A pronounced anisotropy can be seen by comparing the shear stress-
strain curves from pure shear experiments with specimens along four distinct material
orientations (Fig. 4-4a). The specimens with a = 0" and 900 (blue and red open dots in
Fig. 4-4a) exhibit remarkably (about 24%) higher shear stress level than those with
a = +450 (black and yellow markers in Fig. 4-4a). Unlike the uniaxial tensile specimens
(Fig. 2-2), which only show little anisotropy in tensile stress level (see Fig. 4-la), the
biaxial specimens also demonstrate considerable anisotropy under tension-dominant
loading conditions. As illustrated by Fig. 4-4b, the yield stress in the TD is about 15%
higher than in other orientations (a = 0 and a = ±450). On the other hand, the
distortion of the yield surface is elucidated by the shear/tension yield stress ratio, which is
close to 0.6 for a = 00 and about 0.75 for a = 450 (for reference: it is 0.58 for a von
Mises material). Moreover, the shear stress level for specimen with a = -450 is about
6% higher than that for the specimen with c =+450. This SDE between opposite shear
loadings is small but significant. It cannot be explained by pressure sensitivity as both
experiments are under pure shear and thus have zero hydrostatic pressure. The residual
stresses and history effect after extrusion process might be the cause of this phenomenon.
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Fig. 4-4: Comparison between experimental data and model predictions of engineering
stress-strain curves under proportional biaxial loadings: (a) shear stress-strain curves
for pure shear loadings (3 00); (b) normal stress-strain curves under pure tension
conditions (0= 90'); (c-f) results of all combined tension/compression and shear
loadings (0" </3 < 900). Left (Right) column contains shear (normal) stress-strain
curves. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.2.4 Biaxial experiments under non-proportional loadings
(Reduced-thickness)
With the help of the biaxial testing technique, three non-linear loading path experiments
are performed to shed some light into the latent hardening of the present polycrystalline
material. Two of them are the small-strain non-proportional loading tests (NP1 and NP2)
presented in Section 3.2.5, while a third test (NP3) is a large-strain shear experiment on a
prestrained biaxial specimen with a = -450 (Fig. 2-4b).
To investigate the cross-hardening behavior at large strains, the third non-linear
loading path experiment (NP3) is performed for the present study. In this experiment, an
orthogonal loading is achieved by applying a tension-shear sequence to a biaxial
specimen with a = -450. In particular, the specimen is prestrained in tension up to 5%
engineering normal strain, elastically unloaded, and then subject to a pure-shear loading
up to 90% engineering shear strain. The reason we chose the specimen with orientation
a = -450 is that it can provide largest uniform shear deformation before any localization
and failure among four distinct orientations (see Fig. 4-4a).
In order to compare the shear curves for virgin and prestrained specimens, one needs
to convert the pre-strain in tension into a work-equivalent shear strain. To do this, the
fully characterized macroscopic plasticity model presented in Chapter 2 is employed to
calculate the plastic work for a 5% engineering normal strain on the particular specimen.
Subsequently, a pure shear simulation is performed to identify the corresponding
engineering shear strain which does the same amount of plastic work. For the present
AA6260-T6, it is found that a 9.5% engineering shear strain is work-equivalent to the 5%
engineering normal strain for a biaxial specimen with a = -450. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 4-5, the shear stress-strain curves for prestrained specimens (solid curves) start from
a shear strain of 9.5%. The measured shear stress-strain curve of the as-received material
(red dashed curve) is also plotted on Fig. 4-5. It can be seen that the flow stress of the
prestrained specimen is slightly higher (1-2%) than the specimen made from as-received
material. In other words, the orthogonal loading path change (from tension to shear)
results in an increase of yield stress. This phenomenon is known as cross-hardening and
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Fig. 4-5: Comparison between measured and predicted (with a 8-grain model) shear
engineering stress-strain curves for the large strain non-proportional experiment (NP3).
widely recognized and studied in the literature (e.g. Rauch et al., 2007; Rauch et al.,
2002; Wang et al., 2008).
4.3 Constitutive modeling
The framework of a self-consistent polycrystalline plasticity model presented in Section
3.3 is still employed here for the present work. However, several deficiencies of this
model have been identified from Chapter 3 and the some experimental results presented
in Section 4.2 :
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i) The model presented in Chapter 3 provides poor predictions for the large
strain behavior, as demonstrated by Fig. 3-8 and Fig. 3-10c.
ii) The existing model is symmetric and thus not able capture the
tension/compression SDE (see Fig. 3-7) and the SDE between pure shear
loadings with a = 450 specimens (see Fig. 4-4a).
iii) As an orthotropic texture is assumed for computational efficiency, the existing
model is orthotropic. Hence, it is incapable of capturing the Lankford ratio
difference between pure tension loadings of a =+450 and a = -450
specimens, which is shown in Fig. 4-1b.
In order to address the abovementioned problems, two modifications are made to the
constitutive model presented in Section 3.3 including a new hardening law for large strain
deformation and a generalized method for introducing history effect to the virgin
material. It should be noted that all other constitutive equations in Section 3.3 remain the
same except the two modifications described below.
4.3.1 A hardening law for large strain behavior
As presented in Section 3.3, a phenomenological model was used for the hardening of
slip-systems. In particular, an isotropic hardening law in the form of Eq. (3.18) featuring
a M x M (M is the number of slip systems) hardening matrix H was adopted. The
hardening matrix is able to describe both the self and latent hardening of the slip systems
and thus plays a crucial role in modeling material behaviors under non-proportional
loadings. In a way, it represents the dislocation structure of the material.
However, the presented hardening law in Eq. (3.18) is not able to describe the large
strain behavior of the present material with an ideal accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3-8, the
model greatly overestimates the stress level in a pure shear test beyond a strain of 7%.
The predicted force-displacement curve of an equi-biaxial punch test is also higher than
the experimental data at large strains (the strain at failure for the punch test is about
42%), as illustrated by Fig. 3-10c. This deficiency could be attributed to the
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reorganization of the dislocation structures at large strains. This phenomenon has been
modeled in some dislocation-based crystal plasticity models. In the present modeling
framework, the evidence of this phenomenon is that the calibrated hardening matrix
parameters changed substantially when we included the large strain tests (the pure shear
experiments for specimens along with 450 direction) in the calibration (recall that only
small strain experiments were included in the database for calibration in Chapter 3).
Therefore, a need is seen to model the evolving hardening matrix which represents the
dislocation structure reorganization at large strains. Here we propose a simple method to
model the evolution of the hardening matrix with plastic strain. A new isotropic
hardening law for each slip system is proposed as
M M
r = Rs + Q EHt [1 - exp (-bvt)] + Q2 E Kst [I - exp (-b 2 v)] (4.1)
t=1 t=1
where an additional hardening matrix K is introduced to the isotropic hardening law.
Similar to the hardening matrix H introduced in Section 3.3.5, the 12x 12 symmetric
hardening matrix K depends on six parameters k1 to k6 only. Readers are referred to
(Rousselier et al., 2009) for the detailed elements of K. Same as in Eq. (3.18), R, is the
initial critical resolved shear stress. In the case of FCC crystallographic structures,
R, - ro is the same for all octahedral slip systems. Governed by Eq. (4.1), the total
isotropic hardening of each slip system is a combined effect of two constant hardening
matrices. By specifying distinct values of hardening parameters Q, b, Q2 and b2 for the
two matrices, the evolution of the hardening behavior is modeled. For the present
material, a large b and a small b2 are assigned, and thus the second term of Eq. (4.1) is
treated as the 'baseline' hardening behavior and the third term is designed to model the
evolution of the hardening matrix at large strains. Q is a positive number for strain
hardening, while Q2 could be either positive or negative depending on the nature of the
localization structure reorganization at large strains.
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4.3.2 A generalized approach to model history effect
In Section 2.7 of this thesis, a strength differential effect along the TD has been observed
and modeled using a pressure sensitive yield function. However, further experimental
investigation shown in Section 4.2.2 reveals that the SDE only exists along the TD of this
material, and the tensile and compressive yield stresses are identical along the ED. This
observation suggests that pressure sensitivity might not be the true physical reason for the
SDE in TD. Moreover, the measured stress strain responses from the pure shear tests on
specimens with a = =450 exhibit considerable difference, as illustrated by Fig. 4-4a.
This phenomenon provides further evidence that the SDE is not due to pressure
dependence, as those two pure shear tests feature identical hydrostatic stress states (zero
pressure). Various modeling approaches for SDE in the literature are briefly summarized
in the introduction section of this chapter. Among them, the modeling of history effect
through the introduction of initial back stresses is a promising way to describe the SDE
observed in the present material. During the extrusion process, the material has been
through substantial plastic deformation and thermal treatment, which not only develops
the crystallographic texture, but also generates considerable residual stresses and leaves
history effect to the subsequent operations with the extruded profile. Therefore, the
history effect is identified as the underlying cause for the SDE and non-orthotropic
behavior observed in the present material.
In the continuum mechanics models, it is relatively easy to introduce initial back
stresses as one only needs to specify initial values to the six independent components of
the back stress tensor. In Yoon et al. (2000) and Beese (2011), only one and two nonzero
initial components were identified and assigned, respectively, to model the observed SDE.
As elucidated by Yoon et al. (2000), these initial back stresses essentially apply a
transitional shift to the yield surface in stress space.
However, for the present polycrystalline plasticity model which features a slip system
level kinematic hardening (Eq. (3.19)), it is not as easy task to identify initial back stress
values for all the slip systems. Even with our reduced texture with only 8 grains, the
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number of total slip systems for a FCC material is 12x8=96. In this regard, we propose a
generalized way to identify and specify the slip system level initial back stresses.
First of all, we define Xso as the initial back stress value for the slip system s, so we
rewrite Eq. (3.19) as
as ='s - das zis , X 8 = ca., X. = X8O at t = 0 (4.2)
where t is the time, and s is the number of the slip systems. If we define N as the number
of FCC grains in the polycrystalline model, then s 1... 12N. Naturally, we have a
vector of all initial back stress values Xo with Xo(s) Xso. Consequently, our objective
is to identify this initial back stress vector with 12N elements. It is a formidable task to
identify all these initial back stress values from the inverse calibration procedure outlined
in Section 3.4.2. Therefore, we decompose Xo into a linear combination of five distinct
initial back stress components fj (j = 1.. .5), which corresponds to five common stress
states during the extrusion or rolling processes:
5
XoZ = afj (4.3)
j= 1
Here, aj is the coefficient for each of the initial back stress components and it controls the
contribution of each stress state during the stress/strain history of the material. The five
basic stress states adopted here are
- fi: Uniaxial tension along ED
- f2: Uniaxial tension along TD
- f3: Pure shear with a = 0"
- f4: Plane strain tension with a= +450
- f5: Plane strain tension with a -450
These five distinct initial back stress components have influence on different zones of
the conceptual yield surface, as denoted by open dots with different shapes on Fig. 4-3. It
can be seen that these components can make adjustments to a wide range on the 3d
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anisotropic yield surface. Also, they corresponds to very typical deformation modes
during the material extrusion processes.
The standardized initial back stress components fj corresponding to these five
distinct historical stress states are obtained through FE simulations with a calibrated
polycrystalline model without history effect, e.g., the model presented in Chapter 3 after
'Calibration 3'. Each of the abovementioned deformation modes are simulated in Z-set
(Z-set Manual, 2007) up to a strain of 5% with a single finite element, and then the back
stress vector for each of these elements is extracted as the initial back stress components.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4-6.
The contribution of each initial back stress components in the total initial back stress
vector Xo is unknown as the detailed information about the extrusion process of the as-
received material is unavailable. Even if the physical process is clear, it is difficult to
decompose the complex deformation process into these simple deformation modes.
Therefore, the five coefficients a (j = 1- --5) are treated as material parameters to be
calibrated from the mechanical experiments. It should be noted that due to the through-
thickness heterogeneity observed in Chapter 3, the full- and reduced-thickness materials
should have different set of a3 parameters as they have been subject to different
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
FE Simulation
up to 5% strain fi f2 f3 4 f5
f : Initial back stress components
Fig. 4-6: Schematic of the five distinct pre-simulations for the identification of
standardized initial back stress components.
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stress/strain histories during the extrusion process.
The new constitutive model with initial back stresses, as well as the new hardening
law presented in the previous section, is implemented as a user material subroutine (Zmat)
in the commercial FE code Z-set. In particular, a special scheme is designed to read
during the initialization stage all the initial back stresses components, linearly combine
them into a single initial back stress vector and then specify the initial back stresses to
each slip system.
4.4 Model calibration
For the newly developed polycrystalline model, the calibration procedure outlined in
Section 3.4.2 is still followed to identify model parameters. Essentially, all model
parameters are identified from mechanical experiments, including the reduced texture
parameters. An unconstrained non-linear optimization scheme (Levenberg, 1944; Z-set
manual, 2007) is used to minimize the residual between simulation results and
experimental data. In light of the RTM proposed in Chapter 3, the model parameters are
identified for two distinct configurations. The first configuration will be referred to as
"full-thickness model"; it describes the entire extruded sheet as a statistically
homogeneous polycrystalline material composed of twelve grains. The second
configuration will be referred to as "reduced-thickness model"; it comprises the central
layer only and makes use of eight grains. The model calibration is concerned with the
plastic behavior only; the same average measured Young's modulus E=63 GPa and
Poisson's ratio v=0.33 are assumed for both the full-thickness and reduced-thickness
model.
Due to the two new features outlined in Section 4.3 the new constitutive model
requires the identification of a different set of parameters:
* Slip system hardening parameters:
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- five isotropic hardening parameters (Rto, Q, b, Q2, b2),
- two kinematic hardening parameters (c, d),
- ten latent hardening parameters (h2 to h6, k2 to k6 ), assuming hi = ki = 1.
" Localization parameters for the self-consistent homogenization scheme:
- eleven localization parameters (C, Dnl, D12, D13, D2 1 , D2 3 , D3 1 , D3 2 , D4 4 ,
D55, D66).
e Texture parameters (for a reduced orthotropic texture with N grains):
- $ x 3 Euler angles (see Section 3.4.1 for detailed definition), and
- { - 1 volume fractions4
* History effect parameters:
- five coefficients of the initial back stress components (ai to a5 )
For example, for a 12-grain model with isotropic and kinematic slip system hardening,
the number of model parameters to be identified totals 17+11+12/4x3+12/4-1+5=44.
Comparing with the parameters for the model presented in Chapter 3, the additional ones
include the five latent hardening parameters k2 to k6 , as well as the five parameters ai to
a5 of the initial back stress model.
As described in Section 3.4.2, the optimization module of Z-set calculates and
minimizes a residual from the comparison of the simulation results and the experimental
data. The comparisons are made with the whole experimental curves, not only with
selected values such as the yield stress or the Lankford ratio. The experimental data
adopted for the calibration of the present model include:
* Uniaxial tension in all material orientation: stress and transverse strain data Ell(t)
and E 2 2 (t),
e Pseudo-experimental tensile tests (see Section 3.2.6): transvers strain data E2 2 (t),
e Compression tension tests along TD: stress data EII(t),
" Uniaxial compression tests along ED and TD: stress data En (t),
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e Plane strain tension and compression tests along ED and TD with the biaxial
plasticity specimen (Fig. 2-4b): stress data Ell (t),
e Pure shear tests with biaxial plasticity specimen in four material orientations
(a = 0', a = 90' and a = 450): stress data E 2 (t).
In comparison with the calibration experiments employed in Chapter 3, the extra
experiments here include the uniaxial compression tests (for SDE calibration), plane
strain compression and tension tests (for SDE calibration) and pure shear experiments
(for both SDE and large strain hardening behavior calibration).
The final calibration of the present model is concerned with both full- and reduced-
thickness material. Same as in Chapter 3, the same hardening and localization parameters
are employed for the slip systems in both the full-thickness and reduced-thickness model.
The differences in texture are assumed here to be the main cause for the distinct
mechanical behavior of full- and reduced-thickness specimens. In terms of the texture
parameters, we need to identify nine Euler angles and two volume fractions for the full-
thickness model represented by 12 grains, as well as six Euler angles and one volume
fraction for the 8-grain reduced-thickness model. Furthermore, the present model allows
different history effect parameters (five initial back stress parameters) for the full- and
reduced-thickness material. Therefore, a total of 17+11+9+2+6+1+5+5=56 model
parameters are identified.
The present constitutive model is built on the same modeling framework presented in
Chapter 3, and they are calibrated based on similar sets of experiments. Therefore, the
parameters, especially the texture parameters, from the old model should not change
much in the new modified model. The calibration #3 in Chapter 3 obtained the optimized
parameters for the old model, which serve as a very good initial guess for the new model
parameters. In this regards, special efforts are made to calibrate the new hardening and
initial back stress parameters introduced by the present modification to the constitutive
model. In particular, the weights for residual calculation (see Eq. (3.20)) of the additional
calibration experiments for SDE and large strain behavior calibration are increased for a
better calibration of the new parameters and a faster convergence.
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The optimized reduced texture components for both full- (12-grain) and reduced-
thickness (8-grain) model are given in Table 4-1. The corresponding hardening and
homogenization parameters are given in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3, respectively. In
addition, the parameters for initial back stresses are listed in Table 4-4. As expected, the
12-grain texture is very close to that obtained from calibration #3 of Chapter 3 (see Table
3-1 and Table 3-2). The 8-grain textures differ mainly by their volume fractions: the
proportions of the two texture components are swapped. On the contrary, the isotropic
hardening parameters changed dramatically for the new model, as a result of the newly
developed hardening law for large strains. In addition, the kinematic hardening
parameters c and d show considerable changes from the counterparts after calibration #3.
In particular, the asymptotic value of the kinematic variables x, (c/d) shifted from
39.15MPa to 23.OMPa. This shows the effect of the initial back stresses introduced to
each slip system.
Table 4-1: Texture parameters, i.e., Euler angles and volume fractions, for both 12-grain
(full-thickness) and 8-grain (reduced-thickness) models. The data is given for only one
grain per component (because of orthotropic symmetry). Note that each component
comprises four grains.
12-grain model $1[o] P[0 1 02[0] f [-]
"red" component 173.734 83.593 -86.525 0.0920
"purple" component 194.905 117.349 178.295 0.0857
"green" component 124.915 130.502 -83.458 0.0723
8-grain model $1[0] 40 ] 02[] f [-]
"red" component 175.206 79.785 -94.092 0.1533
"purple" component 208.100 119.474 170.893 0.0967
Table 4-2: Isotropic and kinematic slip system hardening parameters for the new
hardening model.
ro[MPa] Q[MPa] b[-] h 2 [-] h 3 [-] h 4[-] h5 [-] h 6 [-]
69.4 7.89 26.7 0.0468 0.7072 0.0211 0.0312 0.3206
Q2[MPa] b289 k276 k3[-] k4[-] k556 k6[-] d[-] c/d[MPa]
-9.73 0.289 -0.1276 0.5543 0.0750 0.8556 0.3338 8.45 23.0
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Table 4-3: Parameters of the self-consistent homogenization scheme for the new model.
Dul[-] D 12[-] D 13[-] D21[-] D 23[-] C[MPa]
185.7 2.7 79.4 12.7 2.9 10,726
D31[-] D32[-] D4 4[-] D 55 [-] D 66[-]
1.5 93.4 0.2 91.9 248.2
Table 4-4: Parameters of the initial back stress model for both 12-grain (full-thickness)
and 8-grain (reduced-thickness) models.
12-grain model a a2[-] a3[-] a4[-] a![-]
-1.75 -3.50 4.85 -1.59 0.28
8-grain model a [-] a2 [-] a3 [-] a4 [-] a! [-]
-4.09 3.60 -0.08 -1.31 0.37
4.5 Results and discussions
4.5.1 Identified reduced textures
The unique feature of the present RTM is that all model parameters including the texture
parameters are inversely calibrated from mechanical experiments. Hence, it would be
very a good validation to compare the identified reduced texture with that determined
from crystallographic measurements (e.g. EBSD). In Fig. 4-7a, the identified texture of
the 12-grain model is superimposed to the experimental { 111 } pole figures for the full-
thickness material, with the three groups of grain components (Table 4-1) depicted as red,
purple and green dots, respectively. Comparing Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 3-2ab, it can be seen
that the reduced texture identified in the present study is close to the one obtaind in
Chapter 3 (after calibration #3), and thus is in reasonable qualitative agreement with the
real material texture. In particular, the red, purple and green poles correspond
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approximately to the orientations of the grains of red, purple and green color in the EBSD
map shown in Fig. 3-1. The identified texture of the 8-grain model has been added to the
{ 11 } pole figure for the reduced-thickness sample, Fig. 4-7b. Again, reasonably good
agreement is observed.
The main objective of the RTM-based polycrystalline models is to accurately
describe the macroscopic material behavior borrowing the mathematical framework of
crystal plasticity, instead of detailed texture modeling. Therefore, it is more pertinent to
validate the reduced texture by investigating the mechanical properties of each slip
system given the reduced grain structure. For this purpose, the resolved shear stresses of
each slip system for both the identified reduced texture and the real texture measured by
EBSD are calculated using Eq. (3.14). In these calculations, a simple tension case with
El = a (all other stress components are zero) is assumed. In addition, the Sachs
hypothesis is adopted for simplicity, i.e. all local grain stress tensors are identical with the
00
TD TD
(a) (b)
Fig. 4-7: { 111 } Pole figures for (a) full-thickness specimens, (b) reduced-thickness
specimens. The black dots represent experimental data (442 and 521 orientations,
respectively). The colored dots represent the reduced texture models after calibration of
the present model: 12-grain model of full-thickness specimen (left), 8-grain model of
reduced-thickness specimen (right).
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macroscopic stress tensor. In other words, each grain is subject to the same uniaxial
tensile stress o- in 1 direction.
The distribution of normalized resolved shear stress r /a within the reduced textures
and the full measured textures are compared in Fig. 4-8, for both full- (Fig. 4-8a) and
reduced-thickness (Fig. 4-8b) material. The r/o values are sorted in ascending order and
the horizontal axis represents the number of slip systems. Recall that our EBSD
0.5
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1768 3536 5304
(a)
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T/0J
0.25
0
2084 4168 6252
(b)
Fig. 4-8: Comparison of the distribution of normalized resolved shear stresses of all slip
systems under simple tension between measured, reduced and isotropic texutre.
(a)reduced texture with 12 grains; (b)reduced texture with 8 grains.
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measurements are comprised of 442 and 521 FCC grain orientations for full- and
reduced-thickness material, respectively. This makes the total number of measured
orientations of slip systems to be 442x 12=5304 and 521 x 12=6252, which corresponds to
the maximum number of slips systems in Fig. 4-8. Within the identified reduced texture,
the number of slip systems are 12x12=144 for the 12-grain model and 8x12=96 for the
8-grain model. For a better comparison with the experimental curve, the slip system
numbers of the reduced texture are prorated to those of the measured texture, according to
the volume fraction of each slip system (obtained from the grain volume fractions). The
r/U distributions of the measured texture are depicted as red curves in Fig. 4-8a, while
those of the identified reduced texture are denoted by the blue curves. Despite of the
discontinuity of the blue curves, the r/u distribution within the reduced texture
qualitatively matches well that of the experimentally measured texture, for both full- (Fig.
4-8a) and reduced-thickness (Fig. 4-8b) model. This is a strong proof that the reduced
texture identified from the presented calibration procedure provides a good representation
of the physical grain orientations in terms of mechanical properties, while increasing the
computational efficiency greatly.
A further investigation is performed to study the r/a distribution within an isotropic
texture of FCC material. For this purpose, we make use of an isotropic texture with 500
grain orientation represented by the { 111 } pole figure shown in Fig. 4-9. Following the
above mentioned procedure, the distribution of normalized resolved shear stresses of the
slip systems within the isotropic texture is obtained and added to Fig. 4-8 with green
curves. Note that the slip system numbers are also prorated to those of the measured
texture. Considerable difference is seen between the r/a curve for isotropic texture and
the measured texture, which is highly anisotropic. As illustrated by Fig. 4-8, the r/U
distribution of the full-thickness material is closer to the isotropic one, as opposed to its
reduced-thickness counterpart. This phenomenon agrees with our observations on the
pole figures shown in Fig. 4-7: the reduced-thickness material features a more
concentrated crystallographic texture, which is a sign of stronger anisotropy.
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Fig. 4-9: { 111} pole figure of the isotropic texture containing 500 grains.
4.5.2 Results for uniaxial tension
As expected, the calibrated model provides excellent predictions for uniaxial tensile
loadings, since the models has been calibrated based on an experimental database
containing uniaxial tension tests with both full- and reduced-thickness specimens. As
shown in Fig. 4-10, the present model describes remarkably well the stress-strain curves
across different material orientations for both full- and reduced-thickness materials. At
the same time, Figure 4-11 confirms that the strong anisotropy in Lankford ratios is
accurately captured by the present model. In addition, as the model predicts with good
accuracy both the full- and reduced-thickness material responses, the effect of through-
thickness heterogeneity on mechanical responses shown in Fig. 4-1 is also well captured.
One of the major concerns of the present chapter is the slight non-orthotropic effect
of the as-received material. Recall that considerably different Lankford ratios have been
obtained from uniaxial tensile specimens along +45" and -450, see Fig. 4-lb. This
phenomenon is accurately captured thanks to the presented initial back stress model. As
shown in Fig. 4-11 a, the Lankford differential effect between +45' and -450 tension is
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Fig. 4-10: Stress strain curves during monotonic uniaxial tension for different specimen
orientations: (a)-(b) full-thickness specimens modeled with a 12-grain model, (c)-(d)
reduced-thickness specimens modeled with an 8-grain model.
well predicted (compare the blue 'stars' and black 'crosses'). Meanwhile, Figure 4-10a
confirms that the predicted stress strain curves of those two loading are almost identical
(compare the green 'stars' and the black 'crosses'), as observed in experiments. This is a
very unique and important feature of the present constitutive model. With the ability of
incorporating initial back stresses, the model is able to predict non-orthotropic effect of
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the material with an orthotropic texture, which is preferred by the RTM for great
computational efficiency.
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Fig. 4-11: Width versus thickness strain during monotonic uniaxial tension for different
specimen orientations. (a) full-thickness specimens modeled with a 12-grain model; (b)
reduced-thickness specimens modeled with an 8-grain model.
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4.5.3 Strength-differential effect
According to the experimental observations shown in Section 4.2.2, the present material
exhibit asymmetric SDE. In particular, a higher compressive flow stress than the tensile
one was observed along TD, but identical flow stresses were seen in ED. In order to
capture this phenomenon, the uniaxial compression tests were also included in the
calibration database particularly for the optimization of initial back stress parameters for
full-thickness material. As demonstrated by Fig. 4-2, the SDE in TD is well predicted
while model evaluations for uniaxial tension and compression in ED are almost identical.
In addition, the model predictions for the four compression-tension tests are depicted with
various markers in Fig. 4-12, together with the experimental data (curves). Apparently,
the Bauschinger effect is again well modeled, as we emphasized in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, scrutiny upon the compression side of Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 3-7 reveals that the
present model performs better in describe the stress-strain response during compression,
due to the contributions of the initial back stress model.
200- + +
+
100-
0--
S0- +
-100 -
-200 - Markers: EXP
-Curves: MODEL
-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05
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Fig. 4-12: True stress versus logarithmic strain curves for compression followed by
tension. The dots show experimental data points while the lines show the predictions of
the present model with initial back stresses.
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Another interesting phenomenon in this study is the SDE between +45' and -450
shear loadings, as shown in Fig. 4-4a. This effect cannot be modeled using pressure
sensitivity as both loadings are under zero hydrostatic pressure. However, the proposed
initial back stress model is versatile enough to capture it. We have included these shear
test data in the calibration database in order to identify the initial back stress parameters
of the reduced-thickness model. As illustrated by Fig. 4-4a, this subtle but consistent and
significant SDE between ±450 shear loadings is accurately predicted by the calibrated
model (compare the orange and black curves in Fig. 4-4a).
It is noteworthy that during the preliminary study of this work, we have tried other
approaches to model the above mentioned SDE. These approaches involve non-Schmid
type flow rules, e.g. pressure sensitive flow model (Asaro and Rice, 1977), Mohr-
Coulomb type flow (Kuroda and Kuwabara, 2002). However, none of them is able to
capture the asymmetric SDE observed in tension tests and the SDE between between
±450 shear loadings with acceptable accuracy.
4.5.4 Evaluation for multi-axial large strain deformation
The results shown so far in this section are all for experiments which have been involved
in the model calibration procedure. From now on, we present some real model predictions.
With the calibrated 8-grain model, single FE element simulations are performed for all
the tests in the comprehensive biaxial experimental program (with reduced-thickness
specimens) described in Section 4.2.3. The predicted normal and shear stresses are
compared with the measured ones in Fig. 4-4. Among all 30 biaxial loading states, the
four pure shear experiments (Fig. 4-4a) and the six plane strain tension experiments (Fig.
4-4b) are included in the calibration database, while the simulation results for all 20 other
combined loading states are pure model predictions.
The pure shear experiments were used as calibration tests for the purpose of
optimizing the parameters of the newly developed hardening law at large strains, as all
other experiments in the calibration database only cover small strains (up to 7%). As
shown in Fig. 4-4a, the large strain behavior in pure shear tests of specimens with :45"
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orientations is well modeled by the new hardening law (Eq. (4.1)). A huge improvement
can be seen by comparing the results in Fig. 4-4a with the large strain performance of the
old model shown in Fig. 3-8. In addition, a better modeling of the anisotropy under shear
loadings is achieved by the new model as opposed to the old model as the shear tests
were not included in the calibration procedure in Chapter 3. As demonstrated by Fig. 4-4a,
the significant anisotropy between shear tests with a = 00, 900 and a = 450 is well
captured, while the calibrated 8-grain model in Chapter 3 only provides qualitative
prediction of this phenomenon (see Fig. 3-8). Figure 4-4b demonstrated the model
performance under plane strain tension/compression. It can be seen that both the
tension/compression SDE and the anisotropy between ED and TD are well modeled.
As mentioned above, the simulation results shown in Fig. 4-4c-g are pure model
predictions, as none of these tests has been used for model calibration. A remarkably
good predictability of this model is seen from those figures. Calibrated using only shear
and tension tests, the proposed model is able to predict all the rest combined
tension/compression and shear experiments with encouraging accuracy. In particular, a
couple of biaxial experiments with large strains are well predicted by the new model, e.g.,
the test with a = -450 and f= -300. This shows the excellence of the new hardening
model with two hardening matrices.
4.5.5 Evaluation for non-proportional loadings
Polycrystalline models have intrinsic advantage in modeling nonlinear material behavior
(such as cross hardening) during non-proportional loadings, thanks to the latent hardening
terms at the slip system level. Three non-proportional loading tests have been performed
for the present material with the reduced-thickness biaxial plasticity specimen (Fig. 2-4b),
including two small strain tests (NP1 and NP2) presented in Section 3.2.5, and one large
strain non-proportional test (NP3) detailed in Section 4.2.4. The calibrated 8-grain is
utilized here to predict the stress-strain responses of these tests.
The comparisons of measured and predicted stress strain responses are shown in Fig.
4-13a and Fig. 4-13b for the tests NP1 and NP2, respectively. Even though the non-
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proportional experiments have not been involved in the model calibration, the predictions
of the stress levels are good. The present model prediction is superior to the model
presented in Chapter 3, especially for compression (see Fig. 3-9cd), as a result of the
calibrated initial back stress model. The blue curves on Fig. 4-13 denote the predictions
of the phenomenological plasticity model presented in Section 2.5 . The superiority of the
polycrystalline model in predicting material behaviors under non-proportional loading
becomes obvious.
As discussed in Section 4.2.4, certain cross-hardening has been observed during the
non-proportional test NP3. As illustrated by Fig. 4-5, this phenomenon is successfully
captured by the calibrated RTM polycrystalline model. Same as observed in the
experiments, the shear stress strain curve of the pre-strained material (black solid curve)
reaches and exceeds the curve of the virgin material by up to 2-3%. The same set of
simulations are also performed with the phenomenological model presented in Chapter 2
(with kinematic hardening). The results of the phenomenological model are shown in Fig.
4-14. Apparently, the phenomenological model is not well poised to describe cross-
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Fig. 4-13: Experiment-simulation comparison of stress strain responses in the two small
strain non-proportional loading tests. (a) non-proportional loading test NP1; (b) non-
proportional loading test NP2.
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hardening behavior, so that the model under estimate the shear stress level of the pre-
strained material.
It should be noted that the model parameters h2 thru h6 , as well as k2 thru k6 have
been identified based on the latent hardening present in the calibration experiments and
given in Table 4-2. The encouraging results shown in this section indicate that these
identified latent hardening parameters play an important role in the material modeling
under non-proportional loadings.
200 |
150-
100
50
-Pure shear, -450, Yld2000
- PE tension >> pure shear, -45*, Yld2000
0- 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Eng. Shear Strain
Fig. 4-14: Comparison between measured and predicted (using a Yld2000-3d
phenomenological plasticity model with combined isotropic/kinematic hardening) shear
engineering stress-strain curves for the large strain non-proportional experiment (NP3).
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4.6 Structural validations
In this section, structure-level validations, including a circular punch indentation and a 3-
pt bending, are presented for the proposed constitutive model. The simulations are
performed using the finite element software Abaqus/standard (version 6.9), while a
special Z-mat/Abaqus interface translates the Z-mat material subroutines into UMAT
Abaqus material models. The specimen is discretized with reduced-integration eight-node
solid elements (type C3D8R of the Abaqus element database). Frictionless surface-to-
surface contact is defined between all contact surfaces.
4.6.1 Circular punch indentation
The procedure of the circular punch indentation tests have been described in details in
Section 3.2.7. Both a full-thickness and a reduced-thickness have been tested and thus
simulated here using the 12-grain and 8-grain models, respectively. The same finite
element meshes as described in Section 3.5.5 are employed here. As shown in Section
3.5.5, the existing model already provides reasonably good predictions for the load-
displacement responses, thickness profiles and surface strain fields. The only deficiency
of the model presented in Chapter 3 appears in the load-displacement prediction for large
strains, see Fig. 3-10c. The present model predictions of load-displacement curves for
both full- and reduced-thickness punch tests are shown in Fig. 4-15. It can be seen that
the response at large strains are greatly improved, without any deterioration of the small
strain behavior. This provides another strong evidence for the effectiveness of the newly
proposed hardening law (Eq. (4.1)). The predictions of thickness profile and surface
strain fields are as good as the ones shown in Fig. 3-10, and thus omitted here.
The huge advantage of the RTM-based polycrystalline models in terms of
computational efficiency has been discussed in Section 3.5.5. The model presented in
Chapter 3 only took 1.5 to 2 times longer CPU times than an advanced phenomenological
plasticity model, such as Yld2004-18p (Barlat et al., 2005). Here, after comparison, it is
found that the presented new model takes about 10% longer than the model proposed in
Chapter 3, most probably due to the introduction of an additional hardening matrix and
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Fig. 4-15: Measured versus predicted force-displacement curves for punch loading of disc
specimens. (a) full-thickness specimen; (b) reduced thickness specimen.
the initial back stresses. Nonetheless, considering the huge improvements in modeling
SDE and large strain behaviors, this sacrifice in CPU time is acceptable and does not
undermine the efficiency advantage of the RTM.
4.6.2 3-pt bending of a strip
As enormous efforts have been put on the modeling of kinematic hardening, tension/
compression asymmetry and history effect, it is interesting to validate the present model
on a 3-pt bending operation with spring-back, which involves most of the above
mentioned effects.
Three-point bending tests are performed with full-thickness strips of 120mmx20mm.
The test setup is shown in Fig. 4-16a. The radius of the cylindrical punch is 10mm, while
the two supports feature a cylindrical contact surface with a radius of 22.5mm. The gap
between the two supports is 40mm. During each test, the punch travels down first at a
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constant speed of 2mm/min up to a certain depth before unloading. Subsequently, the
unloading stage is carried out at a constant upward crosshead speed of Imm/min. A
random speckle pattern is applied to the side of specimen surface and a camera is used to
take photographs of the specimen during bending and unloading. Digital image
correlation (VIC2D, Correlated Solutions, SC) is then used to obtain the displacement of
the punch, as well as the deformed shape of the strips for spring-back considerations.
Two test conditions are adopted with maximum punch travel depth of 15mm and 20mm,
respectively. Three repeated tests were done for each condition, and the repeatability is
excellent. The FE model of this 3-pt bending test is shown in Fig. 4-16b, where only a
quarter of the strip is modeled exploiting the symmetry. The element size within the
critical region is 0.2mmxO.2mmx0.7mm, which results in 10 elements through the sheet
thickness. Both the punch and the support are modeled using rigid surfaces.
The comparison of the dotted curves in Fig. 4-17 with the corresponding
experimental results (dashed lines) demonstrates that the present RTM based model
Punch
Z
Support
(a) (b)
Fig. 4-16: 3-pt bending test. (a) mechanical testing system; (b) FE model.
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provides accurate predictions of the force-displacement curves, during both loading and
unloading. In particular, the accurate modeling of the unloading stage is crucial for the
spring-back prediction. Furthermore, the predicted shapes of the strip cross-section (red
frames with dots in Fig. 4-18) are superimposed with the corresponding DIC photos in
Fig. 4-18. For both test conditions, a very good shape correlation is obtained at both the
maximum punch depth (Fig. 4-18b) and after spring-back (Fig. 4-18c). Again, this
validation case further demonstrates the encouraging feasibility of using RTM-based
polycrystalline plasticity for large-scale structural problems.
350 i i i
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Fig. 4-17: Comparison between measured and predicted (using the present RTM
polycrystalline model after calibration) force-displacement curves for the 3-pt bending
tests.
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(a) Test 1: t=O (d) Test 2: t=0
(b) Test 1: at maximum depth (15mm) (e) Test 2: at maximum depth (20mm)
(c) Test 1: after spring-back (f) Test 2: after spring-back
Fig. 4-18: Comparison of the deformed specimen shape at different stages during the 3-
pt bending tests. (a-c) test condition 1 with maximum punch depth of 15mm; (d-f) test
condition 2 with maximum punch depth of 20mm. Red dotted frames represents the
shape predicted by the FE model at the corresponding time.
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4.7 Concluding remarks
An extended polycrystalline plasticity model is developed based on the self-consistent
polycrystalline model presented in Chapter 3, aimed at the modeling of large-strain multi-
axial deformation of a 2mm-thick aluminum extrusion with Strength Differential effects.
The new modeling developments include: i) a novel hardening model with two hardening
matrix, which simulates the reorganization of dislocation substructures at large strains,
and ii) a generalized scheme to assign and identify initial back stresses, which could
account for the history effect during extrusion processes. Subsequently, the Reduced
Texture Methodology (RTM) is used in conjunction with the new model to form a
computationally-efficient polycrystalline plasticity model for macroscopic modeling of
mechanical responses. Subsequently, all material model parameters are identified through
an inverse calibration procedure, owing to the great computational efficiency of RTM. In
addition to a equally good modeling of anisotropic mechanical behavior and through
thickness heterogeneity as the work in Chapter 3, the major conclusions drawn from this
study are:
1. The newly developed isotropic hardening law for slip systems predicts well
the large strain multi-axial behavior of the present material. Calibrated from
mostly small strain tensile experiments and two pure shear tests with large
strains, the model is able to predict the large strain behavior under a couple of
biaxial loading conditions and the punch indentation response with good
accuracy. This also indicates that the grain structure reorganization is captured
by the concept evolving hardening matrix.
2. The proposed initial back stress model is an effective and practical way to
describe history effect. By decomposing the initial back stress tensor into the
linear combination of five back stress components, the inverse calibration of
the initial back stresses on slip system level becomes possible. The calibrated
model with initial back stresses is shown to be able to capture accurately
tension/compression asymmetry (SDE), the SDE between +450 and -450
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shear, as well as the Lankford differential effect between +450 and -450
simple tension.
3. The capability of the underlying polycrystalline plasticity model in modeling
cross-hardening at the macroscopic level is validated through two small-strain
non-proportional tests and one large strain tests with orthogonal loading. It is
shown that the cross-hardening behavior during non-proportional loadings is
well captured through latent hardening among the slip systems. Here, the
latent hardening moduli are calibrated based on a series of proportional
loading tests and four compression-tension tests, and then successfully
validated for non-proportional loading.
4. Structural validations on a punch indentation test and a 3-pt bending
experiment demonstrate the excellent applicability of the RTM-based
polycrystalline plasticity models to large-scale practical problem. The present
model provides remarkably good predictions of load-displacement responses
in both equi-biaxial punch and 3-pt bending tests. In addition, the spring-back
after the bending tests is also accurately captured. These structure-level finite
element analyses give computation times only two times longer than with
some advanced phenomenological plasticity models (e.g. Barlat et al., 2005).
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Chapter 5
Ductile fracture characterization and
modeling of metal sheets with transverse
anisotropy (planar isotropy)
5.1 Introduction
The plasticity of strongly anisotropic metal sheets has been investigated in details in the
last two chapters using a phenomenological model and a polycrystalline model,
respectively. From this chapter on, the focus will be put on characterizing and modeling
ductile fracture. Nevertheless, a reliable and accurate plasticity model is the foundation of
good ductile fracture studies. In this chapter, our attention is limited to the ductile fracture
of transversely anisotropic metal sheet, on the example of a 2mm-thick 6061-T6
Aluminum Alloy (AA6061 -T6) sheet.
Metallic tubes and sheets are known to develop considerable anisotropy during the
extrusion and rolling processes and subsequent heat treatment. Detailed literature reviews
about the modeling of anisotropic plasticity of metal (e.g. aluminum alloys) sheets can
found in the introduction section of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. A brief review of
experimental techniques in plasticity and fracture characterization is given here.
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Various techniques have been developed in the past to experimentally determine the
initial yield surface and its evolution during the deformation process. In the case of thin
tubes subjected to a combined internal pressure and axial tension or compression, the
components of the stress tensor can be calculated within the realm of the membrane
theory of shells. This method, which was originally intended to test the validity of the
hypothesis of isotropic plasticity, was extended and applied to anisotropic aluminum
tubes by various workers (e.g. Korkolis and Kyriakides, 2008; Kuwabara, 2007; Yoshida
et al., 2005). The increasing demand for numerical simulation of stamping processes of
aluminum sheets has led to the development of complicated yield models (e.g. Barlat et
al., 2003; Hosford, 1972; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993). Kuwabara (2007) critically
evaluated the existing experimental methods for constructing the yield loci. He discussed
the difficulties in interpreting the tests on cruciform specimens. Vegter and van den
Boogaard (2006) constructed a yield curve for anisotropic sheets based on four different
types of tests: pure shear; uniaxial tension; plane strain; and equi-biaxial tension. A new
experimental technique for a precise construction of the anisotropic yield function was
recently developed by Mohr and Oswald (2008). In this method, specially-designed
butterfly specimens are subjected to a combined shear/tension/compression loading in the
custom made MIT dual-actuator loading frame. Using this approach, almost the entire
space of in-plane components of the stress tensor can be realized.
Evaluation of plastic properties of a material is facilitated by the fact that
approximately homogeneous states of stresses and strain are developed in gauge section
of the specimens. However, ductile fracture occurs under non-uniform states with large
strain and/or stress gradients. These gradients are caused by various types of instabilities,
such as bulging in tubes, diffuse and localized necking in flat specimens, or shear band
formation in plane strain tensile tests or upsetting tests. While local true strains can still
be measured using the digital image correlation technique or, in some cases, thickness
measurements, the stress states can only be determined indirectly through numerical
simulation. In light of the above, there is no longer an incentive to attempt fracture testing
with a uniform state of stresses and strain in the gauge section. Eventually, the presence
of free or fixed boundaries will cause localizations. With this in mind, a new double
curvature butterfly specimen was designed by Mohr and Henn (2007) and Wierzbicki et
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al. (2005). The specimens can be installed in the dual-actuator, or bi-axial loading frame,
which has independently-controlled vertical and horizontal actuators. A distinctive
feature of this new technique is that fracture initiates in the middle of specimens under all
combinations of tension, compression, and shear loading, and therefore does not
propagate from the edges. This technique works well for both bulk materials and sheets.
For the purpose of the present plasticity and fracture calibration of aluminum 6061-
T6, both traditional types of specimens were used, which can be studied using
conventional loading frames, as well as butterfly specimens. Plastic properties were
determined from tensile tests of standard dog-bone tensile specimens and were validated
by the remaining tests. The dog-bone specimens were pulled at 00, 450, and 900 to the
rolling direction all the way to fracture. Having determined the parameters of the
anisotropic plasticity model, a detailed numerical analysis of dog-bone specimens was
performed. The histories of all components of the stress tensors inside a diffuse and
localized neck were calculated. The equivalent strain in the center element that
corresponded to the measured displacement to fracture was taken as the fracture strain.
Additional points for calibration of the fracture locus were obtained with data from flat
specimens with cutouts, plane strain grooved specimens, and equi-biaxial punch tests.
The testing program was similar to the four types of plasticity tests considered by Vegter
and van den Boogaard (2006) except that the present tests were run all the way to
fracture.
In terms of theoretical development, several approaches and models have been
developed to describe the ductile fracture of metals over the past 40 years. Classical
cylindrical hole growth model (McClintock, 1968), spherical hole growth model (Rice
and Tracey, 1969), Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's (GTN) porous plasticity model
(Gurson, 1977; Tvergaard and Needleman, 1984), continuum damage mechanics
(Lemaitre, 1996), empirical fracture models (Cockcroft and Latham, 1968; Johnson and
Cook, 1985; Wilkins et al., 1980), and the cohesive element approach (Cirak et al., 2005).
However, it has to be admitted, though ductile crack formation has been studied for
several decades, the problem has not been successfully solved. The major difficulty lies
in the coexistence of the complex mechanism of crack formation (void growth, nucleation
and coalesce or shear failure) and the need for a universal and relatively simple model
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and corresponding standard calibration procedure. The present work follows a new
phenomenological fracture model with both stress triaxiality and Lode angle dependence,
originally proposed by Xue (2007a). Subsequent modification of this idea, in the
framework of a modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture model, was developed by Bai
and Wierzbicki (2010). This model achieves a good balance between the complexity of
the physical basis and the simplicity needed for practical industrial applications, and thus
is a natural choice to characterize the ductile fracture properties of the 2mm-thick
AA6061-T6 sheets.
The studied AA6061 -T6 sheet is shown to exhibit little in-plane anisotropy, but
substantial transverse (out-of-plane) anisotropy. Using the present engineering-level
accuracy, it is reasonable to assume planar isotropy. At the same time, ductility of the
present material is found to be orientation-independent. Hence, we propose a "partially-
coupled" anisotropic fracture theory in which the fracture model is isotropic, but to reach
fracture, the incorporation of plastic anisotropy of sheets is required. A more general
model with anisotropy in both plasticity and fracture will be presented in Chapter 6.
5.2 Plasticity
5.2.1 Experimental characterization
The plastic behavior of AA6061 -T6 is characterized using uniaxial tensile tests on
samples cut from the sheets. The design of the dog-bone specimens is guided by the
ASTM Standards (ASTM E8) sheet-type tension specimen, see Fig. 5-1. Specimens are
cut from three different material orientation a (a = 00, 450 and 900) using water jet
machining, with a denoting the angle between the specimen axis and the rolling
direction. Three repeated tests are performed for each material orientation. The detailed
experimental procedure of uniaxial tensile tests is outlined in Section 2.3 . In particular,
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both axial and width strains are measured using a DIC system, and the load data is
recorded with a 200kN load cell.
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Fig. 5-1: Geometry of uniaxial tension specimens (dimensions in mm; specimen
thickness is 2mm). Specimens are cut at 00, 450, and 90" to the rolling direction.
The recorded force-displacement data averaged over three specimens in each of the
three directions is shown in Fig. 5-2a. Tests in the same direction are very repeatable.
The onset of diffuse necking for each test is indicated in Fig. 5-2a. The true stress-plastic
strain curves are converted from the load-displacement curves and given in Fig. 5-2b (a
0.2% shift of the elastic portion is used). The true necking strain was found to be
E, = 0.077. It is clear from Fig. 5-2a that the load-displacement curve is almost the same
in all three directions up to the point of necking. This does not necessarily mean that
AA6061 -T6 sheets exhibit planar isotropy. A careful examination of the strain ratios must
be carried out to support such a conclusion.
Here, Lankford ratios (r-values) are calculated to quantify plastic anisotropy. Total
axial and width strains are measured using virtual extensometers in the DIC system
(VIC2D, Correlated Solutions, SC), as demonstrated in Fig. 5-3a. The logarithmic plastic
axial and width strains are then obtained using a measured Young modulus of E=70GPa
and an elastic Poisson ratio of v = 0.33. Subsequently, based on the assumption of plastic
incompressibility, the Lankford ratios r = dEd/dahckness are then determined from
the slopes of the logarithmic plastic width strain versus logarithmic plastic thickness
strain curves, which are shown in Fig. 5-3b. The obtained r-values are summarized in
Table 5-1. It is seen that there is little in-plane anisotropy as the above three values are
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close to each other with an average of ravg = 0.64. However, there is substantial
anisotropy in the thickness direction as the Lankford parameters are much smaller than
unity.
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Fig. 5-2: (a) Force versus displacement measured in uniaxial tensile tests (gauge length
= 50.145 mm). (b) True stress versus plastic strain calculated up to necking.
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Fig. 5-3: (a) Vertical and horizontal DIC "virtual" extensometers at their initial position.
(b) Transverse plastic strain versus through thickness plastic strain for uniaxial tension.
Table 5-1: Lankford coefficients determined from uniaxial tensile testing for AA6061 -T6
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-c*, average
-- '45*, average
9g, average
a = 0  c=451 a=90' ravg
r =,L- 0.63 0.60 0.70 0.64
5.2.2 Phenomenological modeling
A complete phenomenological plasticity model is comprised of a yield surface, the flow
rule and a hardening law. In the literature, various yield surfaces have been employed to
model AHSS: von-Mises isotropic yield surface (Yoshida et al., 2000; Durrenberger et
al., 2008) ; Hill's (1948) quadratic orthotropic yield function (Banu et al., 2006; Chen and
Koc, 2007); non-quadratic anisotropic Barlat et al. (2003) yield surface (Lee et al., 2005).
Here, we make use of the Hill'48 orthotropic yield surface, with the associated flow rule
and the isotropic hardening law to model the AA6061-T6 sheet. The yield condition reads
f(o, p) - yi1l (O-) - k(s,) = 0 (5.1)
c7Hill = + G(q - + H(ey - + 2LTyz 2 + 2MTZX 2 + 2NTXY 2 (5.2)
where aHiml is the Hill'48 equivalent stress, , denotes its corresponding work-conjugate
equivalent plastic strain, o represents the Cauchy stress tensor, and k is the deformation
resistance usually governed by a hardening law (Eq. (5.6)). x, y and z corresponds to
rolling, transverse and thickness direction of the sheet material, respectively. The six
constants F N are coefficients of anisotropy, and can be calculated from the Lankford
ratios r assuming associated flow rule. The associated/ normality flow rule of Hill'48
yield function can be written as
d 
-E = df (5.3)
where eP is the plastic strain tensor.
Based on the experimental observations presented in Section 5.2.1, it is safe to
assume that the present AA606 1 -T6 sheet is planar isotropic. With the average Lankford
ratio rag = 0.64, one can readily calculate the corresponding Hill's constants in Eq. (5.2)
(Abaqus, 2009). The values of Hill's parameters of the present AA6061-T6 sheet are
summarized in Table 5-2.
In the case of plane stress (oz = -yz = -zX = 0), the Hill'48 yield function Eq. (5.2)
reduces to
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7 Hill = Fo-y2 + Gaz2 + H(o-, - o-)±2 + 2NFY 2  (5.4)
According to plastic work conjugacy, an expression of plane stress Hill'48 equivalent
plastic strain is obtained by Beese (2008).
(dp) (5.5) 2(d
dzp = {F + H ) ds)2+ ( H + G) (dY) + 2H - dsx -de + - deY )2 (5.5)
where - FH + HG + GF. The above equation is used to calculate the equivalent
strain to fracture from the measured strain components at the point of fracture and thus
provides a bridge between plasticity and fracture.
Table 5-2: Hill'48 coefficients determined from average r-value of AA6061-T6
F G H L M N
0.61 0.61 0.39 1.5 1.5 1.29
Hardening rule is also a key ingredient of the plasticity model. The true stress-strain
curve up to the necking point (true strain 0.077) for a a = 00 specimen is depicted in Fig.
5-4 with blue dots, and it is shown that the Swift law
k = A(eo + P)n (5.6)
provides a good approximation for the true stress strain curve during the stage of uniform
elongation, as demonstrated by the pink curve in Fig. 5-4. The corresponding Swift law
parameters are given in Table 5-3. It is noteworthy that the calibrated hardening exponent
n is quite close to the diffuse necking strain Fn = 0.077. Only isotropic hardening is
considered for the present material as all of our plasticity and fracture experiments are
monotonic.
Table 5-3: Swift hardening law parameters for AA6061-T6
A [MPa] E0 [-] n [-]
438 0.0043 0.07
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Fig. 5-4: Swift law (power law) fitting of the isotropic hardening of AA6061 -T6.
5.2.3 Validation of transversely anisotropic plasticity model
In order to validate the fracture modeling and calibration, a combined tension/shear
biaxial testing program is carried out on the present AA6061-T6 sheet. The detailed
experimental procedure follows closely the one outlined in Section 2.4.1. Specimens (see
Fig. 5-5) have been extracted at four different sheet directions (a = 0", a = 450,
a = -451 and a = 90"). Subsequently, the specimens along rolling and transverse
direction are tested at the following biaxial loading angles: /3 = 0', 0 = 28.2', / = 49.10,
# = 63.4", / = 73.94, 3 = 82.40 and / = 900, while the specimens along intermediate
orientations (a = ±450) are tested at fewer loading angles: 3 = 00, / = 49.10, 3 = 73.9 ,
/ = 900. Therefore, a total 21 stress states are covered by this testing program (the pure
tension for specimens with a = ±450 is identical due to material orthotropy).
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The plasticity model outlined in the last section is implemented in ABAQUS/explicit
using a standard return mapping algorithm. Subsequently, single element simulations
were performed for all the above-mentioned biaxial loading conditions. The predicted
normal and shear stress strain curves by the transverse anisotropic Hill'48 plasticity
model are compared with the measured ones in Fig. 5-6.
In all subplots of Fig. 5-6, the dashed curves represent experimental results while the
solid curves are obtained from simulations. The overall agreement of all experimental and
simulation data is very encouraging. The main difference in the shape of the curves
becomes apparent at small strains, where the experimental curves show a smooth
transition from the elastic to the plastic range, while this transition is much sharper for the
simulated curves. However, the overall prediction of the initial yield and the hardening
under various strain paths is satisfactory. This is a good validation of our calibration of
yield surface and hardening law. In addition, providing that the model was only calibrated
using data from uniaxial tensile tests, the good predictions of the stress level for
transverse plane strain tensile loading (0 = 900) in most material orientations is a strong
support for the use of associated plastic flow (normality flow rule).
Fig. 5-5: Specimens of the biaxial plasticity testing program for A6061-T6
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Fig. 5-6: Model predictions for the biaxial testing. Normal stress-strain curves (left
column) and shear stress-strain curves (right column) for a = 0", a = 90", and a = ±45"
. The red solid lines depict the prediction of the Hill'48 yield criterion, while the
experimental results are shown by black dashed curves.
5.3 Modeling of ductile fracture initiation for sheets
5.3.1 Characterization of the stress state
The first invariant I1 of the Cauchy stress tensor o and the second and third invariants
(J2 , J3) of the Cauchy stress deviator are defined as
11 = tro-, J2 = -s : s, J3 = det(s) (5.7)2
where s = a - (tra)/3)1, denotes the deviatoric Cauchy stress tensor. The hydrostatic
pressure p, the mean stress am and the Mises equivalent stress 0 VM are defined as
p = -o = and yM = 53J 2  (5.8)3
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The stress triaxiality is then defined by normalizing the hydrostatic pressure by the
von Mises stress,
P _ _ _ '
= = - = - (5.9)JVM U~VM 3 3J2
with -o < y oc. The so-called Lode angle 0 is related to the normalized third
invariant,
13v/5 3 J3) 0 r70 cos +), 0< < (5.10)
J1
The Lode angle 0 characterizes the position of the second principal stress al, with
respect to the maximum and minimum principal stresses U and pjrr. Note that 0 = 7r/3
for o-1 = q11 > o-11 and 0 = 0 for o-1 > 011 = a111 , while 0 = ,r/6 for
a,, = (ar + a,,,)/2. For convenience, the dimensionless Lode angle parameter 0 is
introduced as
- 60
0-= 1 - - 0< 0 < - (5.11)7r '3
5.3.2 Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture criterion
Most of sheets deformed in the stress states between the uni-axial and equi-biaxial
tension developed the so-called slant fracture, see Fig. 5-7. The fracture plane is usually
inclined at approximately 450 to the sheet surface. The above observation suggests that
ductile fracture may be governed by maximum shear. On the other hand, ductility is
known to strongly depend on hydrostatic pressure. In the present work, it is assumed that
the fracture initiates when a combination of normal stress a, and shear stress T reach a
critical value on a shear plane
(T + Cio-l)f = C2 (5.12)
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Forming of Advanced High Strength Steels
Fig. 5-7: Shear-type slant fractures encountered in sheet forming operations.
where ci and c2 are material constants. Eq. (5.12) is known as the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C)
failure criterion which has been widely used for soil and other geomaterial. The
applicability of the M-C criterion for ductile fracture of metals was first demonstrated by
Bai and Wierzbicki (2010). Despite its simplicity, the M-C model describes, with
engineering accuracy, all important features of ductile fracture, including the effect of
stress triaxiality, the Lode angle dependence, and the orientation of the fracture plane.
According to Bai and Wierzbicki (2010), the M-C criterion expressed in terms of stress
components takes the form
VM =:~ c2 Cos q Ci 7/ sin 07(5.13)
where af M is the von Mises equivalent stress at fracture initiation. Because the
equivalent fracture stress cannot be measured directly from experiments, the above
equation has to be transformed to the mixed stress-strain space where &fM is replaced by
equivalent strain to fracture E-.
Assuming the material obeys the von-Mises yield condition, the equivalent stress
&VM can be expressed in terms of its work-conjugate equivalent strain, Ef, according to
Swift hardening law in Eq. (5.6). The resulting two-parameter fracture criterion takes the
form
A 1C +1-2 n7 7
+y = -Cos (6)+ ci rq + -sin (5.14)C2 [ L3 6 3 6
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It is generally known that the biaxial behavior of aluminum alloys does not obey the
von-Mises or even quadratic yield condition. A versatile yield condition featuring the
Lode angle dependence was proposed by Bai and Wierzbicki (2008), for which a
modified hardening law was developed to compensate the difference between the
working yield surface of the material at hand and the von-Mises one at the point of
fracture initiation. This hardening law reads
UVMA! [c3 + (13 -c3) sec(- -7 1 (5.15)
2 - \,F6
By adjusting the magnitude of the parameter c3 , various shapes of the yield surface can be
obtained. For example, c3 = 1 yields the von-Mises criterion, while c3 = V3/2
corresponds to the Tresca yield condition. The effect of c3 in stress space is shown in Fig.
5-8. Eliminating &fM between Eqs. (5.13) and (5.15) yields the final form of the
Modified Mohr Coulomb (MMC) fracture criterion
C2 C3 + 2) sec 6 1 3 6 + i$7 + s 6i
(5.16)
Here we take Eq. (5.16) as a working fracture model in 3d space of (r/, 0, ), and ci, c2
3 Isotropic fracture surface with
I controllable Lode angle dependency
2 0
0
-1~~O -W riM esc-=
-2 - c 0,92
c ,r 2
Tresca
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
F 0
Fig. 5-8: Effect of c3 on the shape of yield surface at the point of fracture initiation.
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and c3 are three parameters to be calibrated from experiments. It should be noted that in
the present study, the fracture criterion is still an isotropic one, since r/ and 0 are all
defined by invariants of a stress tensor, which is independent of material direction.
However, the fracture strain Ky is work conjugate to the anisotropic yield function Eq.
(5.2), which in a sense makes the present fracture model a partially anisotropic model.
Simply put, the dependency of ductility on material direction solely comes from the
anisotropic plasticity model, rather than the fracture criterion itself. A more general
model featuring anisotropy in both plasticity and ductile fracture will be presented in
Chapter 6.
Considerable simplifications are obtained in the case of sheets for which plane stress
prevails. The plane stress condition imposes a unique relationship between the stress
triaxiality and the Lode angle (Xue, 2007b)
27T 1 
3)= cos(36) = sin( ) (5.17)
Eliminating the parameter 6 between Eq. (5.16) and (5.17), the plane stress fracture locus
takes the following form
{f 1± c12f + ()]} +(5.18)
where the functions fi, f2 and f3 are defined as
fi cos arcsin [--1()2 - ) (5.19)
f2 =sin arcsin -r1(r/2 - ) (5.20)
_/ 1f3 = c3 + (1 - c3)( 1) (5.21)2 - V/5 fi
As shown in Fig. 5-9a, the geometric representation of the general MMC fracture
locus is a 3D half-tube which is asymmetric with respect to =0. Fig. 5-9b displays the
typical fracture locus of the plane stress MMC fracture locus, which is in 2D space of (
y r/). The plane stress fracture locus is simply the projection of a trajectory on the
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general 3D locus onto the (sf, I) plane, where that trajectory satisfies Eq. (5.18). The
plane stress fracture locus is sufficient for a lot of sheet metal applications the metal
sheets are under plane stress conditions under most circumstances.
5.3.3 Damage evolution rule
Besides the fracture locus, the rule of damage evolution is also an crucial part of the
fracture modeling framework. Assuming monotonic loading conditions, a linear
incremental relationship is defined here between damage indicator D and the equivalent
plastic strain ,,
D (6) 7,)_ (5.22)
e g (TI, 6)
0
where the stress state parameters j (o) and #(or) are unique functions of the Cauchy stress
tensor, and sf is the fracture locus defined by Eq. (5.16). The above equation says that a
given increment of the equivalent plastic strain d, contributes to the damage
accumulation in a specific way depending on the current fracture strain calculated by a
chosen fracture criterion. It is postulated that fracture will initiate at a certain material
element when its limit of ductility is reached (ff = J), and then D(ef) = Dc = 1. In the
limiting cases, when the parameters q and 0 are held constant, at the fracture point, Eq.
(5.22) can be integrated to give
7f = ^f(7, 0) (5.23)
Here, Eq. (5.23) describes a 3D fracture locus of all possible loading paths with constant
stress parameters rj and 0. The parameters of the function sf(TI, 0) can then be determined
by performing many different tests with a combination of constant values of stress
parameters. As of plane stress fracture locus is employed, ef (r7, 0) reduces to sf (7), and
the fracture calibration can be simplified to conducting several different experiments with
constant triaxialities and then measuring equivalent strains to fracture. Since the MMC
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fracture criterion has only three free parameters, theoretically, three calibration tests with
different triaxialities are enough to calibrate the MMC fracture locus.
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Fig. 5-9: (a) 3D representation of the MMC fracture locus for the present AA6061-T6
sheet; (b) fracture calibration and validation in the 2D plane stress fracture locus. The
green curve is the 2D MMC fracture locus and is the projection of the pink trajectory on
the Subplot (a). Points representing fracture tests with approximately constant stress
triaxiality (black circles and red diamonds) follow the theoretical fracture locus (MMC)
very closely, while other tests points denoting tests with variable stress triaxility do not
fall on the calibrated fracture locus.
5.4 Experimental-numerical fracture calibration
Fracture calibration is essentially to determine the free parameters, i.e., ci, c2 and c3 in
Eq. (5.16) through experiments. There are two types of calibration procedure for this type
of phenomenological models: (i) direct method; (ii) inverse method. Direct method
makes use of the fracture envelope Eq. (5.16) directly. Since fracture envelope is a locus
of fracture strains for all proportional loadings, direct method calls for fracture tests
which feature almost constant triaxiality and Lode angle level all the way to fracture.
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With at least 3 different tests providing 3 unique combinations of q and J, one can get
independent experimental points in the space of fracture envelope ( r/, 0, gg ).
Subsequently, various optimization approaches could be taken to fit the fracture envelope
to the experimental points and thus obtain ci, c2 and c3 . However, many fracture tests
have large variation of stress states during the whole loading history, especially after
localization. In these cases, inverse method is often necessary to do calibration. For
inverse method, simulations of the fracture tests are needed to calculate the damage
evolution during the loading process employing Eq. (5.22), then by enforcing damage
indicators for all the tests to be unity at their fracture displacements one can obtain a set
of calibrated MMC parameters.
For the present AA6061-T6, special efforts are put on developing experimental
techniques which can directly measure fracture strains while maintaining stress triaxility
to be more or less constant. Therefore, direct method of fracture calibration is employed
in the present work. The application of the inverse method will be demonstrated in
Chapter 6 on AA6260-T6 extrusions, which show strong necking and huge variation of
stress state parameters before fracture initiation. In the following, a group of conventional
fracture tests and a series of newly developed biaxial fracture tests using a butterfly-
shaped specimen are presented for the fracture calibration and validation of the present
AA6061 -T6 sheet. Strains to fracture are measured directly from experiments using either
thickness reduction or DIC, while the histories of stress triaxiality are obtained through
FE simulations of the fracture experiments.
5.4.1 Conventional fracture tests
The fracture tests with traditional types of specimens which work in conjunction with
conventional uniaxial loading frames are very important because they can be repeated in
any academic or industrial lab. Four types of specimens, including the dog-bone
specimen (Fig. 5-10), flat grooved specimen (Fig. 5-10a), notched tensile specimen (Fig.
5-1 Ob) and the circular punch specimen (Fig. 5-1 Oc), are tested on a conventional loading
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Fig. 5-10: Specimens for conventional fracture experiments. (a) Schematic and photo of
flat grooved specimens; (b) Dimensions and photo of a notched tensile specimen; (c) a
fractured punch disk after indentation; (d) cross-sectional cut of a fractured punch disk.
(All dimensions are in millimeters)
frame (MTS, Model G45) for the purpose of calibrating the MMC fracture locus of
AA6061T6 sheet. All four types of tests are performed under displacement control at a
quasi-static loading rate and room temperature. At least two repeated tests were
performed for each type specimen. The surface strain and displacement fields are
measured using DIC, for which a special speckled pattern was painted on the specimen
surface before each experiment. More than 300 photographs are taken throughout each
monotonic experiment. The data is acquired using the software packages FastTrack DAX
(Instron, MA) and VicSnap (Correlated Solutions, SC). As the present material exhibits
transverse anisotropy, all fracture tests of this work are carried out with specimen vertical
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axis along the rolling direction, except for the punch disk, which does not have a major
in-plane loading direction. Readers are referred to Beese et al. (2010) for experimental
details.
Each type of specimen has unique stress state in its center of gauge section. Dog-
bone specimen is under uniaixial tension, flat grooved specimen is in transverse plane
strain, the peak of the punch disk dome is under equi-biaxial loading, while flat specimen
with cutouts has a stress state between dog-bone and flat grooved specimen. The
equivalent strains to fracture of all four experiments are measured directly from
experiments:
- For dog-bone uniaxial tensile test, an estimate of the average equivalent strain
to fracture for the entire cross-section is determined from the measurements of
the initial and reduced thickness, to and tf , and width bo and bf of the
fractured cross-sectional area (Fig. 5-11). The strain components in width and
thickness direction can be estimated to be E. = In(bf/bo) and E, = ln(tf/to),
respectively, and F, can then be calculated using plastic incompressibility
Subsequently, the equivalent strain to fracture can be calculated using Eq. (5.5).
The DIC data of dog-bone specimen tests were not used for fracture strain
calculation because 2D DIC cannot capture the significant localized necking
which has been observed on the dog-bone specimens. The average equivalent
strain to fracture calculated from three repeated tests using dog-bone
specimens are e7 = 0.68 . (Detailed data including thickness and width
measurements can be found in Beese et al., (2010).
- For the flat grooved specimen, the fracture strain is measured using DIC. The
accuracy of the thickness measurements is undermined by the reduced-
thickness gage section of this specimen. As shown in Fig. 5-12a, the
logarithmic strain in the axial direction can be measured using DIC, and the
width component of the strain vanishes for this type of specimen. Again, using
the measured strain component values, one can estimate the fracture strain
using Eq. (5.5). The average facture strain of the flat groove specimens is
found to be ef = 0.29.
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Fig. 5-11: Schematic of dimensions of fractured dog-bone sepcimen cross-section.
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Fig. 5-12: Axial logarithmic strain field measured using DIC. (a) flat grooved specimen;
(b) notched tensile specimen.
- For the notched tensile specimen, the same method is used as for the flat
grooved specimen. As necking was found to be minimal for this specimen, 2D
DIC measurements of strain components were taken (Fig. 5-12b), and then the
fracture strain was calculated using Eq. (5.5). The average facture strain of the
notched tensile specimens is found to be ef = 0.31.
- For the punch indentation test, the 2D DIC is again in capable of capturing the
out-of-plane displacements. Hence, the fracture strain is evaluated by
measuring the thickness reduction. After obtaining the through-thickness strain
component 2= ln(tf /to), the two in-plane strain components are then
calculated as e, = = . The average facture strain of the punch
indentation test is Ky = 0.69.
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The stress triaxialities can be calculated analytically as the stress states are known,
however, in order to get more accurate calibration points, corresponding FE simulations
have to be performed to obtain the triaxialities of these four tests. The plasticity model
featuring a Hill'48 yield surface, the associated flow rule and isotropic Swift law
hardening is implemented in ABAQUS/explicit as a VUMAT material user subroutine,
for both solid and shell elements. Subsequently, the FE simulations of all four
conventional tests are carried out. The dog-bone specimen features severe localized
necking at fracture initiation, and thus modeled using detailed 3D solid elements (C3D8R
in ABAQUS database). The flat grooved specimen has a reduced thickness gage section,
so the solid element discretization is also utilized. The notched tensile test and the punch
indentation test of the present material experience mostly plane stress condition.
Therefore, shell elements (S4R in ABAQUS database) are used for the simulations of
those tests, as the ultimate goal of this study is to apply the calibrated model in practical
industrial forming or crash simulations, where shell elements are dominant. The
information of these FE models is summarized in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: A list of the details of FE simulations of various types of specimens
Specimen Element Element Material FE
type type size model solver
Dog-bone Solid 0.5mm
Flat grooved Solid 0.15mm
Notched tensile Shell 0.5mm transverse ABQplic US/anisotcitp6c
Punch disk Shell 1mm p
Butterfly Solid 0.3mm
The deformed shapes and the contours of equivalent plastic strains at the onset of
fracture for all specimen types are shown in Fig. 5-13. The FE models are validated by
comparing the measured load-displacement curves with the predicted ones. As illustrated
by Fig. 5-14, the force-displacement responses up to the onset of fracture are accurately
described by the present FE models (without a fracture criterion yet) for all these four
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fracture experiments. The excellent agreement in force-displacement curves is a further
validation of the plasticity modeling outlined in Section 5.2 at very large strains.
jjU~U
(a) (b)
Li
(c) (d)
Fig. 5-13: The deformed shape and contour of equivalent plastic strain of the
simulations of four different fracture tests. (a) Dog-bone tension specimen; (b) flat
grooved tension specimen; (c) notched tension specimen; (d) punch indentation test.
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Fig. 5-14: Comparison of the measured and model prediction of the force-displacement
curve for the four types of conventional fracture tests. (a) Dog-bone tension specimen;
(b) flat grooved tension specimen; (c) notched tension specimen; (d) punch indentation.
A strong mesh-size dependence of local plastic strain at the onset of fracture is
observed for the dog-bone tensile specimens, as illustrated by Fig. 5-15. It is because the
pronounced localized necking observed in this specimen, which is associated with the
very weak strain hardening of the AA6061-T6 material. The flat-grooved and notched
tensile simulations also show some (but much less than dog-bone) mesh-size dependence,
while the equi-biaxial punch test simulation shows little mesh density sensitivity due to
its uniform deformation all the way to fracture. The mesh-size effect is one of the reasons
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why we chose to use direct measurements to obtain fracture strains, which is more
objective. For the FE model of the dog-bone specimen, a mesh size of 0.5mm is chosen
because it gives a fracture strain prediction which is closest to the direction measurement,
i.e. compare the intersection between the red curve and pink vertical line with the
measured fracture strain of 0.68.
After the FE models are validated, it is safe to extract the stress state information of
the critical elements (where fracture starts), i.e., the evolution of stress triaxialities, from
simulations. The histories of stress triaxility versus equivalent plastic strain for all four
conventional fracture tests are plotted in Fig. 5-16. It can be seen that the variation of
stress triaxility up to the onset of fracture is small. The biggest variation of triaxility
appears at the end of the dog-bone tension test, where substantial localized necking
developed. Therefore, the average stress triaxiality %ag is calculated and used for the
calibration of the MMC fracture model. i/vg is calculated by
?Iavg --- ?d p (5.24)
Ef 0
The average stress triaxialities of the four conventional tests are given in Table 5-5.
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Fig. 5-15: Effect of mesh size on the evolution of local plastic strain at the center of the
dog-bone specimen.
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Fig. 5-16: Evolution of stress triaxiality up to fracture initiation for AA6061-T6.
5.4.2 Biaxial fracture tests on butterfly specimens
In most of the traditional fracture experiments, there is a non-uniqueness in the
measurements of fracture strain. Quite often, the fracture strains determined from the DIC
technique, the area reduction, or the inverse engineering method give different values
(see e.g. Beese et al., 2010). Detailed numerical analyses of the above tests reveal
additional complications as the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameters are not
constant during the tests. Furthermore, there is a mesh dependency in finite element
simulations. It is therefore necessary to develop an alternative testing technique in which
some of the above difficulties are overcome. One such technique frequently used in the
Impact and Crashworthiness Lab (ICL) at MIT makes use of the butterfly geometry
specimen (Fig. 5-17). The state of stress in the butterfly specimens is intentionally non-
uniform. Fracture starts at the center, where the gauge length is the shortest, and the crack
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Fig. 5-17: Geometry and dimensions of the butterfly fracture specimen for metal sheets.
propagates in a stable way towards the boundaries in a kinematically-controlled test. The
specimen is fixed in special grips of the dual-actuator testing apparatus shown in Fig.
2-4a, and is loaded under various constant combinations of shear and tension (Fig. 5-18).
It should be noted that the angle #e is slightly different from the # angle defined in Fig.
2-4b, which is the ratio of normal to shear loading. Instead, i, quantifies the normal to
shear deformation here, as displacement-control is used in all fracture tests for a better
monitoring of fracture initiation. The displacement and strain fields are measured by DIC,
Tension/Vertical
Loading Speed
63.40
45o
031*
19.70
11.3o
Shear/Horizontal
Loading Speed
Fig. 5-18: Loading directions covered by the biaxial testing program of the AA6061-T6
sheet with a photo of the butterfly specimen.
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where the camera is focused on the center of the gauge section.
The onset of fracture can be determined by observing the first appearance of a tiny
surface crack. Note that the first crack appears before a sudden drop in the load-
displacement curve is observed. Visual identification of the crack initiation works well
for most of the loading combinations. In all cases, a virtual extensometer was introduced
and the strains were calculated from the measured displacement field. Using DIC to
measure the strains at the point of a visual crack, the equivalent strain to fracture was
determined with some confidence for all seven loading cases shown in Fig. 5-18.
Information about the equivalent strain is insufficient to calibrate the MMC fracture locus,
as the corresponding values of the stress triaxiality and/or Lode angle parameters are
required. These values need to be found by means of finite element simulation. The
evolution of the triaxiality parameter using a very fine (0.3mm) solid element mesh is
shown in Fig. 5-19a. It is seen that for loading angles of 00, 11.30, and 19.70, the stress
triaxiality is constant or approximately constant, and therefore, these tests are good for
calibration or validation.
In the remaining tests loaded with angles 310, 450, 63.40, the stress triaxiality
underwent considerable variation from the initial value to the final value at which fracture
occurs. The range of stress triaxialities covered by these tests is of great interest in
practical applications; however, tests with varying triaxiality are only good for validation,
not calibration. For calibration, a method is used in which a non-linear loading path is
applied to the specimen so that the resulting stress triaxiality is almost constant
throughout the test. Tests corresponding to an initial loading angle of 310 were modified
in this way. The resulting history of stress triaxiality is shown in Fig. 5-19a, and the
corresponding bi-linear loading path is displayed in Fig. 5-19b. Using this method, an
improved calibration procedure using only butterfly specimen can be developed.
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Fig. 5-19: (a) Evolution of stress triaxialites in the biaxial fracture tests using butterfly
specimens; (b) constant and controlled loading paths during combined tension/shear tests
in order to maintain constant stress triaxiality.
5.4.3 Calibration and validation of the MMC fracture locus
Having finished both conventional calibration tests and butterfly testing program, the
results of direct measurements of the fracture strain and the average magnitudes of the
stress triaxiality acquired by numerical simulations are summarized in tabular form, as a
basis for fracture calibration (see Table 5-5). A MATLAB subroutine was developed to
identify the three free parameters in Eq. (5.18) by enforcing that all calibration points
falling on the MMC fracture locus (Fig. 5-9). The 'fmin' function of MATLAB is utilized
to minimize the error between experimental data points and the model predictions.
The first attempt is made to calibrate the plane stress MMC fracture locus using the
four data points solely obtained from conventional fracture tests. An interesting
characteristic of the plane stress MMC fracture locus was observed here. On the 2D
fracture locus there is a kink at q = 1/3, which divide the fracture locus of our most
interest (0 < q < 2/3) into two branches, surprisingly, the two branches of the locus
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seem to be independent of each other. Since all the four data points (the 2 nd to 4 th rows in
Table 5-5) from conventional tests are located in the range of right branch (7q > 1/3), a
perfected fitted right branch was obtained with experimental data, however, the left
branch is still undetermined. In other words, there are infinitely many MMC loci which
can provide equally perfect correlation with the four data points on the right branch,
while have totally different shape of the left branch (77 < 1/3). Three examples are shown
in Fig. 5-20, where they have quite different MMC parameters but take almost identical
shape of right branch and all fit the experimental data very well. This phenomenon
strongly suggest us to include at least one more calibration test in the stress triaxiality
range of 77 < 1/3. It also demonstrates the necessity and importance of the shear-
dominated fracture tests with butterfly specimens.
Table 5-5: Summary of fracture test results for model calibration and validation
Test Average S
Description Triaxiality
Pure shear 0.02
Tests used for calibration Flat grooved 0.57
Punch
indentation 0.66
Conventional tests used for Dog-bone 0.35
validation Notched 0.50
tensile
Ov = 11.34 0.12
Combined loading tests with = 19.70 0.20
butterfly specimens used for
validation /v 310
(Controlled 0.36
loading path)
)v = 31"
(Constant 0.40*
Combined loading tests with loading path)
butterfly specimens used for
illustration #v = 450 0.51*
#v = 63.4" 0.56*
* Large variation of stress triaxiality, average values are used.
tress
(77avg)
Equivalent strain to
fracture (1f)
0.6
0.29
0.69
0.68
0.31
0.56
0.57
0.62
0.65
0.50
0.39
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Fig. 5-20: Non-uniqueness of fracture loci calibrated with four conventional fracture
tests only.
Subsequently, three tests was selected for final calibration and listed in the first three
rows of Table 5-5 based on a close scrutiny to the plane stress MMC fracture locus (see
Fig. 5-20). The pure shear test can provide information about the left branch, the test on
flat grooved specimens will examine the minimum ductility over the whole triaxiality
range of our interest (0 < r; < 2/3), while the punch indentation test represent the highest
ductility on the right branch of the fracture locus. Moreover, these three tests qualify for
ideal calibration tests since they (i) feature a constant stress triaxiality evolution until the
point of fracture, and (ii) allow for the direct measurement (DIC or thickness
measurements) of the strain to fracture in order to circumvent time-consuming inverse
calibration procedures. All the other test data were used for validation and illustration
purposes.
The same MATLAB subroutine as mentioned above is used to calibrate the MMC
parameters using the results of three selected tests, and the MMC fracture locus for the
present 6061T6 aluminum sheet is shown in Fig. 5-9 with model parameters given in
Table 5-6. The MMC fracture locus is shown to represent with good accuracy the trend of
calibration points (circles). Additional five tests with constant triaxiality represented by
diamonds provide additional support for the correctness of the MMC fracture model.
Furthermore, these validation points show great engineering applicability of the MMC
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fracture model. Even calibrated with only three (minimum) tests, the MMC fracture locus
can predict the ductility under other five different loading cases with good accuracy. At
the same time, test points corresponding to variable stress triaxialities (triangles) are
located away from the calibrated fracture locus, which suggests that they are not good
tests for calibration purpose, but they can still be used for numerical validation of the
fracture model. The comparison of constant and varied loading paths for /3 = 310 on Fig.
5-19a emphases a need for carefully planned and executed fracture calibration tests under
controlled non-linear combined loading.
Table 5-6: Calibrated MMC fracture model parameters of the AA6061-T6
C1-] c2 [MPa] C3[-]
0.06 228 0.93
5.5 Post-failure behavior
5.5.1 Post-failure softening of finite elements
After careful calibration, the present computational scheme including a fracture locus and
a linear damage rule works well for predicting fracture initiation. Difficulties arise in
simulating the process of crack extension. In all above case studies dealing with onset of
crack formation, the mostly-damaged finite element is deleted suddenly, representing
instantaneous formation of a free surface of the size of a finite element. This corresponds
to an instant drop in the load displacement curve. The immediate element deletion as
soon as the fracture criterion (MMC) is met works well for scenarios with unstable or
catastrophic crack propagation. For example, as shown in Fig. 5-14, all four conventional
fracture experiments showed sudden force drop after crack formation. However, when
studying fracture of the butterfly specimen, it is found that the crack propagates in a
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stable way towards the boundaries and the force does not drop immediately after the
crack formation. The sequence of the stable crack propagation during a tensile test of the
butterfly specimen is shown in Fig. 5-21.
In reality, it takes some time and effort to propagate the crack throughout the length
of the element, and during that process, the force diminishes gradually. One way of
overcoming this difficulty is to introduce element softening in the post-failure range.
Such a softening is not related to weakening of the material, but rather it is an artifice to
account for a finite element size, and it is a simple engineering approach that gives good
results. A rigorous treatment of the problem of crack propagation within shell element
has been developed by Belytschko and coworkers (e.g. Chessa and Belytschko, 2006).
The idea here is borrowed from damage mechanics where the stress-strain curve is
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Fig. 5-21: Sequence of crack formation in the gauge
(gauge length = 4.05 mm)
section of a butterfly specimen.
reduced by the weakening function w, after fracture initiation
a = w6 (5.25)
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where & is the effective flow stress after weakening and w is assumed to be a power
function of the current damage,
D( D MW = D I)
where D is defined by Eq. (5.22). At the point of fracture initiation, D =1, w = 1, and at
this point the softening process initiates. When D = D, w = 0, and a given element
loses all its load carrying capacity. The process of softening is illustrated in Fig. 5-22 for
D,=2 and several values of the exponent m. Physically, this method is to simulate the
crack propagation inside the material of the size a finite element and ensure the
continuous release of energy during crack propagation. The sequence of crack
propagation inside an element during post-failure softening is demonstrated in Fig. 5-23.
The two new parameters, m and De, can be adjusted so that the predicted post-failure
response correlates with the measured load-displacement curve.
(5.26)
'1 1.5 2 DorD* 2.5
Fig. 5-22: Element softening function given different m parameters.
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Fig. 5-23: Conceptual sequence of crack propagation inside a finite element.
5.5.2 Mesh regularization during softening
The method proposed above provides a good engineering approach to simulate
continuous crack propagation through material softening. However, it also brought about
a notorious problem, which is mesh-size effect. It is well know that mesh size effect
becomes very pronounced and almost unavoidable when material exhibits strain
softening. Generally, strain softening materials are more prone to localizations, e.g.
localized necking or shear bands. Hence, finer mesh normally features higher local strains
as the size of the localization zone is usually smaller. Consequently, the damage indicator
D, which is directly associated with equivalent plastic strain, becomes mesh size
dependent after softening starts, i.e., D increases faster for finer mesh. Therefore, the
weakening function depending on D will be strongly mesh-size sensitive.
Here, an engineering approach is proposed to regularize this mesh-size effect during
post-failure softening. In particular, our objective is to reduce the mesh sensitivity of the
macroscopic force-displacement responses. It should be noted that a more rigorous way
of eliminating mesh-size effect for strain softening material is to use non-local
approaches, e.g. gradient theory (e.g. Anand et al., 2012). Our method is a simple yet
effective way to achieve ideal engineering accuracy. For this purpose, a new damage
measure D* is introduced as
D* = 1 + (D - 1)( ), (D > 1) (5.27)
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where 1m is the length scale of the current element, and le is the reference element length
scale, i.e. the mesh-size that is used to calibrate the post-failure parameters Dc and m in
Eq. (5.26). q is a material parameter controlling the non-linearity of the mesh
dependence. With this new measure of damage D*, the faster increase of D for finer
mesh will be compensated by multiplying with a smaller value of element length scale
value. Subsequently, damage D in the weakening function Eq. (5.26) is replaced with this
new regularized damage, and we have
De - D* m
w = (DD*)-1(5.28)
This new definition of w is then used in Eq. (5.25).
The performance of this approach is validated using a 2D plane strain tension
simulation. A 1mm x 1.5mm block is discretized using 2D plane strain elements
(CPE4R of ABAQUS database). The material is assumed to follow von-Mises yield
surface, and a Swift law with parameters in Table 2-2 is used to define the strain
hardening behavior before crack formation. The MMC model outlined in Section 5.3 is
implemented to govern the fracture initiation, and the parameters listed in Table 5-6 are
employed. The post failure softening parameters are set to be Dc = 3 and m = 1. A first
simulation was performed with the reference element size 0.05mmx 0.05mm, which
results in a discretization with 20x30 elements. The sequence of damage accumulation
and localization through the whole process all the way to fracture is shown in Fig. 5-24.
Clearly, shear band localization forms after softening starts and so does the mesh-size
effect.
Four different meshes are then generated for the mesh sensitivity study, as shown in
Fig. 5-25. The corresponding element edge lengths are 0.1mm (coarse mesh), 0.05mm
(medium mesh), 0.033mm (fine mesh), 0.025mm (finer mesh). Simulations without and
with the proposed mesh regularization are performed for those four meshes, and the
engineering stress-strain curves of both groups are shown in Fig. 5-26a and Fig. 5-26b,
respectively. The reference element size 1m is chosen to be 0.05mm, and q is set to be 1
which represents linear mesh-size dependence. As elucidated by Fig. 5-26, the
engineering stress-strain responses are almost mesh independent before the onset of
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softening, and then a strong mesh dependence is observed in the simulations without
mesh regularization. On the contrary, even with the simplest linear mesh regularization,
the curves of four different mesh sizes collapse down to the behavior of the reference
element size. The performance of the mesh regularization is encouraging. In the
engineering practice, one can just calibrate the post-failure behavior with only one
reference mesh-size (the one that is used most frequently), and then the model should be
applicable to other element sizes given a correct regularization setting.
Hardening only,
localization
Softening Shearband
ctarta Serad
Plane strain tension
(CPE4R element in
Abaqus)
Crack formation
models (e.g. MMC)
Mesh convergence
um
(Contours of damage D)
Crack propagation model(e.g.
post-failure softening)
Strong mesh size effect
Fig. 5-24: Simulation of localization, shear banding
criterion with post-failure softening.
10 x 15
Coarse
20 x 30
Medium
and fracturing with MMC fracture
30 x 45
Fine
40 x 60
Finer
Fig. 5-25: Four different meshes with increasing mesh density.
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Fig. 5-26: Engineering stress-strain curves for post-failure softening without and with
mesh regularization.
5.5.3 Numerical implementation and fracture simulations for
AA6061-T6 sheet
So far, a complete fracture modeling framework, including a MMC fracture locus, a
linear incremental damage rule and a post-failure softening model with mesh
regularization has been presented in details. The whole fracture model is implemented in
ABAQUS/explicit together with the Hill'48 plasticity model as a VUMAT user material
subroutine. Fracture simulations with element deletions are then performed for all the
fracture tests performed for the AA6061 -T6 sheets.
As discussed above, the four conventional fracture tests all feature a unstable crack
propagation. Therefore, post-failure softening is not necessary for these tests, and
elements are deleted as soon as the MMC criterion are met (D = 1). As shown in Fig.
5-14, good agreement in the force displacement responses is obtained for all four
experiments, especially in the timing of fracture initiation and force drop. The failure
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locations in all conventional experiments are also accurately captured as shown in Fig.
5-27.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 5-27: Predictions of failure locations using MMC fracture model with element
deletion. (a) Dog-bone tension specimen; (b) notched tensile specimen; (c) flat grooved
specimen; (d) equibiaxial punch specimen; (e) butterfly specimen under tension; (f)
butterfly specimen under pure shear. Left: DIC; right: FEA. (Only quarter model is
shown in the left column using the symmetry)
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As of the butterfly specimens, the crack propagation is stable as the specimen gage
length increase from the center to the boundaries. A post-failure softening model has to
be used to obtain ideal description of the force-displacement curves. As shown in Fig.
5-28, for both tensile and shear conditions, the curves without softening show a much
earlier load drop than the experimental curves. With the optimized parameter Dc = 1.8
and m = 0.5, the experimental curves are accurately represented by the model prediction
(compare the red and black curves in Fig. 5-28). As well, the model predicts well the
failure location in butterfly tests. As demonstrated by Fig. 5-21, fracture starts from the
center of the specimen under pure tension, and it has been captured by the calibrated
model. Under pure shear, shear bands forms at the boundaries of the gage section (Fig.
5-27f, left) and then crack initiates at the same place, all of which are predicted by the FE
model (Fig. 5-27f, right).
Another surprising byproduct of the post-failure softening model is that the failure
modes/patterns are described more realistically with softening activated. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 5-29. In the tests of flat grooved specimen, the fracture surface always
orients slantly, see Fig. 5-29a. This slant fracture cannot be predicted without a post
12- CCrack 
formation
8 -
10 -
2 6
4 - Buterfly tension 
- Butterfly shear test
- Fracture simulation, w/o softening 2 Fracture simulation, w/o Softening2 
- Fracture simulation, w softeningauge longth=4.05mm Gauge length4.05mm
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Vertical Displacement [mm] Horizontal Displacement [mm]
(a) (b)
Fig. 5-28: Comparison of measured and predicted force-displacement curves for the
butterfly specimen under tension and shear. The model with post-failure softening (red
curves) yields better results. (a) pure tension loading; (b) pure shear loading.
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failure softening, as illustrated by Fig. 5-29a. At the same time, the single crack observed
in the punch indentation tests (see Fig. 5-10c) cannot be captured if elements are deleted
immediately after crack formation (D = 1), as elucidated by Fig. 5-29b. These two
examples supply strong evidence that post-failure softening is a very practical and
reliable way to capture the physical process during fracture propagation.
w/o softening with softening observation of
slant fracture
(a)
I,1r4
w/o softening with softening
(b)
Fig. 5-29: Failure modes/patterned predicted by the MMC fracture model with and
without post-failure softening. (a) Flat grooved specimen plane strain tension where slant
fracture was observed in experiment (right figure); (b) Equi-biaxial punch simulation.
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5.6 Concluding remarks
In the this chapter, Hill's 1948 plasticity model, MMC fracture criterion, as well as a
linear incremental damage evolution rule are employed together to characterize the
plastic and fracture properties of a 6061 aluminum sheet. The major conclusions drawn
from this study are:
5. The anisotropic plastic behavior of the present aluminum sheet has been
characterized using uniaxial tensile tests in three material orientations. It is
found that the material exhibits considerable transverse anisotropy but only
little planar anisotropy. A transverse anisotropic Hill'48 plasticity model with
associated flow rule and isotropic hardening is found to be sufficient to
provide accurate predictions of the stress strain response for both the uniaxial
calibration tests and the multi-axial validation experiments.
6. The Modified Mohr-Coulumn (MMC) fracture locus and a linear damage
evolution rule are employed to model the stress state dependent ductile
fracture behavior of the present sheet. In order to calibrate the MMC fracture
locus of the present aluminum sheet, eleven types of different fracture tests
were performed. Several criteria of good calibration tests were found in this
study. Ideal calibration tests should (i) maintain constant stress parameters
(stress triaxiality and lode angle) until the point of fracture, (ii) allow for the
direct measurement (DIC or thickness measurements) of the strain to fracture,
and (iii) cover the whole space of the stress states of most interest (
0 < rl < 2/3 for sheet metal) and distribute evenly in it. Based on these
criteria, a 2D MMC fracture locus was calibrated with only three tests and is
able to predict most of the other tests with good accuracy. In addition, the
novel approach of varied loading path in order to hold constant stress
triaxiality enables an improved calibration procedure using only butterfly
specimens in the future.
7. A post-failure softening model is proposed and calibrated for the present
material. A mesh regularization scheme is developed to reduce the mesh-size
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effect on global load-displacement responses during softening. The model with
softening and element deletion is able to capture accurately both the force-
displacement curves and the failure location in all the fracture experiments
performed in this study. In addition, more realistic failure modes/patterns are
seen with the calibrated post-softening model.
It noteworthy that the present AA6061 -T6 sheet is assumed to be planar isotropic in this
chapter. Therefore, the material ductility is still material orientation independent. The
anisotropy only comes from the transversely anisotropic yield function and partially
coupled into the damage evolution rule which makes use of the Hill'48 equivalent plastic
strain. A more general approach that can describe anisotropy in plasticity and ductility
will be presented in next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Experiments and modeling of anisotropic
ductile fracture
6.1 Introduction
The prediction of anisotropic ductile fracture of metals is critical for the design of
lightweight structures. This chapter focuses on the fracture of thin-walled aluminum
extrusions which are used as primary load carrying members of car body structures. A
comprehensive literature review about various types of ductile fracture models, including
Gurson-type model, Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) and uncoupled
phenomenological models is given in Section 1.2 . Among them, the adaptations and
extensions of classical isotropic models for anisotropic materials have been the focus of
various studies. While numerous anisotropic extensions have been developed based on
Gurson-type and CDM models, the anisotropic ductile fracture within the framework of
phenomenological modeling is barely investigated.
In this chapter, we propose a simple extension of uncoupled phenomenological
fracture models to account for the effect of anisotropy on the initiation of macroscopic
cracks in extruded aluminum alloy. An extensive experimental program is carried out to
investigate the effect of stress state and anisotropy on fracture. The local loading history
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up to the point of fracture is determined using a hybrid experimental-numerical approach.
The results are used to calibrate and validate the proposed anisotropic fracture model over
a wide range of stress states.
6.2 Fracture experiments
The experimental program is designed such that it provides insight in fracture initiation
over a wide range of stress states. It includes experiments on flat tensile specimens with
circular notches and specimens with a central hole. Also, experiments are performed on a
butterfly-shaped specimen for shear-dominated loading conditions. In addition, a circular
punch indentation test is carried out to provide equi-biaxial condition. To investigate the
possible anisotropy of the fracture properties, all specimens are extracted along three
different orientations (0', 450 and 900) with respect to the material extrusion direction.
6.2.1 Material
All specimens in this work are prepared from the same batch of aluminum extrusions (see
Fig. 6-la) as was used for the plasticity study shown in Chapter 2, 3 and 4. These
extrusions of alloy AA6260-T6 had a wall thickness of about 2mm. Preliminary
experiments indicated that the fracture properties of the specimens depend on the location
within the extruded profiles. To avoid this source of uncertainty in our experimental
results, all fracture specimens are extracted from the same location within the extruded
profiles. A full characterization of the elasto-plastic behavior of this alloy and its
modeling is presented in Chapter 2. We recall that the plastic behavior of the present
extruded aluminum is modeled using a standard plasticity model featuring: (1) the
anisotropic non-quadratic Yld2000 (Barlat et al., 2003) yield function and its extension
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to three-dimensional stress states (see Chapter 2 and Dunand et al., 2012), (2) an
associated flow rule, and (3) an isotropic hardening law (for monotonic loadings).
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6-1: (a) Preparation of fracture specimens in three different material orientations
from the extruded aluminum profile with a limited width of 75mm; (b) Tensile specimens
with different notch radii; tensile specimen with a central hole. All dimensions are in mm.
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6.2.2 Tensile specimens with circular notches
The first type of specimen employed in this work is a flat tensile specimen with a circular
notch. The stress state within the gage section of this type of specimen depends on the
notch radius R. As R increases from zero to infinity, the stress state near the specimen
center varies from plane strain tension to uniaxial tension; the corresponding stress
triaxiality a ranges from about 0.33 to 0.58 (before localized necking). Three different
notch radii are used in the present study: R = 20mm, R = 10mm and R = 5mm (Fig.
6-1b). For each specimen, the notch is positioned such that the specimen width decreases
from 20mm in its shoulder region to 10mm at the specimen center. A hydraulic testing
machine (Instron Model 8080) with high pressure clamps is used to load these specimens
under displacement control at a constant crosshead velocity of 0.4mm/min. Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) is used throughout all experiments to record the displacement field on
both the front and back surface of the specimen. A thin layer of white paint is applied to
both surfaces along with black speckles (with an average speckle size of 70pum); two
digital cameras (Qlmaging Retiga 1300i with 105mm Nikon Nikkor lenses) take about
250 pictures (resolution 1300 x 1028 pixels) throughout each experiment. The front
camera is positioned at a distance of im to take pictures of the entire specimen gage
section (square pixel edge length of 39pm); these pictures are used to calculate the
displacement of the specimen boundaries. The second camera is positioned at a distance
of only 0.25m which resulted in a pixel edge length of 10pm; these pictures are used to
determine the local displacement field near the center of the specimen. The DIC software
VIC2D (Correlated Solutions) is used to perform the DIC analysis. The logarithmic axial
strain at the center of the gage section is also measured using a virtual extensometer (with
an initial length Lo=100 pixels=lmm) located at the center of the specimen and aligned
with the vertical axis of symmetry.
Eighteen notched tension experiments are performed. For each specimen geometry,
three different material orientations are considered. Furthermore, each experiment is
performed twice to confirm the repeatability of the experimental results. The subplots in
Fig. 6-2 show the measured force-displacement curves for different notch radii. Different
colors are used to differentiate among the material orientations: 00 (blue), 450 (red) and
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Fig. 6-2: Experimentally measured force-displacement curves for (a-c) notched tensile
specimens using a gage length of 30mm, and for (d) tensile specimens with a central
hole introduced through milling (CNC) or water-jet-cutting (WJ); the later results are
reported for a gage length of 20mm.
900 (black). The moments of the onset of fracture are highlighted by star symbols (the
exact definition will be given in Section 3.1). A good repeatability is observed with
regards to both the force-displacement responses and the displacement to fracture
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(variations of less than 3%). The experimental results show that the specimens for the
transverse direction (900 with respect to extrusion direction) exhibit a lower displacement
to fracture than those aligned with the extrusion and diagonal (450 with respect to
extrusion direction) directions, irrespective of the notch radius. In other words, a
noticeable and consistent anisotropy/directionality in ductility is observed for the present
extruded aluminum sheet. As shown in Fig. 6-7, the strain field obtained through DIC
exhibits significant strain localization near the center of the specimens which will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3 along with corresponding numerical results.
6.2.3 Tensile specimens with a central hole
In conventional uniaxial tension tests on dog-bone specimens, the stress state within the
gage section changes continuously from uniaxial tension to transverse plane strain tension
due to necking prior to the onset of fracture. Here, tensile specimens with a central hole
will be used as an alternative to dog-bone specimens; Dunand and Mohr (2010) have
shown that for this type of specimen the stress state remains more or less constant and
close to uniaxial tension up to the point of crack initiation. As illustrated in Fig. 6-1 b, the
tensile specimens are 20mm wide and have a 10mm diameter hole at the center. The
outer profiles of all specimens are cut using water jet machining. However, two different
hole-cutting techniques are used: water jet cutting is used for the first set of specimens,
while CNC milling (with a 0.125" diameter end mill) is utilized for the second set to
obtain a smoother edge finish. The experiments are carried out following the same
procedure as for notched tensile specimens.
The measured force-displacement curves for all central-hole specimens are shown in
Fig. 6-2d. Observe that the hole cutting procedure has a significant influence on the
fracture initiation. For both 0" and 900 experiments, CNC-milled specimens feature a
25% higher fracture displacement than the water-jet-machined specimens. The same
trend has been reported by Dunand and Mohr (2010) for TRIP steel, who pointed out that
the rough edge with numerous geometric defects induced by the abrasive water-jet is
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responsible for the premature failure. Therefore, only the results for CNC milled
specimens are employed in the following analysis. As far as the anisotropy in ductility is
concerned, the results for the central hole specimens indicate the same trend as those for
notched tensile specimens: fracture occurs much earlier for when the loading axis is
aligned with the extrusion direction than for the other two directions.
6.2.4 Butterfly specimens subject to shear loading
A butterfly-shaped specimen shown in Fig. 6-3a is used to perform fracture experiments
for shear-dominated loading. The specimen features 2mm thick shoulders and a 1mm
thick gage section. The thickness of the gage sections has been symmetrically reduced
from both sheet surfaces through CNC milling. The shape of the specimen has been
designed such that fracture initiates near the specimen center at a stress state of pure shear
(Mohr and Henn (2004, 2007), Dunand and Mohr (2011 b)). The horizontal actuator of a
custom-made dual-actuator system (Mohr and Oswald, 2008) is used to apply a tangential
displacement to the specimen boundary at a rate of 0.6mm/min, while the vertical
actuator is operated under force-control to guarantee zero vertical force throughout the
experiment. As for the tensile experiments, two cameras are used to record the
deformation of both the front and back surface of the butterfly specimen. The front
camera captures the full view of the specimen gage section to monitor the onset of shear
banding and fracture, while the back camera focuses on the center of the gage section to
measure the displacement field with a higher spatial resolution. The engineering strain
7 = Au/Ay at the center of the specimen is computed from the relative horizontal
displacement Au of two points located on the vertical axis at an initial distance of
Ay/2 = 1mm above and below the horizontal axis of symmetry. Due to the large
ductility under shear loading and the weak strain hardening of the present alloy, we
observe the localization of the deformation in narrow bands prior to the onset of fracture
(inside these shear bands).
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Fig. 6-3: (a) Geometry and dimensions of the butterfly fracture specimen, as well as the
definition of the biaxial loading angle 0 and material orientation angle a . (b)
Experimental (solid curves) and simulation (dashed curves) results for pure shear
experiments with butterfly specimens. (c-f) Photos of the specimens in four different
material orientations after pure shear fracture experiments. The red squares denote the
onset of shear bands and fracture, and the red circles are the observed edge cracks.
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The shear experiments are performed for four different material orientations, a = 00,
+450 and 900, with a denoting the angle between the vertical machine direction and the
extrusion direction of the material (Fig. 6-3a). All specimens are loaded monotonically
until the entire gage section failed (corresponds to a severe drop in the applied shear
force). Photographs of the tested specimens are shown in Fig. 6-3c to Fig. 6-3f; it can be
seen that the specimens with a = +450 can withstand much larger shear displacements 6
before failure than the specimens with a = 00 and a = 900. Shear bands and cracks
through the entire specimen gage section are observed for a = 00 and 900; for a = ±450
specimens, shear bands initiate from the boundaries of the gage section, while the
deformation field remains uniform near the center of the gage. Moreover, edge cracks
(highlighted in Fig. 6-3e and Fig. 6-3f) are observed in the latter specimens. The shear
force versus engineering shear strain ('-) curves for all four specimen orientations are
shown in Fig. 6-3b (solid curves). The curves confirm that failure occurs much earlier for
a = 00 and 900 than for a = 45".
6.2.5 Circular punch experiment
The full-thickness circular punch indentation test described in Section 3.2.7 is employed
here to characterize the fracture behavior of the present aluminum extrusion. A disk-
shaped specimen is clamped on a circular die and then loaded using a hemispherical
punch all the way to fracture. Detailed experimental procedure is outlined in Section
3.2.7.
The force-displacement curves of two punch tests are depicted in Fig. 6-4a with
dashed lines, where the sudden drops of force indicate the fracture initiation (star
symbols). Figure 6-4b shows a slant fracture at the apex of the dome as well as the
thickness profile of the deformed specimen. The sheet thickness is reduced by almost
35% during this test, from 1.98mm (initial) to 1.32mm (final). The measured surface
strain field shown in Fig. 6-4c confirms that the deformation localizes at the top of the
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dome where fracture initiates. In addition, it is observed that the cracks always run
perpendicular to the transverse direction in the circular punch test.
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Fig. 6-4: Experimental and simulation results of the circular punch test. (a) force-
displacement curves. (b) cross-section (through disk center) of the punch specimen after
fracture, red frame is the FEA result. (c) Measured (DIC) and calculated (FEA) surface
maximum principal strain field at the instant just before fracture initiation.
6.3 Stress-state and strain path prior to fracture
The stress and strain fields in all fracture experiments are non-uniform throughout the
specimen gage section. The surface strain fields are determined experimentally from the
DIC measurements. However, it is almost impossible to measure the stress fields as well
as the strain fields inside the specimen. The hybrid experimental-numerical procedure
proposed by Dunand and Mohr (2010) is therefore adopted to determine the stress and
strain fields from numerical simulations of each experiment. In particular, we focus on
the determination of the evolution of the stress triaxiality, the Lode angle parameter and
the equivalent plastic strain (2,) prior to the onset of fracture.
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6.3.1 Definition of the onset of fracture
The identification of the onset of fracture in an experiment can be very challenging and
lead to ambiguous results (e.g. Li and Wierzbicki, 2010; Luo and Wierzbicki, 2010). In
the present work, we define the instant of fracture initiation by the first visible crack in
the paint layer on the specimen surface. In practice, we consider a displacement field
discontinuity greater than 0.1mm as surface crack. Small star symbols highlight the
corresponding moments of the onset of fracture in the measured force-displacement
curves; the corresponding displacement (elongation of the specimen gage section) at that
instant is defined as 'displacement to fracture', or 'fracture displacement'. Note that the
paint peels off prior to fracture in the shear experiments. Thus, the reported instants of
onset of fracture in the shear experiments correspond to the instants of severe localization
of deformation in shear bands. For this purpose, only one half of the butterfly specimen
surface (w.r.t. the vertical central axis) is painted during shear testing, so that the acquired
images of the unpainted specimen surface can be used to facilitate the detection of shear
bands.
6.3.2 Details on the finite element models
Explicit finite element simulations are performed of all experiments (using the FE
software package Abaqus). The specimens are discretized using reduced-integration
eight-node solid elements (type C3D8R of the Abaqus element library). The anisotropic
plasticity model (extension of the Yld2003 for general stress states) outlined in Chapter 2
is implemented as a user material subroutine (VUMAT) and employed for all fracture
simulations. Utilizing the symmetry of the specimen geometry and loading conditions,
only one eighth of the tensile specimens, one half of the shear specimen and a quarter of
the punch disk are modeled. During the simulations, a constant velocity is applied to the
specimen boundaries; the loading velocity and material density are chosen such that at
least 100,000 time steps are performed up to the instant of onset of fracture (quasi-static
loading conditions). Special attention is paid to the following two points:
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(1) Effect of mesh size: preliminary simulations are performed with four different
mesh densities for notched tension with R = 10mm. The meshes are made such
that the elements at the center of the specimen have an aspect ratio of 1:1:1. After
evaluating the mesh convergence with regards to the maximum equivalent plastic
strain at the specimen center, we chose eight solid elements through the half-
thickness for all our computations (the estimated strain changes by less than 1%
when using 16 elements instead). Figure 6-5a depicts the predicted force-
displacement responses and strain history using different mesh densities, while
Fig. 6-5b shows the selected mesh which corresponds to the 'fine mesh' (black
curves) in Fig. 6-5a.
(2) Stress-strain curve extrapolation: For the present aluminum alloy, the strain
hardening behavior can only be determined up to an equivalent plastic strain of
-Finest msh,Nt=16
6 -Fine meshNt-8 0.6
-Medium mesh,Nt=4
-Coarse mesh,Nt=2
5 --.. Fracture Initiation 0.5 e
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Fig. 6-5: Mesh sensitivity study. (a) Effect of mesh density on the predicted force and
local equivalent plastic strain versus displacement curves with a gage length of 30mm. Nt
represents the number of elements through half of the sheet thickness (1mm). (b) The
selected mesh size for the present study, and it corresponds to the 'Fine mesh' in the
subplot a.
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6% from a uniaxial tensile experiment (due to the onset of necking). An inverse
approach is taken to extrapolate the hardening curve to large strains based on the
experimental data for the R = 10mm notched tensile experiment (along the
extrusion direction). As shown in Fig. 6-6, the widely-used Swift law
extrapolation (black dashed line in Fig. 6-6a) overestimates the force-
displacement curve (Fig. 6-6b), while the zero slope extension (black dots in Fig.
5a, using a zero slope curve beyond 6% strain) underestimates it. In an attempt to
obtain a better prediction of the force-displacement response, a piece-wise linear
extension (red line with squares in Fig. 6-6a) is utilized to represent the post-
necking part of the hardening curve. The piecewise linear extension is optimized
such that the simulation provides an accurate prediction (red curve in Fig. 6-6b)
of the measured force-displacement curve (blue circles in Fig. 6-6b) up to fracture
initiation (red star in Fig. 6-6b). In the following sections, the optimized
piecewise linear hardening curve (red line with squares in Fig. 6-6a) is used in all
simulations.
I C I I
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
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Fig. 6-6: Identification of a reliable strain hardening curve to large strains. (a) Choices of
the strain hardening extrapolations. (b) Predictions of the force-displacement response
using different stress-strain curves. Refer to Table 2-2 for the Swift law parameters.
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6.3.3 Simulation of notched tension
Nine simulations are carried out covering three distinct notch geometries (R = 20mm,
10mm and 5mm) and three material orientations (a = 0', +450 and 900). Figure 6-7
shows the axial strain (s) fields on the specimen surface measured by DIC and
calculated by FEA, as well as at the specimen mid-plane provided by the FEA for all
three notch geometries tested along the extrusion direction. Strain localization is observed
in the center of the specimen on both the specimen surface (DIC) and the mid-plane
(FEA). The same contour plots also demonstrate that the localization becomes more
severe as the notch radius increases. The scale bars in Fig. 6-7 reveal that the strains on
the specimen surface are significantly lower (about 50% lower) than those at the
specimen mid-plane, and the surface strains given by DIC and FEA are of comparable
magnitude. The contour plots for EY on the axial and transverse cross-sections also show
the strain gradient in thickness direction which is characteristic for localized necking.
Differences between the DIC and FEA strain contours are partially due to fact that the
DIC algorithm assumes that the specimen surface remains flat, while the FEA accounts
for the development of a three-dimensional surface topology during necking; in addition,
as a secondary effect, the reported FEA 'surface' strain is not exactly the surface strain,
but the strain at the integration point of the surface elements (which is located at the
center of these elements).
The nine sub-plots in Fig. 6-8 demonstrate the good agreement of the experimental
and computed force-displacement curves for all notched tensile experiments. In addition,
the evolution of the logarithmic axial strain on the specimen surface obtained from FEA
(black dashed line in Fig. 6-8) correlates well with that measured by DIC (green
diamonds in Fig. 6-8). Assuming that fracture initiates in the mid-plane at the center of a
notched specimen, the simulation results are used to extract the history of the stress
triaxiality, the Lode angle parameter and the equivalent plastic strain.
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Fig. 6-7: Comparison of the axial strain contour plots at the instant of fracture initiation
for notched tensile tests in extrusion direction. Left plot: surface strain by DIC; middle
plot: surface strain by FEA; right plot: mid-plane strain by FEA.
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Fig. 6-8: Comparison of experimental and simulation results in both force-displacement
response and central logarithmic axial strain evolution for tensile specimen with circular
cutouts. In the legend of these figures, 'FD' means force-displacement, 'PEEQ' denotes
equivalent plastic strain, and 'Log E' represents the logarithmic axial strain. (Gage
length = 30mm.)
6.3.4 Simulation of tension with a central hole
Following the same analysis procedure as for the notched tensile specimens, simulations
are performed of the experiments on the specimens with a central hole for all material
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orientations (a = 00, ±450 and 90'). As illustrated in Fig. 6-9a and Fig. 6-9b, the FE
mesh corresponds to the upper-right eighth of the gage section. The DIC-measured and
FEA-computed axial surface strain field is shown in Fig. 6-9c along with the computed
strain
(a) (b)
axial
0 0.20 0.40 0 ..... 0.20 0.40 0 0.4 0.83 cross-
sy section
Lrc idtl a n I
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cross-section
(c)
Fig. 6-9: Tensile specimen with a central hole. (a) Speckle-painted specimen after
fracture initiation. (b) FE mesh for one eighth of the specimen. (c) Comparison of the
axial strain fields at the instant of fracture initiation. Left plot: surface strain by DIC;
middle plot: surface strain by FEA; right plot: mid-plane strain by FEA.
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distribution at the specimen mid-plane for a specimen loaded along the extrusion
direction. Clearly, all strain contour plots in Fig. 6-9c show significant strain localization
at the intersection of the hole with the transverse plane of symmetry. Similar to the results
for the notched tensile specimens, the magnitude of the surface strain is about 50% lower
than the computed strain at the mid-plane. As for the notched tensile experiments, the
differences between the FEA and DIC strain contours are attributed to the in-plane
deformation assumption of the DIC algorithm and differences in the location of the
reported strains. Figure 6-10 depicts the simulated force-displacement curves (red solid
lines) along with the corresponding experimental data (blue dots). For each of the three
material orientations, we observe a good agreement between the simulation and the
experiment, which is also seen as a validation of the stress-strain curve extrapolation for
large strains. The evolution of the equivalent plastic strain at the critical element (location
of fracture initiation) is also shown in Fig. 6-10(black solid lines).
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Fig. 6-10: Comparison of the force-displacement responses between experiments and
simulations for tensile specimen with a central hole, and the history of equivalent plastic
strain on the critical element where fracture initiates. (Gage length = 20mm)
6.3.5 Simulation of a butterfly specimen subject to shear
loading
The FE mesh of the butterfly specimen is shown in Fig. 6-1 la. Near the gage section
center, the elements have the same size as those used for the notched tensile specimens.
The shear experiments are simulated for all four material orientations a = 00, +454 and
904. A constant velocity in the horizontal direction is uniformly imposed to the upper
boundary, while the force is kept zero along the vertical direction. The simulated
horizontal force versus the global engineering shear strain curves are in good agreement
with the experimental data (Fig. 6-3b). For the material orientations a = 450, the
predicted forces (blue and cyan dashed lines) are higher than the experimental
measurements (blue and cyan solid lines) when the engineering strain exceeds 0.75. This
discrepancy is attributed to the early formation of edge crack (red circles in Fig. 6-3e and
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Fig. 6-3f) during the experiments. The overall good agreement of simulations and
experiments confirms the validity of the anisotropic plasticity model. Note that important
differences with regards to the onset of shear band localization for different material
orientations are successfully captured by the computational model (without using a
failure criterion).
The computed contour plots of the equivalent plastic strain in the mid-plane at the
onset of shear banding for a = 00 and a = 450 are shown in Fig. 6-1lb and Fig. 6-1 ic.
The strain fields in the specimens with a = 90" and a = -450 (not shown) are very
similar to the respective fields for a = 04 and a = 454. The star symbols in Fig. 6-3b
indicate that the shear bands form at y = 0.17 for the specimen with a = 00 and at
-y = 1.09 for specimens with a = t45". For a = 0", two narrow shear bands initiate at
the boundaries of the gage section, while the strain at the center of the specimen is much
lower (by about 30%) than in the shear bands. The specimen with a =+450 can
accommodate very large shear strains (-y = 1.09) before shear banding leads to fracture.
No reliable DIC measurements are available for the shear experiments due to paint
delamination and severe spatial gradients in the strain field. For the shear experiments
with butterfly specimens, the center of the specimen (intersection of all three symmetry
planes) is still regarded as the critical material point for pure shear loading, although the
first cracks initiate at the boundaries of the gage section.
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Fig. 6-11: Numerical model of the butterfly specimen for the shear tests. (a) FE mesh of
half (in thickness) of the butterfly specimen; (b) Contour plot of the equivalent plastic
strain at the onset of shear banding for a = 00 (-y = 0.17); (c) Contour plot of the
equivalent plastic strain at the onset of shear banding for a =+45 (-y = 1.09).
6.3.6 Simulation of the circular punch indentation test
The FE model of the punch indentation test is shown in Fig. 6-12a. In this model, the
punch and the die are modeled as analytical rigid bodies. The element size at the center of
the disk is 0.5mm x 0.5mm X 0.25mm, which give rise to eight elements through the
thickness. The displacements of all nodes located on the outer edge of the specimen are
set to zero. A condition of zero-normal displacement is imposed along the two edges that
correspond to planes of symmetry. A frictionless surface-to-surface contact is defined
between the punch and the specimen. A constant velocity is applied to the punch, while
the die is fixed in space.
The FE model of punch test is validated from three aspects. First, the predicted load
displacement response (black circles) is compared with the experimental data (red and
blue dashed curve) in Fig. 6-4a. Clearly, the agreement of the load displacement curves is
excellent. Second, the thickness profile at the onset of fracture given by simulations (the
red frame in Fig. 6-4b) is correlated with the measured cross-sectional profile after
fracture which is depicted in Fig. 6-4b. It can be seen that the through-thickness
deformation mode is accurately captured by the FE model. Last but not least, the surface
strain field calculated by FEA is compared with the DIC measurement. As shown in Fig.
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6-4c, both the magnitude and distribution of the maximum principal strain are accurately
predicted by the FE model. After making sure that the FE model is valid and reliable, one
can safely extract the equivalent strain to fracture from the FE simulation, as illustrated in
Fig. 6-12b.
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Fig. 6-12: (a) FE model of the circular punch test, only quarter of the disk was modeled;
(b) evolution of equivalent plastic strain as a function of punch displacement. The
fracture displacement was measured experimentally and the fracture strain is extracted
from FEA.
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6.3.7 Summary: evolution of stress states and equivalent
plastic strain
Figure 6-13 shows the evolution of the equivalent plastic strain r, in terms of the stress
triaxiality q and the Lode angle parameter 6 (see Section 5.3.1 for their mathematical
definitions). The end points of the loading trajectories shown in Fig. 6-13 correspond to
the experimentally-determined fracture initiation points indicated by the star symbols in
Fig. 6-3b, Fig. 6-8 and Fig. 6-10. Those 14 experiments of interest include 12 tensile tests
covering tension stress states in all three material orientations, one equi-biaxial punch test,
and one pure shear test on the butterfly specimen with a = +45". For the latter loading
case, it is assumed that the FE computation of the strain and stress fields near the
specimen center remain valid despite the early formation of small cracks near the
specimen boundaries. The results from the shear tests with a = 00, 90" and -451 are
excluded since the direction dependency of the engineering strain to failure in these shear
tests is already captured by the plasticity model (see Fig. 6-3b) even without a fracture
criterion. Figure 6-13b displays the histories of all 14 experiments in the space of , and
27. The results demonstrate that the equivalent plastic strain to fracture is highly material
orientation dependent for the present extruded aluminum sheet, despite the fact that the
evolution of q is quite similar for the same specimen geometry in different material
orientations. For instance, the central-hole specimens with a = 0', 90' and 450 feature
almost identical trajectories of q all the way to fracture, but the fracture strain for a = 00
is much higher than that for a = 900. As demonstrated by Fig. 6-13a and Fig. 6-13b, both
7 and 0 exhibit strong variations during loading; for example, in the case of notched
tension with R = 10mm, q increases from 0.4 (before necking) to 0.92 at the onset of
fracture (see Fig. 6-13b).
Table 6-1 summarizes the equivalent strain to fracture Ef and the average values of
the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter during the entire loading process,
defined as
1 fI 1 fI
?7avg = -- J ds, and 6avg =- Ods, (6.1)
Ef JO Ef o
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In terms of the average values, the present experimental program covers the entire
range of positive stress triaxialities for plane stress conditions (0 < r; < 2/3) and a full
range of Lode angle parameters (-1 < 6< 1). The distribution of the 14 fracture
experiments in terms of average stress states in the space of (9, 1) is illustrated in Fig.
6-14, on which the plane stress condition is denoted by the green curve.
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Fig. 6-13: Loading paths at the critical material points of the specimens. (a) for all 14
experiments in the space of (71, 6, K,); (b) for all 14 experiments in the space of (rj, 2,); (c)
for the four tensile tests in the extrusion direction and one pure shear test (a = 450) in the
space of (71, j, r,); (d) for the four tensile tests in the extrusion direction and one pure
shear test (a = 450) in the space of (r, f,).
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Table 6-1: Summary of the fracture strains and average stress state parameters of all tests.
Geometry Orientation f [- 6_, [- avg [-]
(a)
00 0.64 0.70 0.08
R = 5mm 450 0.37 0.45 0.04
900 0.30 0.64 -0.06
00 0.66 0.67 0.23
R= 10mm 450 0.39 0.46 0.19
Notched Tensile 900 0.32 0.60 0.18
Specimen 00 0.69 0.64 0.37
R = 20mm 450 0.43 0.45 0.28
900 0.36 0.56 0.40
Tensile 00 0.83 0.34 0.96
specimen with a < = 10mm 450 0.57 0.32 0.88
central hole 900 0.47 0.31 0.89
Butterfly shear specimen +450 1.02 -0.05 -0.15
(Shearing in +450 is equivalent to tension in 00 and compression in 900.)
Equibiaxial punch disk 0.42 0.64 -0.74
1
0.5
Kb 0
-0.5
-1
-1/3 0 1/3 2/3
Fig. 6-14: Distribution of the average stress state of all 14 fracture experiments in the
space of (r/, j). The green curve represents the plane stress condition.
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6.4 Anisotropic fracture modeling
An uncoupled phenomenological approach has been presented in Chapter 5 for the
modeling of a planar isotropic AA6061-T6 sheet. The same framework is also employed
here to model the ductile fracture of the anisotropic AA6260-T6 sheets. In the case of
isotropic materials, a damage indicator function is defined at each material point through
a weighted von Mises equivalent plastic strain,
D j w(o)ds, (6.2)
where w(u) is an isotropic weighting function of the Cauchy stress tensor. A simple
interpretation of the weighting function w(a) is the reciprocal of a fracture strain
envelope, as elucidated in Eq. (5.22). Assuming an initial value of D = 0 for the virgin
material, it is postulated that fracture initiates as D reaches unity. Simple anisotropic
fracture models may be cast into this framework by substituting the isotropic von Mises
equivalent plastic strain by an anisotropic equivalent plastic strain. In particular, when
the anisotropic yield surface is written in terms of an anisotropic equivalent stress, it is
natural to make use of the work-conjugate anisotropic equivalent plastic strain in the
fracture model (the approach presented in Chapter 5). In addition to this natural
extension, we will also introduce a new equivalent plastic strain function which is
obtained from the linear transformation of the plastic strain tensor. The wording
"associated" is used for the first approach to emphasize that the equivalent plastic strain
definition used in the fracture model is associated with the yield surface definition.
Conversely, we make use of the wording "non-associated" to refer to the fracture model
which employs an independent anisotropic equivalent plastic strain definition in the
fracture model.
For both models, we make use of the 4-parameter Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC)
weighting function w(a) proposed by (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2010), (recall that the 3-
parameter version has been used in Chapter 5)
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/s3 axr 171+ ci ir1 
. i
w(o-) =C2 C3 + 2 -_/ (ce -C3) sec - 1 3 Cs 6 + ci l + sin (6)
(6.3)
where
af 1 f or 0 > 0
c= cO for 0 < 0 (6.4)
and the model have four parameters ci, c2 , c3 and cc. It should be noted that the c2 here is
a dimensionless parameter and is equivalent to A/c 2 in Eq. (5.16). Different from the 3-
parameter version, the 4-parameter MMC model features an additional parameter c0
controlling the asymmetry of the fracture locus with respect to the plane of 0=0.
Dunand and Mohr (2011 a) showed that the 4-parameter MMC model provides better
predictions of fracture strains for a TRIP steel sheet. Following the recommendation of
Bai and Wierzbicki (2010), the exponent n = 0.122 (see Table 2-2) is determined from
an approximation of the stress-strain curve through Swift law (see Section 2.5.1) and it is
thus not treated as an independent model parameter. This particular 4-parameter
weighting function is used as it can be easily fitted to experimental data covering a wide
range of stress states. It is noted that this weighting function is still isotropic which
presents a strong simplifying assumption in our phenomenological modeling approach.
The original Mohr-Coulomb (MC) failure model is a stress-based fracture criterion. Bai
and Wierzbicki (2010) transformed this stress criterion into the space of (r7,0, p)
assuming a special Lode-angle dependent plasticity model.
6.4.1 Associated anisotropic fracture model
The Yld2000-3d yield function (Dunand et al., 2011) is employed and hence the work-
conjugate Yld2000-3d equivalent plastic strain is used in this fracture modeling approach.
The fracture parameters ci, c2 , cs and cc are calibrated through an inverse method using
the hybrid experimental-numerical results. In particular, the fracture model parameters
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[ci, c2 , c3 , c'] are calibrated such that the model predicts accurately the onset of fracture in
all experiments where the major tensile strain is aligned with the extrusion direction (i.e.
the data are shown in Fig. 6-13c and Fig. 6-13 d). This is done by enforcing D =1 at
the instant of fracture initiation. Using the loading histories 7 (t), 0(t) and s,(t) of the
five calibration experiments (notched tension with three radii, tension with central hole
and butterfly shearing) we obtain excellent agreement of the model with the experimental
data for the extrusion direction. The calibrated model parameters of the associated MMC
fracture model are given in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2: Parameters for the associated anisotropic fracture model
LSE[-] LSE [-](calibration tests) (all tests)
0.040 1.962 0.885 1.000 3.Ox 10- 4 0.167
Figure 6-15 displays the underlying "fracture envelope" for the present associated
anisotropic fracture model. It corresponds to a plot of the work-conjugate strain to
fracture as a function of the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter (i.e. the
surface defined by D =1) for the special case of monotonic proportional loading. The
black lines depict the loading paths for the five experiments that have been used for
calibration. Note that the loading path in our experiments is non-proportional and thus,
the end points of the curves are not expected to lie on the visualized fracture envelope.
Note that the fracture envelope cannot be used simply as a fracture strain limit (except for
proportional loading); it must be interpreted as the reciprocal of the weighting function
(Eq. (6.3)) for damage calculation, i.e. the lower the value of the fracture envelope, the
faster damage accumulates for a given stress state.
We made use of the calibrated associated fracture model to predict the onset of
fracture for all other experiments (i.e. the material orientations 900 and 450). Figure 6-16a
shows the predicted displacements to fracture as normalized by the corresponding
experimental measurements. We observe good agreement for all 00 experiments as these
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have been used for calibration. However, the calibrated model overestimates significantly
the displacement to fracture for all other experiments. The largest relative difference is
observed for the tensile test with central-hole specimens in transverse direction, where the
predicted displacement to fracture is about 50% higher than that observed in the
experiments. Figure 6-16b shows the computed damage indicator D at the experimentally
measured instant of onset of fracture. This illustration elucidates that the use of the work-
conjugate equivalent plastic strain underestimates the damage accumulation for the 900
and 450 material orientations.
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Fig. 6-15: Fracture envelope for the associated anisotropic fracture model showing the
work-conjugate equivalent strain to fracture as a function of the stress triaxiality and the
Lode angle parameter. The black trajectories denote the loading path of the five
experiments which are used for calibration, all featuring a maximum principal stress in
the extrusion direction.
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Fig. 6-16: Evaluation of the existing associated model with MMC fracture envelope and
isotropic damage rule based on work-conjugate equivalent plastic strain: (a) Ratio of
predicted to measured fracture displacement, (b) Predicted damage values at the
experimentally-measured onset of fracture; Evaluation of the new non-associated model
with MMC fracture envelope and anisotropic damage rule based on a linear transformed
equivalent strain: (c) Ratio of predicted to measured fracture displacement, (d) Predicted
damage values at the experimentally-measured onset of fracture. The red rectangular
frames indicate the tests used for calibration of the non-associated model.
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6.4.2 Non-associated anisotropic fracture model
An attempt is made to come up with a modified definition of the equivalent plastic strain
to describe the anisotropic fracture properties with reasonable accuracy. Inspired by the
formulation of anisotropic yield functions through the linear transformation of the stress
tensor (Barlat et al., 2003; Cazacu and Barlat, 2001), we introduced an anisotropic
equivalent plastic strain function which operates on a linearly transformed strain tensor.
In vector notation, we write
dp = (dep) -3(dep) = OT/3(dep) - (de,) (6.5)
where de, denotes the increment in the plastic strain vector e, = { E Es,
v/' 2 VEP3, \/2ES3 }, while ,3 T, is a positive semi-definite matrix which characterizes
the linear transformation of the strain vector. Note that for # = 1, the above definition
corresponds to the von Mises equivalent plastic strain.
In the present work, we limit our attention to a diagonal transformation matrix with
only three independent coefficients,
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 #22 0 0 0 0
0 0 /333 0 0 0 (6.6)
0 0 0 /312 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
We assume 323 = 31 = 1 as none of our experiments comprises substantial out-of-plane
loading. Furthermore, as for the previous associated fracture model, we will make use of
the isotropic MMC weighting function to account for the effect of stress state. As a result,
seven parameters need to be calibrated from experiments: three parameters associated
with the linear-transformation of the strain vector and four parameters of the MMC
weighting function. Eight experiments are used to calibrate the model parameters
[ci, c2 , c3 , cO, /22, #33, #12]: the notched tensile tests with R = 10mm for all three material
orientations, the tensile tests with central hole for all three material orientations, the shear
test with a = 450 , and the equi-biaxial punch test. The determination of the
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corresponding Least Squared Error (LSE) of damage predictions requires the history of
the stress triaxiality, the Lode angle parameter and the plastic strain tensor. After
minimization we obtain an LSE of 3.47 x 10-3, which indicates a good fit of the model to
the experimental data for the calibration experiment. The corresponding fracture model
parameters are given in Table 6-3.
To validate the proposed non-associated anisotropic fracture model, we compute the
displacement at the onset of fracture for all experiments. The summary plot in Fig. 6-16c
shows that proposed model provides good predictions of the displacement to fracture for
all fourteen experiments. The biggest relative error is 6.5%; it is observed for a central-
holed tensile test at a material orientation of 450. Evaluation of the damage indicator at
the experimentally-measured instant of onset of fracture (Fig. 6-16d) confirms the good
agreement of the experiments and simulations. Moreover, as illustrated by Table 6-2 and
Table 6-3, the accumulated least square error of all 14 experiments with the new model is
significantly lower than that with the associated model.
Table 6-3: Parameters for the non-associated anisotropic fracture model
LSE[-] LSE
c1[] C2 [-] C3 [] c6 [-] #22 [-] 33 [-] 12 [-] (calibration (all tests)
tests)
0.121 1.783 0.910 1.163 2.3329 0.0273 2.3957 3.47 x 10-3 4.47 x 10-3
In the case of the associated fracture model, the work-conjugate equivalent plastic
strain to fracture for monotonic proportional loading is a function of the normalized stress
invariants only (Fig. 6-15). However, in the case of the non-associated fracture model, the
work-conjugate equivalent plastic strain to fracture depends also on the direction of
loading with respect to the material axes. To illustrate this direction dependency, selected
fracture envelopes are computed assuming (1) the principal axes of the Cauchy stress
tensor to be aligned with the material coordinate system, and (2) the minimum principal
stress to be aligned with the sheet thickness direction. In particular, we consider the
following three special cases:
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1. Maximum principal stress along the 04-direction;
2. Maximum principal stress along the 90 0-direction;
3. Maximum principal stress along the 450-direction;
Figure 6-17 shows the corresponding fracture envelopes in the space of (r, 0,).
Analogously to the plot shown for the associated fracture model, the vertical coordinate
may be interpreted as a measure for the damage accumulation. For example, the surfaces
for the 90 0-direction and 450-direction lie well below the surface for 00-direction which
implies that damage accumulates much faster when the maximum principal stress is
aligned with those two directions as compared to the 00-direction.
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Fig. 6-17: Fracture envelope for the non-associated anisotropic fracture model. Note that
the work-conjugate equivalent plastic strain to fracture is not only a function of the stress
triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter, but also of the loading direction with respect to
the material axes. The curve labels indicate the orientations of the maximum principal
stress.
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6.4.3 Implementation and Validations
Both the associated and non-associated anisotropic fracture models presented above are
implemented in ABAQUS/explicit in conjunction with the anisotropic Yld2000-3d
plasticity model outlined in Chapter 2. Simulations with post-failure softening (see
Section 5.5) and element deletion are carried out for the notched tensile experiments to
check the performance of both calibrated models.
Figure 6-18 shows the measured load-displacement responses for notched tensile
tests along rolling and transverse directions, together with the predictions of the existing
associated anisotropic fracture model. As illustrated by the left column of Fig. 6-18, the
calibrated associated fracture model, together with a properly adjusted post-failure
softening rule (De = 1.5, m = 0.8), are able to capture the material response in extrusion
direction with good accuracy. Both the fracture initiation (compare the blue stars and red
diamond-shape dots on Fig. 6-18) and the post-failure response are well predicted.
However, for the experiments along transverse direction, the associated model greatly
overestimates the ductility, as shown by the right column of Fig. 6-18. This is a structural
level manifestation of the results shown in Fig. 6-16ab. The associated anisotropic
fracture model is unable to accommodate the direction-dependent ductilities.
On the contrary, the newly developed non-associated anisotropic fracture model,
together with the post-failure model outlined with parameters of Dc = 1.5 and m = 0.8,
shows encouraging results in predicting the fracture behavior of the R = 10mm notched
tensile test in all three material orientations. As shown in Fig. 6-19, the predictions of the
non-associated model (red curve) correlates remarkably well with the experimental data
in all three material orientations, whereas the associated model only works well with
extrusion direction (which was used for calibration) but only provides poor agreements
with the experimental curve in transverse and diagonal directions. In addition, the
damage contour and element deletion shown in Fig. 6-20a and Fig. 6-20b confirms that
fracture starts from the center of the specimen, which is the case in experiments (Fig.
6-20c).
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Fig. 6-18: Comparison of notched force-displacement curves between experimental
measurements and the predictions of the associated anisotropic fracture model.
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Fig. 6-19: Comparison of the performance of the associated (black dashed curve)
anisotropic and the new non-associated anisotropic fracture model in predicting the
experimental force-displacement curves (blue dots) of the R = 10mm notched tensile tests
in three different material orientations (a =00, 450 and 90").
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Fig. 6-20: Prediction and observation of the crack formation in a notched tensile test (R =
10mm). (a) predicted damage D contour prior to fracture initiation; (b) fracture prediction
using element deletion; (c) crack formation identified using DIC.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Fracture mechanism
At the macroscopic scale, all notched tensile specimens feature a slant fracture surface
(e.g. see Fig. 6-21). Here, our attention is limited to SEM images of the fracture surfaces
to shed some light on the underlying fracture mechanism. For our discussion, it is worth
recalling that the main alloying elements of aluminum 6260 are magnesium (0.45-0.7%)
and silicon (0.4-0.6%), while the present Al-Mg-Si alloy system is in the precipitation
hardened T6 condition.
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(c)
Figure 6-22 shows selected SEM images of the fracture surfaces of (a) 00 butterfly
shear specimen, (b) 00 notched tensile specimen, and (c) 90" notched tensile specimen.
The SEM fractograph for shear loading along the rolling direction (Fig. 6-22a) shows a
clean surface with slip traces which is characteristic for shear fracture. The fracture
surfaces of the notched specimens (Fig. 6-22b and Fig. 6-22c) appear to be the result of
intergranular fracture (large smooth areas) in combination with some void sheet fracture
(areas with small dimples). Note that the presence of a precipitate free zone near the grain
boundaries would facilitate intergranular ductile fracture (see the work on a 2000 series
alloy by Morgeneyer et al., 2008).
Recall from our DIC and FEA analysis that the strain fields on the specimen surface
indicated the formation of shear bands for all shear specimens. In the case of the notched
tensile specimens, shear bands can also form in a plane perpendicular to the specimen
width direction (e.g. Spencer et al., 2002b). Thus, these shear bands are not detectible
Loading direction Thickness
Transverse
(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 6-21: Fracture of notched tensile specimen with R=10mm and a = 90": (a) fractured
specimen; (b) longitudinal cut of the specimen showing the characteristic slant fracture
surface; (c) SEM image of the specimen's central cross-section just prior to fracture
initiation (after applying 98% of the fracture displacement).
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through surface strain measurements. We therefore interrupted a notched tensile
experiment on a 90' specimen after applying 98% of the displacement to fracture and
prepared a cross-sectional cut for micrographic analysis (Fig. 6-21c). Even though the
grain boundaries are not visible in the micrograph shown in Fig. 6-21c, one can detect the
presence of a shear band from the pronounced offset on the lower specimen surface
(which has no longer the smooth shape of a neck). Furthermore, the micrograph reveals
that an approximately quadrangular channel begins to form within the neck. The
formation of channels (i.e. macroscopic voids) is a well-known damage mechanism in
metals for plane strain conditions. Recent examples are the experiments by Spencer et al.
(2002a, b) on aluminum 5754 and Ghahremaninezhad and Ravi-Chandar (2011) on pure
polycrystalline copper. Orowan (1949) explained the growth of channels through
alternating slip. Similar to the mechanisms described by Spencer et al. (2002b), it is
speculated here that co-operative shear is followed by inter- and intragranular void-sheet
fracture.
The localization of plastic deformation within narrow shear bands (of the width of the
grain size) is seen as the characteristic precursor to fracture in the present alloy. The
study by Hu et al. (2008) on an Al-Mg alloy has shown that the presence of intermetallic
particles has only a weak effect on the localization paths. Morgeneyer et al. (2008)
explained the anisotropy in the fracture properties of an aluminum 2000 series alloy (Al-
Cu-Mg system) through morphological anisotropy, i.e. aligned chains of intermetallic
particles and pores along the rolling direction. For the present 6000 series alloy, we did
not observe any notable morphological anisotropy (even at higher magnification).
Furthermore, the inspection of micrographs did not reveal any evidence of second phase
particles contributing to the fracture process. It is thus speculated that the observed
anisotropy in the macroscopic strain to fracture is due to the effect of texture and possible
grain shape anisotropy on the formation of shear bands and subsequent fracture.
The low strain hardening associated with the T6-state of the present material is
expected to favor shear-type of slant fracture. Asserin-Lebert et al. (2005) demonstrated
that heat treating a 6056 aluminum alloy can change the fracture mode of Kahn
specimens from slanted to flat. They argue that the conditions for band localization are
more easily fulfilled in the case of low strain hardening capability (which is characteristic
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for the T6 state). It is also worth noting that the observed small dimples on the fracture
surface (traces of secondary voids) are typical for the T6 state. For instance, Simar et al.
(2010) attributed the nucleation of secondary voids in a 6005 alloy in the T6 condition to
the presence of small nanometer-sized dispersoids and the high flow stress. Similar to the
mechanism described by Asserin-Lebert et al. (2005), these secondary voids are coupled
with the shear localization process, as they favor the formation of intense deformation
bands.
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Fig. 6-22: Fractography. (a) Butterfly specimen after shear loading (,i = 0') for a
material orientation of a = 00; (b) notched tensile specimen (R=10mm) after loading
along extrusion direction (a = 00); (c) notched tensile specimen (R=Omm) after loading
along transverse direction (a = 900).
6.5.2 Critical comment on the proposed anisotropic fracture
model
The proposed phenomenological modeling approach facilitates the transformation of
isotropic to anisotropic fracture models. With only three additional parameters, the
anisotropic MMC model is able to capture the anisotropy in ductility while maintaining
the model's good flexibility to fit experimental data covering a wide range of stress
states. However, the model should be used with caution. In particular, the following
points are noted:
(1) In analogy with linear transformation based anisotropic plasticity models (Barlat
et al., 2003; Cazacu and Barlat, 2001; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993), the proposed
anisotropic extension is a purely mathematical representation to describe the
macroscopic anisotropic fracture behavior of metal sheets.
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(2) The choice of the underlying isotropic weighting function is based on the Mohr-
Coulomb failure model. This choice is supported by the observation of shear
fracture. However, the original physical meaning of the model parameters is
partially lost throughout the derivation of the MMC model. The linear
transformation of the strain tensor amplifies the loss of the original physical
meaning further.
(3) It is recommended to use a wide experimental database to identify the model
parameters. Ideally, the experimental database is chosen such that it covers the
range of model application. Note that due to the loss of the physical meaning of
the model parameters, the predictive capabilities of this model are unknown.
The present work has focused on the development of a phenomenological fracture
model; this approach is very efficient from a computational point of view as it is
uncoupled from the plasticity model. However, it is noted that physics-based models for
predicting anisotropic fracture could also be used (see Benzerga and Leblond, 2010). The
trade-off between efficiency and physical motivation needs to be evaluated in future
work. Moreover, it may also be worth developing a weighting function for use in a
phenomenological model based on a void growth model.
6.6 Concluding remarks
The ductile fracture behavior of 2mm thick extruded aluminum 6260-T6 sheets is
investigated using a hybrid experimental-numerical approach. An extensive experimental
program including experiments for both tension- and shear-dominated loading is carried
out to cover a wide range of stress states and material orientations. Finite element
simulations are performed of all fracture experiments to determine the evolution of the
local stresses and strains prior to the onset of fracture. The main conclusions of this work
are:
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(1) The good agreement of the numerical predictions with all experimentally-
measured force-displacement curves validates the extended Yld2000 yield
function for general three-dimensional stress states proposed in Chapter 2.
(2) The governing failure mode for shear-dominant loading is the localization of
plastic deformation in shear bands. A particularly strong effect of the material
orientation on the instant of shear band formation has been observed. This
anisotropy is accurately predicted by the plasticity model.
(3) In all fracture experiments, a strong dependence of the equivalent plastic strain to
fracture on the material orientation is observed. The framework of uncoupled
isotropic phenomenological fracture models (e.g. Fischer et al., 1995) is
extended to account for the effect of anisotropy at the macroscopic level. The
underlying damage accumulation law makes use of an isotropic stress-state
dependent weighting function along with a scalar anisotropic plastic strain
measure.
(4) It is shown that the non-associated anisotropic fracture model is able to predict
the material direction dependency of the fracture strain with good accuracy for
all experiments. Specifically, we made use of the isotropic Modified Mohr-
Coulomb (MMC) weighting function, while the scalar anisotropic plastic strain
measure is defined through the linear transformation of the plastic strain vector
before applying the von Mises equivalent plastic strain definition.
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Chapter 7
Structural Application: Numerical failure
analysis of the stretch-bending operation
7.1 Introduction
The use of Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) in automotive industry has increased
dramatically over the past decade due to their great potential for reducing car weight and
enhancing crashworthiness. The mechanical properties of these steels are usually tuned
by altering their microstructures, especially the martensite volume fraction, which
features high strength but low ductility. Therefore, while industry keeps chasing higher
strength, the formability of AHSS is compromised. Various issues have arisen during the
manufacturing processes of AHSS. A typical problem that has been widely seen in press
shops is the fracture occurring on tight punch/die radii in stamping processes. This type
of fracture is oriented perpendicular to the stretching direction in-plane, exhibits little
localized necking, presents 450 slant crack through thickness, and is thus termed 'shear
fracture' in the forming industry.
The process of bending sheet metal over a radius with superimposed tension is
recognized as an important deformation mode for sheet metal. Marciniak and Duncan
(1992) analyzed the problem for different material models, and they developed a special
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equipment for stretch-bending metal strips known as a Modified Duncan-Shabel (MDS)
apparatus (Walp et al., 2006). Recently, the forming community has shown great interest
in this area due to the shear fracture issue in AHSS stamping. An important thrust on
studies of the sheet metal stretch-bending is the fact that traditional formability measures,
such as Forming Limit Diagram (FLD), fails to predict shear fracture at tight punch/die
radii (Sriram et al., 2003). Consequently, great efforts have been made in order to find an
alternative approach to predict such fractures. On the experimental side, Gotoh et al.
(1997) conducted a series of draw-bending tests on Cu-0, and showed a clear transition
from shear fracture on die radii to tensile failure on the side wall as the R/t (die/punch
radii to sheet thickness) ratio increases. Also, continuous efforts have been made in the
forming industry to correlate failure stress (or other similar index) to R/t ratio and thus
obtain empirical critical R/t ratios of shear fracture for various AHSS by conducting
MDS or similar tests (Levy and Van Tyne, 2009; Shih and Shi, 2008; Shih et al., 2009;
Sriram et al., 2003; Walp et al., 2006). On the analytical side, Bai and Wierzbicki (2008)
derived close-form solution for both global force responses and local strain and stress
state in the MDS stretch-bending test assuming plane strain condition. Issa (2009)
extended Bai's solution by incorporating power hardening law and considering loading
history. However, only few numerical works can be found in the literature (Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2008; Kim et al., 2009). Clearly, considering the incompetence of FLD, a
reliable numerical method for failure prediction in the stretch-bending case is still under
high demand from the forming community. Here, we adopt a ductile fracture approach,
form a detailed numerical procedure from plasticity to fracture, and then validate the
model by simulating a real stretch-bending operation on a dual-phase steel sheet.
In this chapter, the plastic behavior and ductile fracture property of a DP780 sheet are
shown to be fully characterized by Hill's (1948) orthotropic plasticity model and MMC
fracture model respectively. A numerical procedure for both plasticity and fracture is
developed and implemented into commercial FE software through a user material
subroutine in Abaqus explicit. Detailed FE simulations of a quasi-static stretch-bending
operation are carried out with the calibrated models. The comparisons of both global
punch load-displacement responses and fracture location with recently published
experimental results prove the accuracy and validity of the present method. Lastly, a
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series of parametric studies are conducted to investigate the effect of punch/die friction,
tension level, mesh size and fracture envelope on the failure behavior in a stretch-bending
process.
7.2 Material and plasticity
7.2.1 Material
The family of AHSS is comprised of a variety of steel grades, most of which are
multiphase materials with tensile strengths of 600MPa and higher, such as dual phase
(DP), transformation induced plasticity (TRIP), and complex phase (CP). In the present
chapter, a 1mm-thick dual phase steel sheet with 780MPa minimum tensile strength
(DP780) provided by US Steel Corporation is chosen for our study. DP steel features a
microstructure consisting of a soft ferrite matrix and islands of martensite as the
secondary phase. The matensite volume fraction (MVF) of the present DP780 sheet is
about 30%.
7.2.2 Plasticity characterization
The standard phenomenological plasticity model featuring 1) Hill'48 orthotropic yield
surface, ii) associated flow rule and iii) isotropic hardening law is employed here to
model the present DP780 sheet. The details of this model is outlined in Section 5.2.2.
Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted to identify the plasticity parameters. Two dog-
bone shaped specimens with a 50mm long and 12.5mm wide gauge section were cut from
each of three different sheet orientations (0 , 450, 90" with respect to the rolling
direction). The engineering stress strain curves up to the onset of necking (maximum
load) from six tests are shown in Fig. 7-1. It is found that the stress-strain curves from 0'
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and 900 direction are almost identical, while the curves from 450 direction are slightly
lower (up to 3%). An average Lankford ratio of rvg= 0.8 from 6 uniaxial tensile tests
were measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). Only small variation (5%) of this
ratio was observed with respect to sheet orientation. Therefore, based on the experimental
observations, it is safe to assume that the present DP780 sheet is planar isotropic. Using
the average Lankford ratio, one can readily calculate the corresponding Hill's constants
given in Table 7-1.
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Fig. 7-1: Engineering stress strain curves from uniaxial tensile tests on 3 DP780 sheet
orientations.
Table 7-1: Lankford ratio and Hill's coefficients of DP780 steel sheets
Hill'48 Coefficients
avg
F G H L M N
0.8 0.56 0.56 0.44 1.5 1.5 1.5
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Regarding the hardening law, the necessity of obtaining reliable stress-strain behavior
at large strains has been explained in Section 6.3.2, where an inverse method to
extrapolate true stress-strain curve was presented. Here, we follow this method to obtain
the isotropic hardening behavior of the present steel sheet. The true stress-strain curve up
to the necking point (true strain 0.1) for a 0" specimen is shown in Fig. 7-2a, and the
Swift law (Eq. (2.10)) provides a good fit for the true stress strain curve during the stage
of uniform elongation(see Table 7-2 for Swift law parameters). However, for true strain
exceeding 0.1, a localized neck develops and the validity of Swift law fitting is
questionable, and thus an inverse method is utilized to obtain a reliable stress-strain
relation beyond necking. A detailed FE model (0.3mmxO.3mmx0.3mm solid element
mesh in gauge section) is built for the uniaxial tensile test in Abaqus Explicit, in which
the Hill'48 plasticity and associated flow rule have been implemented as a VUMAT user
material subroutine. The element size of this FE model was determined following the
same procedure as in Section 6.3.2, and it is set to the value below which the FE solution
converges. As shown in Fig. 7-2, by manually optimize the post-necking part of the Swift
law hardening curve (3 red diamond-shaped dots on Fig. 7-2a), one can get a corrected
hardening curve (black dashed line with circles on Fig. 7-2a) which can give a much
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Fig. 7-2: Identification of a reliable hardening law: (a) Swift law fitting and the corrected
post -necking hardening curve; (b) Load-displacement prediction of both hardening
curves (Gauge length = 31.4mm)
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better load-displacement response prediction than the Swift law, see Fig. 7-2b. The final
hardening curve is a combined one with Swift law before necking and corrected piece-
wise linear curve beyond necking. Both the Swift law parameters and the piece-wise
post-necking data are listed in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Optimized hardening curve.
S=0 - 0.1 P = '. -1True Strain Uniform Post-necking
Level elongation 2, =0.3 J, = 0.6 2, = 1.0
Swift Law:
Deformation A = 1223MPa 1091.9MPa l2l4MPa 1371MPa
Resistance k Eo = 0.003
n=0.11
7.2.3 Plasticity validation
The strips in the stretching bending operations are mostly under a stress state that is
between uniaxial tension and plane strain tension. As shown in Fig. 7-9, the strip portion
on a tight die radius is usually under plane strain bending, while the strip between
clamped ends and the radii is close to uniaxial tension. Therefore, an ideal plasticity
model for such applications should at least give good prediction for these two stress
states. Fig. 7-3 shows the plane stress yield surfaces for DP780 of both von Mises and
Hill'48 (with rag = 0.8) models. The black dot denotes the uniaxial tension state, the
squares represent the plane strain tension condition, so the red curves between the dot and
squares are the stress states between uniaxial and plane strain tension, which are of
special interest to this study. The performance of the Hill'48 plasticity model under
uniaxial tension has been shown in Fig. 7-2b. Here, we validate it under plane strain
condition, on which von Mises and Hill'48 show a considerable difference in Fig. 7-3.
The test results of Walters (2009) on a butterfly shaped specimen (Fig. 7-4a) are used
for this plane strain validation. Under pure tension, this full-thickness plasticity specimen
features a uniform plane strain condition in its gauge section. A FE model of this plane
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strain tension test was built in Abaqus Explicit (Fig. 7-4b), and both von Mises and
Hill'48 plasticity model were implemented to describe the plastic responses. As shown in
Fig. 7-5, the Hill'48 model provides a perfect prediction of the load-displacement
relation, while the von Mises one overestimates the force level. Therefore, the present
plasticity model with Hill'48 yield function, the associated flow rule and the isotropic
hardening law has been validated for both uniaxial tension and plane strain tension
condition, and thus is competent for the stretch bending simulations.
DP780 Yild Sufaces
1000
--- Hill's 48
&Von Mises
Plane strain0 Tension
-00I :a
1OUniaxal
400 Tension
-000
.800 0 NO l000
First principal in-plane stress (MPa)
Fig. 7-3: Planar isotropic Hill'48 initial yield surface for rag= 0.8 with superimposed von
Mises yield surface of DP780 sheet.
68 C
(a) (b)
Fig. 7-4: The plane strain plasticity specimen. (a) drawing with dimension (Walters,
2009) ; (b) FE model of the specimen gauge section, with 3 solid elements through
thickness
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Fig. 7-5: Comparison of the plane strain tension load-displacement curves predicted by
numerical simulations against experimental data. (Gauge length = 5mm).
7.3 Fracture modeling and calibration
The uncoupled phenomenological fracture model outlined in Section 5.3 is used here to
describe the failure behavior of present material. This fracture model features a 3-
prameter MMC fracture envelope and a linear incremental damage accumulation rule.
For the DP780 sheet, significant effort has been made to develop lab-based fracture
testing techniques by Walters (2009). 16 Hasek (1978) punch tests (circles on Fig. 7-6a)
and 32 biaxial butterfly specimen tests (diamonds on Fig. 7-6a) were conducted all the
way to fracture, and all these tests have small variation on their stress states during the
whole loading process. The stress state parameters r; and j for each test were obtained
through detailed FE simulations, and the Hill'48 equivalent strain to fracture for every
test was determined by a hybrid method of DIC and FEA, which has been described in
Section 6.3 . Detailed information about fracture testing can be found in Walters (2009).
All the test points are plotted in (rl, j, 7) space on Fig. 7-6a, and a Matlab subroutine was
written to minimize the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between test results and fracture
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envelope and optimize the values of ci, c2 and c3 . The calibrated MMC parameters are
listed in Table 7-3, and one can see a small MSE value of 5.7% for 48 tests, which shows
great flexibility of the MMC fracture envelope. The calibrated 3D fracture envelope is
shown in Fig. 7-6a, and its plane stress 2D envelope is displayed in Fig. 7-6b.
Table 7-3: Calibrated MMC parameters of DP780 and mean squared error for calibration
Calibrated MMC parameters
Material MSE
C1 C2 C3
DP 780 0.1535 720MPa 0.9792 5.7%
The 2D plane stress fracture envelope is handy for sheet metal applications. As
shown in Fig. 7-6b, the envelope consists of four branches separated by five typical stress
states for sheets. Assuming proportional loading and associated flow rule, the 2D MMC
fracture envelope can be readily transformed into a Fracture Forming Limit Diagram
(FFLD) (Bai, 2008), see Fig. 7-7. An experimentally determined FLD of DP 780 is also
superimposed on Fig. 7-7, and it can be seen that the FFLD is higher than FLD. This
discrepancy is due to the fact that the FLD was measured using standard industrial
method by measuring in-plane strains before necking with a length scale of 2.54mm,
while FFLD was calibrated using local fracture strains measured inside the neck using
DIC and FE inverse method with length scale of about 0.03mm. Furthermore, FFLD can
cover the stress states between uniaxial tension and compression which could not be
predicted by FLD. Moreover, in the present framework, the MMC fracture envelope is
not used simply as a strain limit, but as a reference strain value in the damage
accumulation rule (Eq. (5.22)). This scheme enables its applicability for non-proportional
loading conditions, where FLD usually does not work.
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Fig. 7-6: The MMC fracture envelopes for DP780: (a) general 3D envelope; (b) 2D
envelope for plane stress condition.
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Fig. 7-7: MMC Fracture forming limit diagram with superimposed FLD (Experimental
FLD is provided by US Steel Corp.)
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7.4 Experimental procedures for Stretch-bending
The anisotropic plasticity Shih et al. (2008; 2009) performed full sets of stretch-bending
tests with a Stretch Forming Simulator (SFS) on various AHSS strips, including the
present DP780 steel. As shown in Fig. 7-8, the SFS provides an ideal lab-based testing
environment for the first stage of a typical automotive stamping process (Fig. 7-9), where
shear fracture periodically occurs. During a SFS test, the strip is first clamped on both
sides, and then the upper die moves down and stretches the blank into the die cavity,
while both the tension level within the strip and the wrap angle # increase.
d
Adjustable clamping distance
C
SlEET UTAL fINTO WALL O
\\7 DIE
Replacable DO
Lower Die C PMESE
Fig. 7-8: Schematic drawing of the SFS test (Shih et al., 2009)
Upper Die U Die BinderSheet Metal7
Binder
Cl LLower 
Die
Lower Die
Wall Stress
(a) (b)
Fig. 7-9: Typical first stage of a stamping process: (a) binder closure; (b) die closure.
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It has been widely reported (Hudgins et al., 2007; Shih and Shi, 2008; Shih et al.,
2009; Walp et al., 2006) that the failure modes in the stretch-bending operations are
determined by the combination of R/t ratio and the applied tension level on the sheet. In a
SFS test, the R/t ratio can be altered by replacing different lower dies, and the tension
level on the strip is controlled by adjusting the clamping distance d, see Fig. 7-8. The
radius of the upper die is fixed at a relatively large value (18mm), so the failure modes of
the strips under SFS testing are limited to 3 cases:
(1) Shear fracture within lower die radius (Fig. 7-10a);
(2) Mixed failure on the tangent point between lower die radius and sidewall (Fig.
7-1Ob);
(3) Tensile failure in the sidewall between upper and lower dies (Fig. 7-1 Oc).
Normally, the fractured surface is perpendicular to the strip axis except when fracture
occurs on the side wall. Figure 7-11 gives a good example. On the side wall, the state of
stress is almost uniaxial, and the fracture occurs either diagonally or in a zigzag way. In
those cases, the fracture location was defined as the initiation site of the fracture, which is
usually in the middle of the strip.
In addition to the failure mode/location, other test results that are of great interest to
the forming community include the wall stress o, at failure (load along sidewall
normalized by original cross-sectional area), wrap angle # at failure and drawing depth h
at failure, see Fig. 7-9b.
(a) (b) (c)
Fracture rip rip  rip
Fracturer
Fracture
Shear Fracture Tangent Fracture Tensile Failure
Fig. 7-10: Three typical failure modes/locations observed in a SFS test (Shih et al., 2009)
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Fig. 7-11: Fractured DP780 specimens after SFS tests with four different lower die radii.
For this study, the test results from US Steel Corp. (Shih and Shi, 2008; Shih et al.,
2009) on 2-inch-wide (50.8mm) DP780 strips are utilized to validate our material
modeling, especially the fracture predicting capability of the phenomenological fracture
model proposed in Chapers 5 and 6. All strip specimens for this study were sheared
perpendicular to the rolling direction from the same DP780 sheet. Each specimen is
deburred before the test using a fine file instead of a mechanical deburrer to limit
imperfections on the edge. The quasi-static SFS tests were performed with a constant
upper die speed of 0.25m/min, a fixed clamping distance d of 460mm, total clamped strip
length 1 of 600mm and radii gap 6 of 2mm (Fig. 7-8). Teflon@ fluoropolymer film is used
to reduce friction between strips and dies.
It noteworthy that the upper die speed adopted in the present study (0.25m/min) is
much lower than typical industrial forming practices. Such choice was made in order to
minimize the effects of rate sensitivity and thermal softening on both plasticity and
fracture, and thus focus on the intrinsic mechanics and fracture phenomenon during
stretch bending. Moreover, the lower loading rate would be more consistent with our
plasticity and fracture calibration under quasi-static conditions. Nonetheless, the rate
sensitivity and thermal softening effects are important topics especially when the drawing
speed is high. Extensive studies have been done on the strain rate and temperature effects
on stretch forming processes (e.g. Kim et al., 2009). For the present material, the effect of
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loading rate (upper die speed) in SFS tests was also investigated experimentally by Shih
(2009). However, those data will not be analyzed in the present work which focuses on
quasi-static and isothermal conditions.
Four different lower die radii, 1.5mm, 3mm, 5mm, 10mm, were adopted for the SFS
testing, and every strip specimen was tested all the way to fracture. Five tests were
performed for each R/t condition, and the repeatability of the results was quite good. For
each condition, the fracture location is repeatable. Meanwhile, the average coefficients of
variation for wrap angle and wall stress at failure are both less than 2%, and detailed
information about the data spread for each R/t condition is reported by Shih and Shi
(2008) and Shih et al. (2009). In the present study, the tests that yield median drawing
depth values for each condition were employed and compared with simulations in the
following sections.
Photographs of typical fractured strips for each lower die radius are shown in Fig.
7-11. One can see a clear transition of fracture location from sidewall to die radius and
fracture mode from tensile failure to shear fracture as the die radius decreases. This
phenomenon is an important criterion for the validation of numerical simulations in
Section 7.5 . Furthermore, the wall stress and wrap angle at the onset of failure as well as
the load displacement response of the upper die for all R/t values are also compared with
the numerical simulations in Section 7.5 .
7.5 Numerical modeling and validation
In order to validate the present plasticity and fracture model for DP780 and investigate
the applicability of these models to practical AHSS forming problems, detailed numerical
simulations of the SFS tests are performed. The simulation results are compared with
experiments and discussed in various aspects.
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7.5.1 Model description
All the numerical simulations of the present SFS tests were performed in the environment
of Abaqus Explicit (2009) with both Hill'48 plasticity and MMC fracture model
implemented as a user material subroutine (VUMAT). The element deletion technique is
used to model the fracture process.
In numerical modeling of the stretch-bending operations, both solid three-dimension
(3D) finite element model (Kim et al., 2009) and plane strain finite element model (Bai
and Wierzbicki, 2008) have been used in the literature, while shell element models are
extensively employed in metal forming simulations. In the present study, three models
employing solid, plane strain and shell elements respectively were built in Abaqus in an
attempt to examine their applicability to this type of problem, see Fig. 7-12. All the
model geometries and boundary conditions follow exactly their counterparts in the
DP780 SFS tests described in Section 4. For solid and shell element models, the
symmetry condition in the width direction was utilized to save computational time. All
elements used features an aspect ratio of 1:1:1.
Axis of
.symmetrY DP780 Strip
-'..%%%.Upper Die
Lower Die
Lower Binder
(a)
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Fig. 7-12: Numerical models of the SFS test with different element type. (a) solid element
model; (b) shell element model; (c) plane strain element model.
In these three models, the tools, including an upper die, a lower die and a lower
binder (Fig. 7-12a), are represented by analytical rigid surfaces in Abaqus. The detailed
information about three finite element models is listed in Table 7-4. It should be noted
that the friction coefficient in Table 7-4 is determined by an inverse method. A series of
simulations with different friction coefficients were carried out using the shell element
model for the R/t=5 case, and the vertical force versus displacement responses of the
upper die are compared with the test result in Fig. 7-13. It can be seen that the friction
coefficient 0.05 provides best correlation, and the low value is in accordance with the fact
that Teflon@ film was used as lubricant during tests.
Table 7-4: Summary of computational information about 3 FE models
Solid element Shell element Plane strain
model model element model
Element type (Abaqus) C3D8R S4R CPE4R
Mesh size (critical area) 0.2mm 1mm 0.1mm
Total No. of elements 52310 3205 9932
No. of thru-thickness 5 5 10integration pts.
Contact algorithm Penalty contact method
Friction coefficient 0.05 (between all contact surfaces)
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Fig. 7-13: Comparison of upper die load-displacement responses of simulations with
different friction coefficient against experimental data.
7.5.2 Results and validations
Twelve simulations were performed using the three models featuring different element
types. For each model, four simulations with different values of lower die radius R were
carried out in order to predict the fracture location transitions as shown in Fig. 7-11, as
well as the upper die load-displacement response, wrap angle and wall stress at the onset
of failure for each R/t value. The four lower die radii adopted in the simulations are
1.5mm, 3mm, 5 mm and 10 mm, which are the same as in the experiments, and
corresponds to R/t ratios 1.5, 3, 5 and 10 respectively for the sheet thickness Imm. The
results are presented in the following three aspects:
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Fracture location/mode
Referring to Fig. 7-10, there are three typical fracture locations observed in the SFS tests,
and the R/t ratio is an important factor that influences the transition between these
locations. Figure 7-11 clearly demonstrates the fracture mode shifting from shear fracture
on the lower die radius to the tensile failure on sidewall as the R/t ratio increases.
In this section, the fracture location/mode transition is studied through numerical
simulations. The fractured upper halves of the strips in all four tests are displayed in Fig.
7-14a, and it can be seen that tensile failure at sidewall occurs when R/t is 10, shear
fractures on lower die radii show up when R/t are 3 and 1.5, while a mixed failure around
tangent point happens when R/t is 5. The results form three FE models (after element
deletion) are shown in Fig. 7-14b-d and compared with the experimental observation
(Fig. 7-14a). In Fig. 7-14b-d, the red dots denote the tangent point of the lower die.
Apparently, the solid element model and the shell element model can predict the fracture
locations and the fracture mode transition accurately, while the plane strain element
model always predicts fracture on the radii and is not able to describe the shift in the
fracture location as the R/t ratio changes.
(a) Experimental observation (b) Solid element model
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(c) Shell element model (d) Plane strain element model
Fig. 7-14: Comparison of the fractured strips observed in tests against the simulation
results.
Upper die load-displacement response
During a SFS test, as the upper die moves downward and draws the strip into the die
cavity, the vertical reaction force on the upper die increases, and its load-displacement
responses were recorded for each test. The upper die load-displacement responses
calculated by three FE models are compared in Fig. 7-15 with the experimental data for
all four R/t ratios. The displacements at which the force drops corresponds to the drawing
depth h at failure (Fig. 7-9b).
The correlation of the load-displacement curves is a good validation of both plasticity
model and the fracture model. A good plasticity model enables the ideal correlation of the
curve shape up to the point of fracture, and a good fracture model ensures the force
dropping at right time. From Fig. 7-15, it is found that the solid element model predicts
the load-displacement curves for all four cases with good accuracy, the maximum error in
drawing depth prediction is about 6% for R/t=1.5. The shell element model predicts the
shear fracture cases (R/t=1.5 and 3) and the tensile failure case (R/t=10) accurately, but it
underestimates the drawing depth for the tangent failure case (R/t=5) by about 15%. The
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plane strain element model predicts much earlier fracture for all cases, and provides poor
load-displacement curve shape correlation for R/t value 5 and 10.
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Fig. 7-15: Comparison of the upper die vertical force versus displacement curves between
simulation results and experimental data for all R/t ratios.
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Wall stress and wrap angle
Besides the failure location and upper die load-displacement responses, the warp angle #
and wall stress o, at the onset of failure are also of great interest to the forming
community. These two parameters are usually utilized to determine a critical R/t ratio
below which shear fracture on die radii will occur (Shih and Shi, 2008; Shih et al., 2009;
Walp et al., 2006). In both experiments and simulations, the wrap angles # were
calculated from drawing depth h at failure using trigonometry. Readers are refered to Luo
and Wierzbicki (2010) for details. Based on the geometric relationship shown in Fig.
7-9b, the wall stress o, can be expressed in terms of the vertical force on upper die F,
wrap angle # and the original strip cross-sectional area A0 as
oW = "1 (7.1)A0 sin(#)
Since the incompetence of plane strain model has been proved above, here we limit
our attention to the solid and shell models. The wrap angle and wall stresses at the onset
of failure were extracted from every solid and shell simulation when the first element was
deleted, and the results are compared with experimental data in Fig. 7-16. It can be seen
that both solid and shell element models can qualitatively predict the increase of # and oa
90 9Q
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(a) Wrap angle (d) Wall stress
Fig. 7-16: Comparison of wrap angles and wall stresses at failure from simulation against
experimental data.
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at failure as R/t value goes up. However, quantitatively, the solid element model provides
much better prediction for both # and o, under most cases. It is noteworthy that the
critical R/t ratio is often determined by observing the experimental curves shown in Fig.
7-16, and a dramatic change in the slope is usually a sign of the critical R/t value, which
is around 5 for the present case. It should also be noted that the wall stress approaches the
Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of the present material as R/t increases, and this is also
an evidence of the transition from shear fracture to tensile failure at high R/t value.
7.5.3 Discussions
Through comparisons of simulation results against experimental data from various
aspects, the accuracy of the present fracture modeling framework and its applicability to
real forming problems have been validated. It has been found that the solid element
model provides best agreement with experiments on all aspects; including fracture
locations, load-displacement responses, as well as specific wrap angles and wall stresses
at failure. Shell element model predicts the fracture locations and upper die load-
displacement responses with good accuracy, and can describe the transition trend of the
Neckin CI.
Fig. 7-17: Diffuse necking in width direction observed in the simulations (R/t=5), and
contour of the equivalent plastic strain indicates a localized necking.
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wrap angle and the wall stress qualitatively but not quantitatively. The drawing depth,
wrap angle and wall stress under transitional conditions (R/t=3,5) could not be predicted
as accurately as the solid model. Nonetheless, considering its efficiency, the performance
of the shell element model is also acceptable. As of the plane strain element model, it
fails to predict the fracture location shifting (Fig. 7-14d) and significantly underestimates
the drawing depth (Fig. 7-15). The reason is that the strip is not under strict plane strain
especially when the tension level on the side wall gets high, and considerable necking in
the width direction has been observed as shown in Fig. 7-17. Hence, the plane strain
condition adds too much constraint to the model and makes the failure earlier. Further
discussions of the numerical results are made in the following two categories:
Stress states at critical elements
Since the present fracture modeling is based on a stress state dependent fracture envelope,
a close look into the evolution of stress state at a critical material point could help better
understand the fracture process. The stress triaxiality evolutions of the critical element
(the point where fracture initiates) for all four cases with different R/t values were
extracted from the solid element model, and the triaxiality versus equivalent plastic strain
curves were superimposed on the plane stress fracture envelope (Fig. 7-6b), as displayed
in Fig. 7-18. It can be seen that the critical material point is experiencing a complex
history of stress states, which calls for a stress state dependent fracture model.
Meanwhile, Fig. 7-18 also indicates that the stress state gets closer to uniaxial tension as
the R/t value increases, while approaches plane strain tension as R/t value goes down.
Therefore, from a local point of view, the shear fracture at tight die radii is under plane
strain condition, which features a lower fracture strain. It should also be noted that a full
3D fracture envelope (Fig. 7-6a) is implemented into the FE models, so the evolution of
Lode parameter is also complicated and important, but only the stress triaxiality history is
shown here due to document length consideration.
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Fig. 7-18: Evolution of stress triaxiality on critical elements under four R/t values.
Sequence of damage accumulation
The stretch-bending operation is a complicated process, and many factors including R/t
ratio, tension level and friction coefficient all have influence on the failure mode and
location. Hence, it would be quite helpful to develop a generalized 'road map' of the
damage evolution and fracture process. Recall that our proposed fracture model is Eq.
5.22, where D is a damage indicator, and fracture initiates when D = 1. Here, the
distribution of D on the critical part of the strip (between two dies) is studied for R/t= 10.
In this case, fracture initiation occurs the latest among all cases and the strip is
experiencing a complex damage pattern before fracture. The solid element model is used
and a generalized sequence of damage accumulation is summarized as followed.
i) Phase 1
As shown in Fig. 7-19a, in the beginning of the stretch-bending process, the damage
is concentrated on the die radius. In this stage, the tensile level is low and the damage is
mostly due to bending. Therefore, shear fracture will initiate in phase 1 if R/t value is
small. For the present DP780 sheet, when R/t equals to 1.5 and 3, fracture occurs in this
phase.
ii) Phase 2
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As drawing depth increases, the tensile level goes up, and the damage around die
radius is caused by both bending and stretching. Since the friction restricts the tensile
level in the strip portion which is in contact with the die radius, the damage concentration
will move to the tangent area where both tension and bending level are high. For the
present study, fracture initiates in this phase when R/t=5.
iii) Phase 3
There are two competing damage concentration zones, one in tangent area and the
other one on side wall. The reason for the shifting from phase 2 to 3 is that the contact
(a) Phase 1
A
(d) Phase 2
A.- =dV OM o Ft 10f
(c) Phase 3 (d) Phase 4
Fig. 7-19: Typical sequence of damage accumulation during a stretch-bending operation,
color coded is damage indicator D.
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friction again restricts the tensile level at the tangent area while the tensile level at the
side wall gets high as draw depth keeps increasing. For the present study, no fracture was
observed in this phase.
iv) Phase 4
As shown in Fig. 7-19d, if fracture does not occur during the first three phases, the
damage will concentrate on the side wall as the upper die keeps moving downward. The
contact friction will restrict the tensile level on the tangent area and makes it much
smaller than that of side wall. In this phase, tensile strain will be the main contribution to
the damage, so fracture initiates in this phase is mostly tensile failure. For the present
case, fracture happens in this phase when R/t= 10.
As analyzed above, fracture could happen in any of the four phases, and the damage
level in each phase depends on R/t ratio, contact friction, tension level and the fracture
envelope of the material. An in-depth understanding of the damage accumulation
sequence would help us explain many phenomena observed in the stretch-bending
operations but never interpreted by the experimentalists.
7.6 Parametric study
In this section, the effect of several modeling parameters, including tension level, tooling
friction, mesh size and the magnitude of MMC fracture envelope, on the fracture location
and punch load-displacement response are studied. Here, attention is limited to the solid
element model.
7.6.1 Effect of tension level
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The tension level in the SFS test could be altered by changing the clamping distance d
shown in Fig. 7-8. The baseline model used in this study is with R/t= 10, and the clamping
distance d is 460mm, same as in the test. Two additional simulations with a clamping
distance of d-300mm and d=165mm were carried out to investigate the effect of tension
level. Apparently, the smaller the clamping distance is, the higher the tension level in the
strips will be.
As shown in Fig. 7-20, the location of fracture initiation shifts from the side wall to
tangent area as the tension level increases. With reference to the foregoing discussion,
fracture in the baseline case occurs in phase 4, the fracture in higher tension case
(d-300mm) initiates in phase 3, and when the tension level is highest (d=165mm)
fracture starts in phase 2. Therefore, a higher tension level in the strips can cause the
fracture initiation earlier, and this is also demonstrated by Fig. 7-21. The reason is that a
higher tensile force accelerates the damage accumulation by boosting tensile strain. The
findings about tension level effect in the present numerical study agree well with
published experimental observations (Shih and Shi, 2008; Shih et al., 2009) on a similar
material.
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(a)Baseline, d=460mm (b)Higher tension, d=300mm (c)Highest tension, d=165mm
Fig. 7-20: Fracture initiation location shifts to die radii as tension level increases (Contoured
is damage indicator D)
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Fig. 7-21: Effect of strip tension level on the upper die load-displacement responses
7.6.2 Effect of tooling friction
The contact friction between the strip specimen and the die surfaces has great influence
on the damage accumulation process. In this section, the base scenarios are the cases with
R/t ratio 10 and baseline friction coefficient p=0.0 5 as determined in Section 5.1. Three
additional simulations with friction coefficient y of 0, 0.03 and 0.1 respectively were
performed to study the friction effect on fracture location and the upper die load-
displacement response.
As shown in Fig. 7-22, the transition of fracture location from the side wall to the
tangent area occurs as the friction coefficient decreases. One can see a clear phase 4
fracture when y equals 0.05 and 0.1, a typical phase 3 fracture as t reduces to 0.03, and a
phase 2 fracture in the tangent area under frictionless condition. The contact friction
could restrict the strip on die radii, hinder the development of large tensile strain in that
region, and hence expedite the transition between phases shown in Fig. 7-19. Shih et al.
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(2009) observed the same trend through experiments with different lubricant on a similar
material. Meanwhile, Fig. 7-23 indicates that the drawing depth at failure increase as
friction decreases, and the explanation would be that a higher friction will bring about a
shorter effective length under tension and thus a smaller elongation.
(a) p =0.1 (b) p =0.05, baseline scenario
(c) p =0.03 (d) p =0
Fig. 7-22: Fracture location transition from side wall to die radii as contact friction decreases.
(Contoured is damage indicator D)
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Fig. 7-23: Effect of contact friction coefficient on the upper die load-displacement
response.
7.6.3 Effect of mesh size
In this section, studied is the effect of mesh size on the fracture location and upper die
load-displacement response in the solid element simulation in the case with R/t=5. As
shown in Table 7-4, the edge length of the elements in critical area in the baseline model
is 0.2mm, and the aspect ratio is 1:1:1. Here, three additional models with critical element
edge length of 0.33mm, 0.5mm and 1mm were built, and the critical element aspect ratio
was kept to be 1:1:1. Fig. 7-24 shows that the fracture location in this case seems to be
independent of mesh size, at least for the mesh size range we studied, the fracture always
initiate in tangent area (phase 3) as in the test. The upper die load-displacement curve is
shown in Fig. 7-25, and it indicates that the fracture initiation is delayed as the mesh gets
coarser, and it converges to the experimental results as the mesh gets finer. However,
mesh size effects always exist as long as the constitutive model does not have a
characteristic length parameter, and local strain and damage accumulation usually change
as mesh size varies. The details of mesh size effect are out of the scope of the present
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work, but a simple way to reduce the mesh size effect is to keep a consistent length scale
in fracture calibration and simulations. This length scale includes the reference length
when measuring fracture strain using DIC, the mesh size when obtaining fracture strain
using inverse method and the mesh size in numerical applications. The DIC reference
length that resembles FE mesh size was set to be approximately 0.3mm in this study,
while the solid element sizes used for fracture calibration range from 0.15mm to 0.3mm
due to different specimen geometries.
(a) 0.2mm mesh, Baseline scenario
(c) 0.5mm mesh
(b) 0.33mm mesh
(d) 1mm mesh
Fig. 7-24: Fracture initiation location unaltered for all four element sizes. (Contoured is
damage indicator D)
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Fig. 7-25: Effect of mesh size on the upper die load-displacement response.
7.6.4 Effect of the fracture locus
Due to the inevitable errors in the measurement of the fracture strain and the notorious
mesh-size effect, there is no such thing as the exact MMC fracture strain envelope, which
is used as a reference strain level for damage accumulation. In this section, the effect of
the fracture envelope magnitude on the present stretch-bending fracture problem is
investigated. The magnitude of the fracture envelope is controlled by multiplying the
baseline envelope shown in Fig. 7-6b with a scale factor k. As shown in Fig. 7-26, two
additional scenarios with k values 0.5 and 1.5 are considered in order to study the effect
of fracture envelope.
Here, the fracture envelope effect on two cases, with R/t ratio of 10 and 1.5, is
studied. As of the fracture location, the height of the fracture envelope has little influence
on the R/t=1 .5 case, because the radius is so tight that bending strain is always dominant
and fracture always initiates in phase 1. For the R/t=10 case, the fracture location shifts
from side wall to tangent area as k reduces to 0.5, as shown in Fig. 7-27. A lower fracture
envelope will accelerate the damage accumulation, and thus cause the transition of
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fracture initiation from phase 4 to phase 3. As of the upper die load-displacement
response, the effect of the fracture envelope is more significant on the R/t=1.5 case than
the R/t=1 0 case, as shown in Fig. 7-28. The reason for this phenomenon is that the tensile
failure under R/t=10 case features larger localization than the shear fracture for R/t=1 .5
case. The evolution of equivalent plastic strain at the critical element (the first element
deleted) is also superimposed on Fig. 7-28, from which one can clearly see more
significant strain localization in R/t=10 case than that of R/t=1.5 case.
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Stress Triaxiality
Fig. 7-26: Two additional fracture envelopes obtained by scaling the original envelope.
(a)k=1.5, higher envelope (b)Baseline envelope
Fig. 7-27: Fracture location transition from side wall to
diminishes for R/t= 10. (Contoured is damage indicator D)
(c)k=0.5, lower envelope
die radii as fracture envelope
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Fig. 7-28: The upper die load-displacement curves under three different fracture strain
envelope with superimposed equivalent plastic strain versus upper die displacement
curve.
7.7 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, a recently developed phenomenological MMC ductile fracture model (Bai
and Wierzbicki, 2010), which features both pressure sensitivity and Lode angle
dependence, is employed to predict failures in a stretch-bending operation on AHSS
sheets. From a number of tests performed on various types of specimens, both plasticity
and ductile fracture of the present DP 780 sheet has been fully characterized. Detailed
finite element models with three different element types have been built for the present
SFS test, and the applicability and accuracy of the present plasticity and fracture models
on a type of practical forming processes have been validated. The key conclusions from
this study are:
(1) The Hill's 1948 yield function, together with its associated flow rule and a
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carefully calibrated hardening law is able to describe the plastic behavior of the
present material accurately. Meanwhile, the MMC fracture envelope, which is
highly nonlinear in the (r, 0, gf) space, fits the experimental fracture data with
very good accuracy.
(2) By comparing the numerical results and experimental data (Shih and Shi, 2008;
Shih et al., 2009) of the SFS tests, it has been found that the solid element model
provides best prediction in all aspects including fracture location/mode, die load-
displacement responses, failure wall stress and failure wrap angle. The
performance of the shell element model is also acceptable considering its high
efficiency. However, the plane strain element is not suitable for this problem,
since considerable necking has been developed and plane strain condition adds
too much constraint.
(3) A series of parametric study has been carried out with the solid element model. It
has been found that the experimentally observed effects of tension level and
tooling friction can be accurately captured by the present model. Mesh size and
the magnitude of fracture envelope both have influence on the damage
accumulation process, but they have different impact on the fracture phenomena.
For the present study, mesh size of the solid element model has little influence on
the fracture location, and the load-displacement response is converged as mesh
gets finer. The fracture envelope has larger influence on the drawing depth for
tighter radii case, while it could shift the fracture location in the larger radii case.
A typical damage accumulation process has been summarized in this chapter and
has been found useful in analyzing the effect of various parameters.
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Chapter 8
Summary and future directions
8.1 Summary of main results
Experimental plasticity characterization for metal sheets: A comprehensive
experimental procedure for anisotropic plasticity characterization has been developed in
this thesis for metal sheets. The plasticity experiments include not only conventional
uniaxial tensile tests in different material orientations, but also unique combined tension/
compression and shear biaxial experiments, and thus can provide a large coverage on the
3d yield surface. This procedure was applied to two different aluminum alloys, a thin-
walled extruded profile AA6260-T6 (Chapter 2) and a rolled sheet AA6061-T6 (Chapter
5). The experimental results reveal that the AA6260T6 extrusion is highly anisotropic,
with r-values ranging from 0.19 to 1.08. In addition, the yield stress for shear loading
along the material orthotropy axes is more than 25% higher than for shear loading at an
angle of 450 with respect to the material axes. On the contrary, the AA6061-T6 exhibits
only transverse anisotropy, with r-values almost independent of in-plane material
orientations. In addition, in-plane uniaxial compression followed by tension tests were
performed for the AA6260-T6 extrusions, considerable Bauschinger effect and
tension/compression SDE were observed.
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Phenomenolo2ical modeling of anisotropic plasticity: For the strongly anisotropic
AA6260-T6, an Yld2000 anisotropic yield function and its associated flow rule was
chosen and calibrated based on five experiments, while its accuracy has been evaluated
by simulating all experiments. In addition, an extension of the Yld2000-2d yield function
from plane stress to general three-dimensional stress states was presented. The 3D yield
function reduces to the Yld2000-2d yield function under plane stress conditions. It is
worth noting that both models make use of the same anisotropy coefficients which
simplifies the material model identification procedure. For the observe Bauschinger effect
and SDE, a combined isotropic/kinematic hardening model and a pressure dependent
yield function were proposed and calibrated, respectively. The resulting model provides
accurate predictions of the stress-strain response for both uniaxial and multi-axial
loading, and both monotonic and non-monotonic loadings. For planar isotropic metal
sheets, e.g., AA6061-T6 (Chapter 5) and DP780 steel (Chapter 7), the Hill'48 yield
function with associated flow rule was shown to be sufficient to model their multi-axial
deformations.
Polycrystalline plasticity modeling with RTM: A Reduced Texture Methodology
(RTM) is used to come up with a computationally-efficient polycrystalline plasticity
based constitutive model to describe the anisotropic mechanical response of the 2mm
thick extruded aluminum 6260-T6 in structural applications. In addition to the plastic
anisotropy, EBSD analysis revealed that the texture of the extruded aluminum alloy
varies along the thickness direction. Thanks to the increased computational efficiency of
RTM-based models as compared to conventional polycrystalline plasticity models, all
material model parameters of an RTM based model can be identified through an inverse
calibration procedure. A 12-grain model is calibrated to describe the mechanical response
of full-thickness specimens, while an 8-grain model is used for the reduced-thickness
specimens. Excellent agreement between model predictions and experimental data
demonstrates that RTM based polycrystalline plasticity models are sufficiently "rich" to
describe the mechanical response of an anisotropic material with great accuracy. In
addition, simulations of non-proportional tests reveal that the cross-hardening at the
macroscopic level is captured through latent hardening among its slip systems. The SDE
and other stress/strain history effects were successfully captured by a generalized initial
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back stress model at slip-system level. Structural FE simulations of a punch indentation
test and a 3-pt bending operation with spring-back demonstrate the great applicability of
the present model to industrial practices, in terms of both accuracy and computational
efficiency.
Experimental fracture characterization for metal sheets: Two comprehensive
experimental programs have been carried out in this thesis for ductile fracture
characterization. The one shown in Chapter 5 for the planar isotropic AA6061-T6 is
aimed at the quantification of stress-state dependence of the ductility. Experiments were
designed to provide a wide range of stress triaxiality and Lode angle and special efforts
were made to develop experimental techniques to identify the fracture strain directly and
maintain the stress state as constant as possible up to fracture. Fracture experiments were
performed in only rolling direction of the sheet as the material is planar isotropic. For the
strongly anisotropic AA6260-T6 extrusions, special focus was put on the characterization
of anisotropic fracture. Hence, a basic fracture testing program covering a wide range of
stress states and different material orientations was carried out. The surface strain fields
were obtained using two-dimensional Digital Image Correlation (DIC), while detailed
finite element simulations were performed of all experiments to determine the local stress
and strain histories inside the specimens. The experimental results show a strong
dependency of the strain to fracture on the material orientation with respect to the loading
direction. For the AA6260-T6, the fracture strain in extrusion direction is about twice of
that in transverse direction. Moreover, microscopic analysis has been performed to
identify the mechanism of the observed fracture. It has been found that the fracture
mechanism of the AA6260T6 sheet is shear band localization.
Phenomenological modeling of ductile fracture for anisotropic sheets: The
ductile fracture models developed in this thesis are all based on an isotropic
phenomenological fracture modeling framework, which is comprised of a MMC fracture
envelope, a linear incremental damage rule and a post-failure softening model. For the
adaptations in anisotropic metal sheets, two types of models were developed in this
thesis. For the planar isotropic AA6061T6 sheet, the 'associated' damage rule was
proposed to use the anisotropic work-conjugate equivalent strain as measure of damage.
After calibration, this model was shown to provide accurate modeling of all fracture
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experiments in both load-displacement response and fracture location. On the other hand,
for the strongly anisotropic AA6260T6, it has been shown that the 'associated' damage
rule is insufficient to capture the anisotropy of ductility. Therefore, a 'non-associated'
damage rule was proposed to make use of an anisotropic plastic strain measure, which is
obtained from applying the von Mises equivalent plastic strain definition after the linear
transformation of the plastic strain tensor. It is shown that the new 'non-associated'
model provides accurate predictions of the onset of fracture for all fourteen fracture
experiments. It is noteworthy that a mesh regularization scheme was developed to reduce
the mesh-sensitivity during post-failure softening.
Study on fractures in stretch-bending operations: The proposed plasticity and
fracture modeling framework was applied to a practical industrial forming operation, a
stretch-bending test, on a DP780 steel sheet. Finite Element models with three different
element types (solid, shell and plane strain) are built for a Stretch Forming Simulator
(SFS) test (Shih and Shi, 2008), numerical simulations with four different R/t values (die
radius normalized by sheet thickness) are performed. It is shown that the 3D and shell
element simulations with carefully calibrated plasticity and fracture models can predict
failure location/mode, the upper die load-displacement responses as well as wall stress
and wrap angle at the onset of fracture for all R/t values with good accuracy.
Furthermore, a series of parametric studies illustrates that the tension level (clamping
distance), tooling friction, mesh size and fracture locus all have great influence on failure
modes and load-displacement responses.
8.2 Suggestions for future studies
Although substantial amount of work has been done in this thesis on anisotropic plasticity
and fracture of metal sheets, a lot of unresolved problems strain remains:
* Finite deformation kinematics: The constitutive equations of this thesis, i.e. the
phenomenological plasticity model presented in Chapter 2 and the polycrystalline
plasticity models presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, are all incorporated in the
co-rotational kinematic framework (see Section 3.3.2). The co-rotational
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kinematics allows the incorporation of small strain constitutive models for finite
deflection and finite rotation analysis. Hence, it serves as a good test bed for new
and complex constitutive models because the small strain constitutive equations
are relatively easy to implement as compared to corresponding finite strain
equations. However, the description of material rotation and spin at large strain
within the co-rotational framework is questionable. Therefore, it is necessary to
rewrite the large strain constitutive equations of the present models within the
rigorous modem continuum mechanics (Gurtin, 1981; Gurtin et al., 2009)
framework, i.e. following Lagrangian kinematics and Kroner decomposition. The
book by Gurtin et al. (2009) provides comprehensive and in-depth discussions
about formulating constitutive equations obeying basic balances, thermodynamic
laws and frame-indifference hypothesis. In particular, the use of co-rotational
kinematics in the polycrystalline model presented in Chapter 3 hinders the
incorporation of crystallographic texture evolution (the lattice actualization within
the co-rotational framework increases the computational time greatly, see
(Rousselier et al., 2009)), a crucial factor for large deformation, whereas it is
naturally captured in the Lagrangian framework (see e.g. Bronkhorst et al., 1992;
Kalidindi et al., 1992; Anand, 2004). A promising and viable future study would
be the application of the RTM developed in this thesis on the Taylor-type
polycrystalline models embedded in the modem continuum mechanics
framework.
e Fracture modeling within the polycrystalline framework: Although the
anisotropic plasticity has been modeled using a polycrystalline model in this
thesis, the fracture model is still purely phenomenological. Polycrystalline models
can offer a lot of insights into shear band formation, intragranular void formation,
etc. Preliminary study in this end already started by adding a Mohr-Coulomb slip
system at the grain level.
* Mesh-size effect: Although some work has been done in this thesis regarding
mesh-size effect, i.e. the development of mesh regularization function for post-
failure softening, the mesh sensitivity study in order to obtain converged results,
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the mesh-size effect is still inevitable, especially when the strain hardening is
weak. Non-local approaches and gradient theories may offer solutions to this
problem. It is also important to realize the length scale difference between the lab-
scale fracture calibration simulations and the large scale simulations in industry.
e The effect of through-thickness heterogeneity to ductile fracture: Rolled or
extruded sheets usually exhibit thru-thickness heterogeneity in terms of grain size
and orientations. Its effect on plasticity has been studied in this thesis, but their
influence on ductile fracture remains unknown. This may also involve interesting
topics, such as the effect of grain size or morphology on ductile fracture.
e Edge or surface fracture: This thesis mainly focuses on fracture formation inside
un-cracked body. However, in the practical world, numerous fractures occur at the
boundary of the material. It is important to understand better the difference
between these two types of fracture modes, in terms of physical mechanism and
modeling approaches.
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